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BASIC EDUCATIONAL 'OPPORTUNITY GRANTS-
FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE, 197546

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1974

HOUSE Or REPRESEXTATIVESI
St) litIAL St..11CO3IN1TM. ON EDUCATION

'11 E Comtwria: ON EDueATioN AND Loon.
litcmhilig ton, D.C.

The special subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m . pursuant to notice, in
room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara
(chairman) preshling.

P rebent : Representative lara.
Present also: Jim 'Harrison, stair director; Webster Buell. counsel ;

Elnora Teets, clerk; I3onnie Strkklin, assistant clerk; and Robert C.
,Andringtt, minority stall director.

Mr. O'HARA. The special snbcommittee will (.0ine to order.
Today the subcommittee will begin its consideration of House Reso-

lution 1306, a resolution which I introduced on Thursday last week,
disapproving. the proposed family contribution schedule under the
basic grant programs.

[The text of H. Res. 1396, the bill under consideration, is as
follows :]

ILL RES. 1390, 93d Cong., 2d sass.)

Raintred, That the House of Representatives, in the exercise of its authority
under section 411(u) (3) (A) of the Higher Education Act of 1903. as amended,
disapproves of the proposed family contribution schedule and regulations sub -
mitted to the House on July 3, 1974, and as modified on September 23, 1974, by
the Commissioner of Education.

Mr. O'HARA. The proposed schedule for 1975-76 was subnlitted to
the Congress in its completed form on September 23 by letter from
Commi,sioner Bell to me. The letter contained modifications winch
the Office of Education proposes to apply to the current year's schedule
which was printed in the Federal Register on July 2 for public
accounting.

I am happy to have this proposed schedule, and I ask unanimous
consent ; and without objection, the proposed schedule and corre-
spondence regarding it will be printed at this point in the record.

[The documents referred to follow
(1)



DEPAlif XtEN3' we' EIWt'ATION. AN-11 .WKLEARE

41-tliee tai Edueation

145 Crit Part 30)

EDITATIO$AL 'OPPORT1 ',MTV -441tAN 141114:1MS1

:Expected Fatally Contribution for 11)5 1L76 AetnI ade Year

Pursuant 10 the anthority cianuined in the :subpart 1 of part A of 'Title IV of
tiles MOAT Eipltsition Aet of 1965 ;tit umended 120 r.S,C. 107tia l melee 1s:hereby
giVP11, That the Commissluner of Education, with the ,approval of The ::.;ceretar,
of float h. Education, and Welfare, proposes to issue the following regulations
:as on amendment to 45 CFR Part I1S4 covering the basis tot determining the
expert ed family eontribillion 01 both deili 4111011 anti 4ln-101)01(10U Miltitquit.z. for
acatlemie year 1973-76. The regulations al)pear below in their entirety.

These regniations are being submitted for public emit:meat ;:ind revive by tooth
lionises of Congress advimee of the Februnry 1 deadline speeilled in section
411 IA1) Of Cie Bieber Education Aet of 1995 as amended t2d PAC. 10711 a)) so
that eNieW a the Schedules may be completed earlier thou 5Iay 1, 'which Is 'the
dale listed In the statute.

11 is the opinion of the Commissioner that the May 1 deadline for Congres-
sional artien does not permit stodents, parents, mid educationol instit Anions
sutlielent time to make effective decisions concerning the paekaging of student
tinnelal aid resources. This opinion is also shared by the Douse Special Sub-
committee en Edueat kat. and legislation has !teen hitroduced whirl, if onolned
weeki require Haut the 4'month:stoner the Vot1441440.40
to be used for Fiscal Year 1070. no later than July 1. 1974, and would give the
Congress mull October 1, 1974, to review the propthed Sehedules. Although this
'egislation 11114 not yet been enacted into law. the Commissioner has testified in
support of it and is submitting the Flintily Contribution Schedules at this time,

The Selositt!es submitted for use in !leaden& year '1975-76 are identieal to
these In use during academie year 1974-75. It Is realized that (+tinges in 'the
Family Contribution Schedules will need to he considered as comments are
received by the `.)thee of Education on the basis of experienve gained regarding
the effect of the Sehedules during academie year 1974-75.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments. suggestions, or
objections regarding the proposed rules to Mr. Peter K. P. Voigt. Director, Divi-
sion of nakie Grimtm. U.S. Office of E.-Mention, Rosa 5975. R011-3, 490 _Maryland
Avenue. SW, Washington, D.C. 20'20. All relevant materisd received on or before
September 8. 1074. will be considered. Comments receives) will be available for
public inspection at the above (Mee Monday through Friday between S a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance Program Number 13.5.39, Rosie Edu-
cational a Mport unity Grant Program)

Dated: June 15, 1974.

Approved : Jone 26, 1974.

Pi n 1111RucAn.
Acting rt:". ConsinNioner of Education.

CANPAR W. WKINRICHUK114.
Secretary of Wallis. Education, and Welfare.

It Is& prqmsed to amend Subparts C and D of 45 CFR fart 190 to read as set
forth below.

Subpart C--- Expected Family Contribution for Dependent Students
Sor.
199.31 Indicators of thiamin! strength.
190.32 Stot.lal definitions.
190.33 The expected family contribution for dependent students front parents'

1140.34 0041)44401011 of expected contribution from the students effective Jammu.
190.35 t'onnputtiOli of standard expected contribution from parents' assets.



IMMO) l',411liatitillin tor 4* \ Pee i Mill 11)41111On fruit) 1)11,11110e Ineolne =4ttul ipo.ets,
attl nsted Mind er ,1411Thily aarmabets linen:401g ilnitithtions of posl-
seetindu ry :mitten Rune

14:41-37 elimPillation of expeeted eontrlantio from the studenrs :assets,
1141.3s t teupastation ref the total eloected Marty contributien,

Sabistrt l\---RXperted Fondly Cealrilmtilln for Dependent Students

§19(h31 Indicators of 'financial strength.
rinitillintlon" With respect ear)) ilejnindei4 44)0144 means

the Anemia the l'aillb" of that student emy wasenably be expeeted 'to
el kilt teSVIl III tile 'cost of 'his eileention for An neadPnlie year. Eneh of the
following PiPtoems of tinunelal strength Will be considered Iii deterinining the
funoly ribatien for .dpentictit students:

) The of the effective Intone) of tile $1 talent,
Ilia "the amount of tlie effective Ineome of the student's parent 1s),

The number Of dependents Of the student's parent ts).
will The Mailer Of tiependents of The student's parent ($) Who are in attend"

alne, on at least a Inlelinw basis, in 'program of postseeentlary ethic:man),
tei nnallit Of limets 14 the stlidellt.

'The ninon:111 of assets of the student's:parent us),
g VIOn-ila eNlablimAs of the student and the unusual expenses of The student's

pneent isl. $n. h lualstutl eXpenseN shall he limited to :medical and dental expenses
u tat -(.1)(11s,es from catostrephe.

th) The Additional eXpen)404 incurred in providing an meome when two par-
oats are employee, or :wheat n is beaded by a :singl parent.
,c20 loTilia )13) Ili) Ili))
§ 190.32 Special definitions.

Fur liunHP-.0s of this subtaat
tattli *Annual adjusted family Theonte" for any base year means the sum

of the Adjususi gross :income as defined in section 62 of the Internal
Ilevelont ('ode .,f the student's parents, whether or not the parents tile an in-
elane tax return. InvestInellt Income of the student's introits upon which no Fed-
eval thetane tax is required to he paid such as interest on municipal and -State
keels, tither Mutant) of the parents upoe which no Federal lifetime tax is required
le be Mb! )4.11 as child support payments, income of the parents received
under janitor notinkstance programs including welfare benetil$, social stbellrilY
benefits paid to the student's parents except those educational benefits paid on
elven:fit of the student or other members of the attldellra family, and Veteran's
benefits paid to the student's parents except those educational benefits paid on
fevount of t he I lidebt or other members of the student's family under Chapter 33

Title3s of the United States ( "ode,
(2) 'in tiw ease of the student uhose parents are divorced, or are separated

and Ilk --eparate returns for Federal income tax purposes, only the income as
described in sulparagrnpli I 11 of paragraph (a I of this section of the parent
who in'"A)"- more than one-half of the student's support for the base year shell
be conrdinked iii deterInining the annual adjusted family ICOnle. If no [went
provides more than talehalf of the support of the student, only the Income as
deserivd in subparagraph 11) of pnragraph (a) of this section of the parent
who provides the greater amount of that student's financial support in the lease
year shall be eonsidered in determining the alumni adjusted family

131 In the ease of the student whose parents are married, nod not separated
and lily *iparine returns for Federal laconic tax purposes, the income As de-
serfied in :.alliparnuraph Ill of paragraph (a) of this section of both parents
shall be el:nibbled to determine the annual adjusted family income for that
stlident.

(If) "Assets:* means cash on hued including amounts in checking accounts,
savings aetnutts and trusts, the current market value at the time of application
of st.teks. !ileitis, any other securities, real estate, home (If owned), income
prisineing property. business equipment and business inventory which are held
la the student's parents and by the student.

let "Base year" means the tax year for whielt information is requested by the
Commissioner for the purpose of determining family income.

8
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1d) "ialtentient etudebt" means any student who dues net 'qualify nit an
independent student as delined I 11)0.42 (a).

tel "Elittetive income 'et the ,student" mewls any :anmia paid to or on account
'ef, the etudent under the Social See-1111U ad 'whit% 'would nut be i tht if he Avery
4144 41 44111(14,111 under seetion 202.(d) efstitle 11 of The :Social Seventy Act. -42

eti2iti)i and one.halt of Itsts amount :paid the student under :chapter
34 ,:of title Sm. :I.71 tiled States Cod tVeterans Educational Assistattee---Zti VAC.
1031 et seq.) tied 'chapter 33 of title United States War Orphanel and
Widows' Educatiou Assistanceamt.:S.C. 1i00 'et see.). The Imam of the 'Wee-
:rho ineinne of the 14ith.loti the lititoltnt to be received during the academie
year for 'which Ittede Grant ass:hamlet) Is requested,

1070a a IS) lit 4 )
"Effereie family income" of :a student's parents 1,11inilip, um4410 nil

aaatletl fatititv income received :far the base year minus the Federal Income taX
paid or peptide with respect to each Income Attiring the hire year.

101.01). a ) tat ) )
"111)00 A,Ntoe,112w.1 offset" means allowanee to meet expenses

T0011144; to ,eniphtylnellt 111-tere both parents tire employed Or 1811141' 01V parent
inutrult.,, its al stinivitig spouse or head of a loonzebohl finder seetion 2 of the
Intertml ;Revenue Cede,

lb) '"Expeeses :aris1tt tram 4.111.41tartiptle' 1.11CIIIIS those types ant) amounts of
ilootaity losses ohivit may be &Aimed under section 103(e) (3) Of the Internal
Revenue rode NA Mill incurred daring the base year by -the student, Ilw
FarebiN of the student and the parents' dependents.

Az) V,:m,v, 2070:1(a) (S)413) V) )
tit -Family size offset" means an alloWitnee to Wel atIbsistellee expeuses,

litelnding shelter, clothing. and other basic needs .)f a family. For pur-
poses of this part the -Weighted ,Avertige. Threshold at the LOW incomv Levi'.),"
ass ,developed by the foetal Seritrity Administration shall lie used as a basis to
determine the itraount for the family size offset.

0) "Federal income' 1,11%" means the tax on Jimmie paid to the V.S. Govern.
ment under chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code and the tax on income paid
to the Governments of Puerto Rico, Guam. American Samoa, the Virgin islande,
and the Trust Territory of the Peelle Islands under the laws applicable to those
jnritelletbms.

I20 V.S.C. 1070a (al (3) (10 till))
' ",Medical expenses" means those types of naelical and dental expenses.

exeept premituns for nusileal insurance, that may he deducted under *Kam 218
of the internal tieventw Code which were incurred during the base year by the
student. the parents of the student and the parents' dependents.

(1) "Net assets" means the current market value of the assets included in
paragraph 0) of this section, minus the outstanding liabilities (indebtedness)
against sneh notes at the time of application.

onl "Parent" means the mother or father of the student, unless any other
person. 'eXcept the student's spnse, provides more than one-half of the student's
support and claims or is eligible to claim the student as an exemption for Fed-
eral income tax purposes for the base year. in which case such person shall he
vnsidered the parent,

(n) "Student's parents' dependents" means any of the following persons for
whom the parents provide or will provide during the calendar year in which the
Student applies to have his expeeted faintly contribution determined more than
one half of support: U) Any other children of the student's parents; (2) any
ether pereoas related to the student's parents by blood or marriage; or (3) any
person living with the parents.

(20 U.S.C. 1070a (a 1 (31(111 unless otherwise noted)
§ 190.38 The expected family contribution for dependent students from parents'

income.
The expected family contribution for dependent students from parent's income

for each grant shell be an amount determined in the following manner:
(a) Determine the effective family income of the student's parents.
() Add to the amount determined in paragraph (a) of this section the exec-

rive income of the student attributable to the dependents of the student who Is
veteran,
(e I tetermlne (Mere: toners. Income by deducting from the amount calculated

in paragraph ) of this section the following:

9
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0

1) ramie site eipset. faint4 size tereet is The 4111101-4 Speel'ilvd in the
lowieg table rtoutly sise imendes The student, Me student's parents and the stu
eent'e parents eeposelents. if the paremis tut' 'divklreed or :steparated. family else
)4)01 inetude the student and IOW parent 'Wleate lucerne is 'taken Into neeatalt Tor
the purpose of computing the ,:atausid udittettel tautly 11 lenine and that .isstresit's
dependent s,

rulify mize offsets
Family sizes: Du liar (amount)

.) 10.10.
3 8854)

.................. ....... ..... 14.womvoA... .... ,5500............ ...... .......... .......... 0200
MOO...............44 ... 4 . 4444444 ........... . ..... 44444444444444

44444444444444 .... .. 444.4 IteM)
MOO

11) 9000
0700

2

ravatal. tkoenacit, The umount by wItich the sum of medical and dental
expenses and loses* resulting trim) eatastrophes incurred hi the bow year and
not eompeuestted by insurnnee eSeVvdti 20 iterettlit of effective family income. Un.
usual exteetses may be deducted if they were incurred by the student, the stu-
dent's parents or the st Udell es; parents' dependent.

1St Erne/le/we f expense olfecf, An employment expense offset In an amount
opal to 50 pereent of the adjusted gross income earned in the bow year by the
parent earning the lesser ineome If both parents are employed, or 50 percent of
The laljasied gross income earned in the base year of it parent qualifying fie our-

SpaliSe or as head of household as defined in section 2 of the Internal Rev.
tens Code, lint in lam ease shall such an armlet exceed 411500, Time toSplifase ma) be
dabbed only if the Income of both parents or the Income of the surviving spouse
or bead of household is taken into account for the purposes of computilg the
annual adjusted fondly income

id) TO determine tiro expected family Contribution from parental income the
fallowing rates shall be applied to discretionary income:
:ft) 1 No contribution expected).
SI to .000 0 percent of Discretionary Income.
*1000 or more . $1.0110 plus 30 percent of Discretionary Income

Uh excess of 5,000.
(20 V.S.C. 1070(a) (3) (II

190.34 Computation of expected contribution from the student's effective
income.

(a) Except as provided for in paragrph (h) of this section the expected
family contribution obeli leeltele 300 percent of the student's effective income
for the academic year for which aid is requested: Provide(', That, that portion
of effective income of the student attributable to the dependent of a veteran
shall instead be included as a part of the discretionary Invouse of the student's
partials.

(WO) The contribution from the student's effective Income calculated In
paragraph (a of this section Khan be reduced by the amount of negative dis.
cretionory lucente as defined in subparagraph (2) of paragraph (b) of this
meet lose

(2) Tie amount of negative discretionary income is the amount by which the
sum of &duet ions for offsets and expenses met fortis in f 190.33(0 (1) through
II WM:Ate s (31 exceeds the amount of family income determined In 1100.33(b).

t2t) 1070a (a) (31 )

1190.35 Computation of standard expected contribution front parents' assets.
(a) Except as provided for in paragraph (b) of tiara /section, the expected

eontributio from parental assets shall be an amount determined In the follow-
ing manner:

I Determine the net assets Wiled by the parents.
() Deduct an asset reserve of 61100 from net assets as determined in sure

paragraph (I) of paragraph (a) of this section.

10
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1:1) Tho rotrfholloo from ,#111.11111111 01.4141,1)14411111:1 in) an uptown equal 1a1 A per.

mot of tl1e ttootottter oiotoptt In stilmaragrapli (11) of paragraph to) of this
section.

'tai Where the 'calettintions required by 1 3110,33,tet prodnee au amount of
1h lllile' itimertqlotary income its defined In 111111124 (1),'11 expetioll con-
iribmion from piwents' assets, ea/entitled in Minillt100001 On of paragraph tat
413 1111' 141001011. $)J41)1 11,i UT till' alumna of sue)) negatiVe diserictionary
ineme except to the extent 11011 pursuant to 1190.'34 Iii tit such incinue was
used to offset The expected V10 riution from the mildew's effective income.

11.1 1111) WOO( parents ore diVOrri011 toiuirlittti only the omets of the
parent whom. Ineome is token into neemint for the purpose of eomput lug annual
otijosted family inetnne Snail 1$* considered.

3070a t a ) 3) (ll)

1130.36 Computation for expected contribution from :parents' income and
assets, adjusted for number of family members attending institutions of
postsecondary education.
eel 1 For 'molt grant the amount extiectell front parents' income ns determined

in 1100.33 shall to the amount expeeted from parents' niottits
111111441 1n 1190.35.

Vor each grant the conthined expectation calculated on the Nods of the
iihove formuln shrill in' further olljusted in the following manner to take into
consideration the number of -family neuters who will Itc In Attendant*. on at
Iowa t1 inint-tilli h13444, Irogroinit of imouptecominry education during the am
demie year for whieh basic grant ateibtlattee is r1,4111M11

Nilninor rorolly
momborn Anelolibt
motimorololory ads
on 11 on:

1

3

4 or more....

rxpected eon fribntion from combined contribution per ',Indent

100 !Pe Went at contributhm front the amount determined in
paragraph a m) of this section,

7to percent of contribution from the amount determined in
in paragraph to) of this section.
tiercent of contribution from time amount detersnined in

isirngraph t a) of this section.
40 peirmiit of contribution from the amount determined in

paragraph (a) of this section.
Family members include the student, the student's porous and the student's
parents' dependents. the student's parents are divorced or separated and
are filing stairnte returns for Federal income tax purposes. family members
shall include the .student and any parent whose income is taken into account for
the purpose of computing annual adjusted family income and that parents'
deponkotts.
1100.37 Computation of expected contribution from student's assets.

120 r.S.e. 1070u (u ) (3) t )
Fur emit grout the taunt rilmtion from the student's newelm shall he an amount

anthill 10 33 per eentum of his net motets as defined In § 190.32(3 ).
(20 l'a4.e. 1070a (a) (3) I II) )

109.38 Computatiog of the total expected family contribution.
For each grant the taint expected family contribution shall be the sum of

/ The expected contribution from the InIldl+lir$ effeetivp ineuine tin deter-
mined in *100,34,

hi The eXilern/1 V011rrlmt ion front parents' dimeret 'unary inelinie and 1H/refits'
4n4rietti as determined In li 390.36,

WI The expected contribution from the student's assets as dettAtinI11111 ht
II 100.37

Subpart 11Expected Family Contribution for Independent Students

1100.41 Indicators of tintincini strength.
1110.42 Stiecial definitions,
190.43 The ex-pecks! family contribution for independent students from animal

adjusted family Immune.
1110.44 Computation of the expected fondly contribution from effective Income

for Independent students.



3190.45 'Computation fir expeeted contribution from tlw Assets of the independent
student and his er her spume..

Itts).40 'Computation for ,exected contribution from income ,and Assets. odjusttS1
for bundler of ,fundly members attending institutions of isst-seriinlary
isitteatien.

11441' Votaiktatiuu of the total eXiekled fondly t,!outribution,

Subpart 1)'E Tiede randly Contribution tor Independent Students

i 190.41 'Indicators of Inaneial strength.
41,Expoeted :Amity Contribut:on" Alt)) 4.espuet to each independent ,strithsit

newts the amount 'which tout student, and his or bet spouse. if ohy.14111)*Jvaaoll.
Addy ite expected,to euntribute toward the cost of Ida or her edueation ,for an
isentlemie year. Stich of the following elements of financial :strength will be
:consider's" in determining the family ,contribution for independent students::

to) The amount of effective ;income of the independent studetit.
ibt The Amount of ,annital adjusted iticome of the intleisselent student

411111 :11111, ilidell011d0111 Attiletirs spouse,
tr) The number of 'persons whom the independent student enn Oahu its an

esemptIoa.
di The number of deix.ndete of the independent student who In addition to

ilw Student will be its attendance, on at least a halftitle basis, in a program of
11),xli4etlealary education.

4)) The amount of the assets of the ludependent :student And his or her spouse.
(t) The unusual expenses of the .indepentient ,atudent, and his or their depend-

ents. Such Unusual 4,,Xlanisca Anil be limited to medical and dental expenses and
expoines 'irking from catastrophe.

The additional expenses incurred in providing an Income where both the
independent student and his spouse are eployed or where Hie 111414p414(14silt stu-
det quolities as a marviVilia spouse r us head of a househoid testier section 2 of
the internal Revenue Code.

t.20 V.S.C. 1.070a (a I (3) (C))
190.42 Special definitions.
For the purposes of this subpart ;
a -independent Student" means a student who,:

11) Bee not and will not I* claimed as an exemption for Federal Income itax
urpeem by any perms except his or her ',Tome for the calendar year tit) In
whit* aid is received and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which
aid is requested.

42) 111414 not received and will not receive financial assistance of more than $000
from isis or her parentis) in the ealendar year(s) to which aid is rewired and
the calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid is requt Wits 1111(1

13) has 11(1t lived or will not live for more than 2 consecutive weeks In the
lion* of a parent during the ealendar year In which aid is received and the
calendar year prior to the nentlende year for which aid Is requested,

tit) 41) **Annual Adjusted Family Neon*" for any Woe Yen? Walls the sum
of the following: Adjusted gross haven't as defined in section (12 of the Internal
Revenue Code of the student and the student's spouse, whether or not the to talent
or the student's sw* files an income tux return, investment income upon which
no Federal bovine tax is required to be paid such as interest on Laicipal and
State bonds, other income of the student and the student's spouse ..pon which no

Federal income tax Is required to be paid such an child support pay:nents. income
of the student and the student's spouse received under income alittenanott pro-
aroma including welfare benefits, social security benefits except those howilta
pa Id to or on account of the student included in paragraph (ft of this section,
unit veteran's benefits except those veteran'. benefits paid to the independent
student under chapters 34 and 35 of title of the United Staten Cede.

12') In the case of the student who is divorced, or is eeparated only the tall-
dears own lailane shall be considered in determining the annual adjusted family
income,

(3) In the case where the student and his vow* are married and not separated
but tile separate returns for Federal income tax purposes. the income tv deseriled

stsparagraph (I) of paragraph (it) of this section of both the appliant and
sissuse shall he combined to determine the annual adjusted family ineonie for
that student.

12
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(e) "Assets" means, rash on bend :including amounts In ,checking accounts, sav-
ings aeeounts and :trusts, the 'carcent market Value ,at the time of applicant») of
stocks, bonds, and other securities. real estate, home (if owned), income produe-
lug property, business equipment and business inventory which arc held by the
independent student and/or his spouse.

Ad) "Base year" :means the tax year for which information is requested by the
Comdasioner for the purpose of determining family income,

t el "Dependent" means the ,independent studet't spouse and any of the tot-
lowing persons for whom the student or his spouse provides or will provide 'dur-
ing the calendar year in which the litutlent applies to have his 'expected family
vontribution ,deterined more than onehnif of support:

11) Any children of the student or his spouse : (2) any other persons related to
the student or his spouse by blood or marriage; or (3) any person living with the
student and his spouse.

(f) The "effective income of the student" means any amount paid to, or on
'Recount of, the student under the Social Security Act which would not be paid if
be were not a student.; under section 20(d) of title 1.1 of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. 402 (11), and one-half of any amount paid the student under 'chan-
ter 34 of title 3S, tufted States Code Veteran"; Educational Assistance-4S
U.S.C. 1051 et seq.) and chapter 35 of title 3S, United States Code (War Or-
phans' and Widows' :Education Assista.nce---38 'U.S.C. 1700 et seq.).. The amount
of the et eetive income of the student is the amount to lie received during the
academi year for which basic grant assistance is requested.

Alt) "Effective family income" means the annual adjusted 'faintly Income
received during the base year minus the Federal income tax paid or payable
with respect to such hicome.

thl "Employment 'expense offset" -means an allowance to meet expenses relat-
ing to employment where both the independent student and his or her spouse are
entlated Or where the independent student qualities as a surviving spouse or as
head of a household under section 2 of the Internal Revenue Code.

ti) "Expenses arising from catastrophe" means those types and amounts of
"axility losses wi!-1: may be deducted antler section 105 (e) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code are incurred by the Independent student and his depend-
ents 'during the base year.

lit "Family size offset" means an allowance to meet subsistence expenses,
including food. shelter, clothing, and other basic needs of the independent student
And his dependents. For purposes of this part the "Weighted Average Thresholds
at the Low Income Level," as developed by the Social :Security Administration,
shall be used as a basis to determine the amount fur the family size offset except
in the came of a single independent student, where an amount estimated to be
equal to living expellees during periods of nouenrollment shall be utilized.

(k) "Federal Income tax" means the tax on income paid to the US. Govern-
went under chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code and the tax on income paid
to the Governments of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands,
and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands under the laws applicable to those
jurisdictions.

(20 U.S.C. 107(hi (a) (3) (13) )
(1) "Medical expenses" means those types of medical and dental expenses,

except premiums for mmlical insurance. that may be deducted under section 213
of the Internal Revenue Code. which were incurred by the independent student
and his dependents during the base year.

( m ) "Net assets" means the current market value at the time of application,
of the assets included In paragraph (c) of this section minus the outstanding
liabilities (indebtedness) against such assets.

(20 U.S.C. 1070n (a) (3) (C)
$190.43 The expected family contribution for independent students from an-

nual adjusted family income.
The expected family contribution of the independent student from annual

adjusted family Income shall be an amount determinea in the following manner:
(a) Determine effective fancily income by subtracting from the annual ad-

justed family income (including the portion of the effective Income of the student
attributable to the dependents of a veteran) the amount of Federal income
tax paid or payable with respect to such income.

(b) Determine discretionary income by deducting the following from effec-
tive family income :

C
j.
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(1) Family size alrmel A family size 'offset Is the amount specified in the
following table. Vitiol y it the student 4.1111 his dependents. 11 the
student Is divorced or separated, family size shall include any person whose
income Is taken into account for the purpose of computing the annual adjusted
family income and his or her dependents.

FUMiiil size offset
Dollar

Fatally size: Amount
3050
'3050

. . 4050
. 5500

0 _ 0200
0900
7000

9 8300
10 9000
11 --- 0700
12 10400

An offset of $850 shall be made for the ifingle independent student.
(2) Unusual apenses. The amount by which the sum of edieal and dental

expenses. and losses resulting from catastrophes incurred in the base year and
not compensated by insurance, exceeds 20 percent of effective family income.
Unusual expenses may be deducted it they were incurred by the independent
student and his dependents during the base' year.

(3) Employment expense offset. An employment expense offset in an amount
equal to 50 percent of the adjusted gross income earned in the base year by
either a married independent student or the student's spouse, whoever earns
the lesser, or 50 percent of the adjusted gross income earned during the base
year by an independent student qualifying as a surviving spouse or as head
of household as defined in section 2 of the internal Revenue Code, but in no case
shall such an offset exceed $1,500.

(e) Determine the expected fatuity contribution from the family income Of
the independent student and his or her spouse by applying the following rates
to discretionary income

(1) 75 percent of discretionary income for the single independent student with
no dependents;

(2) 50 percent of discretionary income for the married independent student
with no dependents other than spouse; and

(3) 40 percent of discretionary income for the independent student who has
dependents other than spouse.
(20 U.8.C. 1070a 00 (3)(C))
§180.44 Computation of the expected family contribution from effective in-

come for independent students.
(a) Except as provided for in paragraph (b) of this section. the expected

family contribution shall include 100 per (wawa of the student's effective income
for the academic year for which aid is requested; except that, that portion of
effective income of the student attributable to the dependents of a veteran shall
instead be included UM a part of, and treated as, annual adjusted family income.

(b) (1) The contribution from the student's effective income calculated in
paragraph (a) of this section shall be reduced by the amount of negative dis.
eretionary income as defined in subparagreph (2) of paragraph (b) of this
section.

(2) The amount of nPgative discretionary income is the amount by which
the sum of deductions for offsets and expenses set forth In i 190.43(b) exceeds
the amount of family income determined in if 190.43(a ).

190.45 Computation of expected contribution from the assets of the inde-
pendent student and his or her spouse.

(a) Except as provided for in paragraph (b) of this section, the expected
contribution from the assets of the independent student and his or her spouse
shall be determined in the following manner :

14
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(1) betermine the total amount or net assets owned by the student and the
sttalem 's sponse,.

121 The contribution from assets shall be an amount equal to 33 percent
of the amount determined In sublaragraph (1) of paragraph (a) of this election.

lb) 'Where the intli.ithitIous required by 11110.430) produce an amount of
nen) t ve disereno1Mry income as defined in is 190.44( b)(2) the expected VOW
tribution from I1w ssets of the student and his spuse t4lculated In paragraph
(a) of this section shall be reduced by the amount of such negative discretionary
income except to that extent that pursuant to 11A44419 (I) such Income was
used h off-zet the expected contribution from the student's effective income.

11190.46 Computation for expected contribution from annual ,adjusted
income and assets adjusted for number of family members attending institu-
tions of postsec,ndary education.

(a ) For each grant the amount expected from family income as determined
in § 190.43 shall be added to the amount expected from assets as determined
In § 199,45.

( b ) For each grant the combined expectation calculated on the basis of the
above formula shall be further adjusted in the following manner to take into
consideration the number of family members who will be in attendance, on at
least a half-time basis in programs of postsecondary education during the
academic year for which basic grant assistance is requested:

Number or flintily members attending institutions of postsecondary education:
Expected contribution from combined contribution per *Went

1 100 percent of contribution from the amount determined
in paragraph (a ) of this section., 70 percent of contribution from the amount determined
in paragraph (a) ofthis section.

3 50 percent of contribution from the amount determined
in paragraph (a) of this section.

4 or 40 percent of contribution from the amount determined
in paragraph ( a ) of this section.

Family members shall include any person whose income is taken into account
for the purpose of computing the annual adjusted family income and his or her
dependents.
*190.4 Computation of the total expected family contribution.

For each grant the total expected family contribution shall be the sum of :
In The expected contribution from the student's effective income as deter-

mined in 1 190.44, and
(b) The expected contribution from discretionary income and assets, an deter.

mined in § MAO.
APPENDIX

Execcrr YAM I IN coNTImiUTIoN ?Op. DEPENDENT DTUDENTr4, ACADEMIC YEAR 197DTI

Summary of Calculations

1. Parents' adjusted gross income in 1974
a. Amount earned by father .
b. Amount earned by mother

2. Other ptirolAill income in 1974 .
8. Parents' annual adjusted income in 1974
4. Parents' Federal Income Tax paid for 1974
5. Effective family income in 1974
G. Family size offset (table 1)
7. Unusual expenses
8. Employment expense offset (table 3)
9. Total offsets against income (lines 8+7+8)

10. Discretionary income (line 5 minus line 9)
U. If line 10 is a positive amount, multiply discretionary

income by applicable rate ( $144999 @ 20% $5000 or
more. $1000 +30% of amount in excess of 85000) to
obtain standard contribution from income. If line 10 Is
a negative amount, enter 0__



12. Effective incoming of the student (social security and one-
bait of Veterans benefits)

13. If line 10 is a negative amount, enter that amount as
positive number; otherwise enter

14, Subtract line 13 from line :12 to obtain contribution from
effective income of the student. (lay be a negative
number.)

15. If line 14 is a negative amount, change to 0; if line 14 is
A positive amount, enter emu +Contribution from the effec-
tive income of the student

16. Determine net assets of parents
17, Subtract asset reserve of $7500 -
I'S. Available parental assets (line 16 minus line 17)
19. Multiply available parental assets by 0.05- -------- -
'0. Enter line 19 as :standard contribution from available

parental assets. If line 11) is negative, enter 0
21, if line 14 is negative, enter as a positive amount ; if line

14 its U or :postive, enter 0-
22, Substraet line 21 from line 20 to obtain contribution from

parental assets -
23. Add lines 11 and 22 to obtain contribution from parents'

income and assets
4, Multiply line 23 by multiple student rate to determine

expeeted family contribution for each family in postsec-
ondary education (table 2)

25. Determine net assets of student
d, Multiply student's net assets by 0.33 ----- - -------
27. Student Eligibility Index equals sum of lbws 15, 24, and

$7500

EXPLANATION OW CALCULATION

1, Parents' adjusted gross income in 1974 (line 1). All income which is avail-
able to the parents should be considered in the evaluation of :parental ability to
support the cost of postsecondary education. The most valid reference for paren-
tal 1114011P subject to Federal income tax is the adjusted gross income item in
the fandly's Federal income tax return. This information is readily available to
most families. and the information can be verified by referring to the IRS forms
actually tiled by the parents.

If it may be assumed that family income will be measured on an annual basis.
which year of family income shall he used? Parents provide from their current
income for the education of their children. However, if we attempted to use cur-
rent year information, a parent would have to estimate the amount of income
which he will receive during a year in which a child is a student since application
for aid is made before the student enrolls for a particular year of study. A study
by Orwig and Jones shows that income received during the tax year prior to the
year in which the student is applying for aid is the hest practical indicator of
the income from which a student's actual expenses will be paid.' If estimates of
the income received during the actual year of attendance are provided by parents,
middle income families systematically underestimate their earnings, and lower
income families systematically overestimate their earnings. The amount to be
entered here, therefore, is from the previous year's Federal income tax form.

2. Other parental income in 1974 (line 2). Information on other family income
mast also be collected since this income does clearly contribute to family financial
strength and may represent a considerable portion of the parental income of
many Basic. Grant recipients. Elements of other family income are: Income from
tax eNuolipt bonds, that portion of pensions on which no Federal income tax is
required, welfare benefits, social security benefits (except those benefits paid to
or on account of the student or other educational benefits paid to other members
of the family). child support payments which are received for all children for
whom the parents provide more than one-half support, income of families which
didn't Me income tax returns, that portion of capital gains on which no Federal
income tax is required, etc.

a Reference numbers nre keyed to the line numbers In preceding samm_ary.
r Orwisr and Jones. "Own FinnnelnI Need Analysis Be Simplified?" Tile American College

Testing Program. Iowa City, Iowa, 1970- -p.11.
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3. Parents' ittirthOi tut:lusted income in 1974 (line 3), Parents' annual adjusted
Income is the sum of parents' adjusted gross income (line 1) plus other family
ineome (line 2).

4. Parents' Pedcraf Income tax paid. for 1974 (line .4). The legislation requires
that a deduction be made, 'from annual adjusted income, for the amount of
Federal income tax 1)uld on income received during the base year

Effeetive family income in 1974 (line 5). The result of subtracting Federal
income tax paid I line 4) from the annual adjusted income Moe Z) 124 (44)0 ire
family income and is the base for calculating expected contribution from parental
Ineome.

0. Family seize off set Ulna 6). In addition to 'taxes, a family has battle sub-
sistitmv expenses which must he met before any contribution from income can
lie expected. These expenses will vary depending on size of the family involved.
For purposes of the bunk grant, the "Weighted Average Thresholds at the Low
income Level," developed by the Social Security Administration and published
by the Bureau of the Census, have been used as a reasonable approximation of
basic family expenses' These expenses are based on the food costs of a family
of a given else, and make certain assumptions about the additional expenses of
shelter and other family needs.

The data are revised annually, and thus can be used to update the family
contribution schedules from year to year. The figures supplied by the Bureau of
the Census have been incremented by 8.8 percent to reflect estimated cost of living
'nemeses from the fall of 1972 to the present, and then rounded to facilitate
ealeulation. The resulting figures have been called "Family Size Offsets." Their
derivation is illustrated below

Family Rise offal's

Family size:
:3

none).
50130.ent

050
3 3, 050
4
5

54,, 5614

41 0, 200
7 0, 900
S 7,000
9 8, 800

10 9,000
11 9, 700
12 10, 400

7. Unusual expcniten (line 7), The baste Grant program is required by law to
take into consideration two kinds of unusual expenses, those arising from a
"entastropher and "unusual medical expenses." It is proposed to use the Internal
Revenue Service definitions of medical and dental expenses and casualty loss
in determining "unusual expenses" for the Basic Grant program. The use of
Internal Revenue Service definitions avoid the need for creating a new definition
of expenses which would be used only by the Basic Grants program. However,
some distinction must be made between expenses which may be itemized for
ineome tax purposes, and those itemized expenses which are "unusual" as used
(or the Basic Grant legislation.

For purposes of the Basic Grant program, those items which may be included
as unusual expenses are:

1. Those medical and dental expenses (not compensated by insurance or other-
wise) which :nay be listed as "medicine and drugs" on line 2 of Schedule A.
Form 1040 of the Internal Revenue Service and those expenses which may be
listed as "Other Medical and Dental Expenses" on line 6 of Schedule A, Form
1040. The gross amount of all such medical, dental and drug expenses is to be
used in the Basic Grant calculation.

3 From "Weighted Average Thresholds At the bow income Level" in 1972 by use of
family and arc of Mind, by farm-nonfarm residence: current population reports consumer

Jincome. characteristics of the low-income population : 1972 series p. 00. No. 88, June 1973.

iv I
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2, Those tostooty or ithem tosses) permitted by th.a Internal Revenue Service
irornt 1040, Schedule A, fine 20),.

The -amount of unusual 'expenses 'which :ma be deducted from effective 'faintly
income Aline -5 of this Illustration) Is that amount of -unusual expenses as
defined above) In excess of 20 percent of effective family inconie. This exclusion
is designed to 'confine for such expenses to those Which are genuinely
unusual

-;t4. Employment -expense offset (line 8). In constructing budgets Which recog-
nize 'expenses for families, due ,provision must be made for the expenses of the
breadwinner Which occur as a 'result of enVoyment itself. Some expenses for
clothing, transportation, and other items are s ttributable to occupational :needs.
When both parents work, Additional employment expenses areeineurred. Also,
if u household is headed by a single parent, the costs associated with that em-
rloyment are greater than for a comparable worker who has the economic
advantage of u nonemployed spouse. Therefore in the determination of -family
;contribution an -Empolyment Expense Offset" has been constructed to treat
more equitably the income of the two parent family where both parents work,
or 'the single parent household, it Is _recognized that both of these types of
families will occur frequently In the lower -income -families where Basic Grant
eligibility is greatest. The -offset provides that 50 percent of the earnings of that
parent with the lesser earnings, or 50 percent of the earnings of the single parent,
will be protected from any contribution toward education. The maximum offset
is $1,500 And would thus assure that up to $30 a week would be available for
The -additional expenses which these parents face.

O. Total offset against income (line 9). The sum of line 6 (family size offset)
plus line 7 unusual expenses) plus line 8 (employment expense offset) is the
total amount which can be deducted from effective family income (line 5) in
order to determine discretionary parental income.

10. Discretionary income (line 10). The income which remains after, allowance
has been made for family living expenses, Federal income taxes, unusual ex-
pewee and the employment expense offset may be identified as discretionary
income. This income is available for the purchases of goods and services which
enhance the standards of living of the family including the cost of postsecondary
education.

11. Standard income contribution (line 11). A contribution of 20 percent is
expected from the first $5000 of discretionary income. When discretionary income
exceeds $5000, the expected income contribution is $1000 plus 80 percent of the
amount in excess of p5000. The contribution rates will generally be at the 20
percent level for most of the income range where Basic Grant eligibility will
occur.

These contribution rates appear reasonable in terms of the several demands
-made on family income, especially in light of the fact that the cost of supporting
the student for the academic year is included in the cost of education and doer'
not have to be met fro.0 the general budget resources.

12. Effective income of the student (line12). For purposes of the Basic Grants
program, the enabling legislation requires that effective income of the student
is: That Amount of social security benefits paid to or on behalf of a student
because he is a student ; and one-half of that amount of veteran's readjustment
benefits and/or war orphan's benefits (exclusive of dependency allowances)
paid to or on behalf of a student because he is a student. In both cases, the
amount is the total to be received during the academic year for which Basle
Grant assistance is requested. Veteran's dependency allowances are clearly not
for the support of the Veteran himself. Therefore they are included with, and
given (ho same treatment as, "effective family income."

13 .ldjustmentt of effective income of the student for negative income (line
13). In the event that the family has a negative income, that is, if the effective
family income is less than the various offsets against income, the support of
basic family needs must be given priority over the support of postsecondary
education. Therefore, the effective income of the student may be decremented
by the amount of the negative income before effective income is added into family
contribution. In the event that the negative income of the parents ereceeds the
affective income of the student, the amount of the excess is preserved to be sub-
tracted from any contribution from parental 'wets as calculated below.

14. fine 14). Subtract line 13 from line 12 to obtain the difference between
the effective income of the student and the discretionary income of the family.

42-77)2-- 71----- 2
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15. r line 1.1). If line 14 Is a negative amount, entert; if line 14 is a positive
amouut-, enter it as the effective income component of the family contribution.

16. Xmi assets of parents (line 16) -ror purposes of Basic Grants, the hl-
lowlug types of assets will be considered ; ;Equity in farm, business, home, other
real estate, stocks, bonds, other Investments, :savings ace ants, etc. :Since equity
is being ;mensured, debts against the stated:assets will a deducted in evaluating
the net worth of these assets.

17, ,bailable' parental assets (line 18)---In order to determine the amount
mmf parental assets which can be assessed for contribution for educational pur-
poses, an asset reserve of $7,500 is subtracted from the net assets of parents,
Since families -accumulate Assets for several purposes including retirement,
future consumption, the postsecondary education of their children and the pro-
vision of an encononde buffer In the event of catastrophe, some portion of
assets should be reserved :from any contribution toward postsecondary educa-
tion, and remaining onsets be assessed at some rate less than 100 percent. -A
review of the net asset positions of the 1973-74 Basic Grant recipients indicates.
that $7,:"00 is an adequate reserve since it appears that the average home equity
for Basle Grant -applicants is this amount. In addition, the $7,500 amount would
allow for emergencies and retirement needs.

Subtracting line 17 (asset reserve) from line 10 (net assets of parents) re-
sults In !available parental assets.

18, Asset assessment rate (line 19).--Once the available parental assets have
been determined, a contribution rate of 5 percent will be assessed on the parents'
net worth in excess of $7.500. Because the value of assets grows, this rate of
asset nFsessment will generally leave the family's asset position largely m-
inuet ins].

A IV rate is equal to or below current real estate and savings account appre-
elation rates, and therefore seems reasonable.

in, standard contribution from parental fowls (line 20). Multiplying available
parental assets (line IS) by 5% results in the standard contribution from
parental assets. The total measure of available family resources in a particular
year is the assessment of both income and assets of the family. This procedure
takes into consideration the interdependent relationship between assets ,and
income. In the event that there is a negative assessment of income (e.g. there
exists offsets (line 0) exceeding total effective income (line 5)1, the amount of
negative assessment should be taken into account when determining the total
measure of available family resources. This ran 1w accomplished by offsetting
the standard asset contribution by that amount which the negative income ex-
ceeds the effective income of the student. Entering the standard pnrental asset
component in line 20 allows for this offset to occur.

0. time 20. Filtering line 14 ithe difference between effective income of
the student and the discretionary income of the family) allows for the offset
aims siren the e,,orribotimi from fnudiv assets, If line 14 is 0 or positive, enter 0.

21. (line 22). Subtracting line 21 (offset against contribution from assets)
from line 20 (parental asset contribution) results in the component of contri-
bution from family assets.

22. Standard eontribution front parental inrome and a,qets (line 231. Adding
line 11 !parental Income contribution) to line 22 (parental asset contribution)
provides the parental income and asset components of the family contribution.

23, Multiple student adjustment (line 24). Adding the parental income con-
tribution to the parental asset contrilmtion and the other parental asset contri-
bution results in the expeeted contribution from parents with one family member
in poststssandare eduentien. Some adjustments nowt then be made for those
families in which more than one family member will be enrolled in postsecondary
eduention for time endemic year 1975-70.

-Since each student has an allowance for costs of attendance, the family's
discretionary income Is effectively increased when there is more than one family
member in postsecondary education. In order to determine the appropriate per-
eentages, the contributions expected from different family Rises were compared.
These investigations Indicated that 140 percent of the contribution for one
child AVOnld be n reasonable asseetonent against the family with two students.
Thus, each student would receive 70 percent of the contribution which the family
would make if there were only one student in the family, Similarly, 150 percent
of the single student contribution seemed adequate for the family with three
children in postsecondary education; each student could expect 50 percent of
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the single stildrilt eontribution. For families with four or more students, end(
family will be assessed 4o percent of the single student contribution for each
Child in postsecondary education.

The following table ,summarizes the treatment of families with different BUM-
trers of family members in postsecondary education

Contribution contributFloanfrtiorit
per student us all students as a

a percent of
standard

percent of
'standard

Number of students contribution contribution

1 100 100
2 70 140
3... 50 150
4 or more. 40 160+

24, Net assets of the .sturfent (line 2.5).---The applicant net assets would be
defined in the same 'fashion us the assets of the parents. Debts against these
assets would be deducted. Trust funds in the student's name would be included.

25. Student met contribution (line 26).In determining a fair treatment of
student assets the theory of the major need analysis systems has been followed

that because the student himself is the direct beneficiary of postsecondary
education, he should be expected to invest a greater portion of his resources in
meeting his educational costs than should be expected from his parents.

For the Basic Grants program. one-third of the student's assets (recalculated
each year would be expected. This method is simple and provides a modest
reserve for the student.

The result of multiplying the student's net assets (line ro by the student asset
itsrit.SoOliellt rate (.33) Is that amount expected from student assets for educa-
tional purposes.

20. Total family contribution (line 27).The total expected family contribution
for a dependent student is determined by adding line 15 plus line 24 plus line 20,

ENIVA KB VASIL ILY CONTRIBUTION FOR INDEPENDENT STCDENTS, ACADEMIC YEAR 1075-70

Summary of calculations

1. Adjusted gross income of applicant (and spouse) in 1974
a. Amount earned by applicant
b. Amount earned by spouse

2. Other family income in 1974 +.
3. Annual adjusted family income of applicant (and spouse) (line 1

+ line 2)
4. Federal Income Tax Paid for 1974
5. Effective fatuity ineome..
0, Fatally size offset (table 1) +
7. Unusual OXIXIBieit
K Employment expense offset (table 31_
9. Total offsets against Jimmie (lines 0+7+8) ==10. Diseretionary income (line 5 minus line 9)

11. if line 10 is a positive amount, enter that amount. If line 10 is a
negative amount, enter 0

12. Multiply discretionary Income of line 11 by applicable rate to obtain
standard contribution (table 4)

18. Effective income of student
14. If line 10 is a negative amount, enter as a positive number; other

wise enter 0
15. Subtract line 14 from line 18. (May be a negative amount)
10. If line 15 Is positive, enter as contribution from effective income of

student. If line 15 is negative or 0, enter 0 as contribution from
effective income of student

17. Determine net assets of applicant (and spouse)..
lh. Multiply amount of assets of applicant (and spouse), entered in

; 20
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line 17 by 11,33 to ()Win standard contribution from assets
19-: it line 1, is a negative number, enter us Positive number; other-

mlse enter .....
2i). -Subtract line It) from lino is to obtain standard contribution from

student assets. If negative number, change to
2]. Add lines 12 and 20 to obtain standard contribution from income

and assets... .
lluitiply standard ,contribution by multiple student rate to -deter-

mine ,expeeted family -contribution for each member in post-
seven& ry education ( table 2) ..

2.1 Student Eligibility index 'equals sum of lbws 16 and ))

EXPECTED es MIX CONTRIBUTION PAR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS ACADEMIC YEAR IA 70--76

EXPranaliOn of eateulationa.1 For the purposes of the Bode Grants program,
independent t SVIt,supporting) student status inn be claimed if the ,npplieant

(1) has not been and will not he claimed as an exemption for Federal income
tax "osmoses by any person except his or her spouse for the calendar yeeirts)
which aid is received and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which
aid is refe,:estee, and

12) !WS not revived and will not receive finaneial assistance of more than $000
(in cash or kind) from his or her parent (s) In the calendar year (s) in which aid
isa reeeived and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid is
requested, and

13) Has not lived or will not live for more than two consecutive weeks in the
home of a parent during the calendar year(s) in which aid is received and the
calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid is requested.

Once a student igas been determined to meet these criteria and Is defined as an
independent student. his expected family contribution Is calculated according to
the process outlined below.

1. Adjusted gross income of applicant (and spouse) (line 1). All income which
is available to the applicant (and spouse) should be considered in the evaluation
of ability to support the cost of postsecondary education. The most valid reference
for taxable income is the adjusted gross income item in the Federal income tax
return. This information is readily available and can be verified by referring to
the IRS forms actually filed.

The decision as to which year's income is to be considered is a difficult one for
independent students. Traditionally. a student's income may vary considerably
from year to year. While it may be preferable to ask the student to estimate his
earnings for the current year, obtaining realistic projections of earnings would
not be possible without establishing counseling centers where students could be
assisted in preparing this information.

'Because this is not feasible at this time, it has been determined that the
adjusted gross income to be considered is that amount entered on the previous
year's Federal income tax form.

This also hits the advantage of being consistent with the data collected for
dependent students and assures that the family contribution of all students is
determined from the same base.

2. Other income of the Independent student (line 2). Information on other
income of the independent student must also be collected since this income does
clearly contribute' to finanrial strength and may represent a considerable portion
of the income of many Basic Grant recipients. Elements of other income are :
Income from tax exempt bonds. that portion of pensions on which no Federal
income tax is required, that portion of capital gains on which no Federal Meow
tax he required. welfare benefits, social security retirement, that portion of the
veteran's benefits attributable to the dependents of the veteran, child support
payments. veteran's disability, income of persons who did not the income tax
returns. etc.

3. Annual adjusted family ineome of applicant (and spouse) (line 3).Annual
adjusted family income is the sum of adjusted gross Income (line 1), and other
family income (line 2),

I Reference numbers are keyed to line items of preceding summary.
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Fcdcr l Meow! tux toad by applicant (and sponse) (litte 4). The legislation
requires ibut -a deduction be made, from 'annual adjusted income, for the amount
of Federal illeoine tax paid on income received during the base year.

Effectirc family income (tine :5).. The result of subtracting Federal income
tax paid (line 4) from the annual adjusted family income (line 3) is effective
family income.

It Family size offset (Um 6). In Addition to taxes, there are basic :subsistence
expenses which must be met before any contribution front income can be expected.
These expenses will vary depending on the size of the family involved. For the
single independent student, tbis offset is 050 which covers the student's summer

expenses. 'sing the same base for deriving family size offsets as is used
for multiple member 'families (weighted average thresholds at the low-income
level) and 011j0King for an 8.8 percent inerease in the cost of :thing, the family
size'offset for a single member family is WWI per year. Generally, a student is
111 school for approximately 6 percent of the year (two 10 -week semesters plus
n 12-week break between semesters), Since his expenses during this 34-week aca-
demie year are covered in his cost of attendanes. 'the $850 offset provides for his
expenses during that period of time when he is ;got in school.

For married independent students and those with additional dependents, the
family size offset is the same as that for the parent's of dependent students :

Family size offsets
Dollar

"'UMW' IdZe: amount
1.,Im ine 3, 050

4,1* 3, 650
4 4,050

5, 500
tS 0,200
7 , 6, 900

T, 600
8, 300

10 , 0,000
11 9, 701)
12 10, 400

Vitulatal erpenses (line 7).The Basic Grants program is required by law to
lake into consideration nt least two kinds of unusual expenses, those arising from
a "catastrophe" and "unusual medical expenses." It is proposed to use the In-
tenni Revenue Service definitions for medical and dental expenses and merrily
l0,04(es) to eonstitute "unusual expenses" fur the Basic Grants program. The use
of internal Revenue Service definitions avoids the need for creating a new defini-
tion of expenses which would be used only by the Basic Grants proaram. How-
ever. some distinction must be made between expenses which may be itemized for
income tax purposes. and those itemized expenses which are "unusual" for Basic
Grants.

For purposes of the Basic Grants program theme items which may be included
as unusual expenses are:

1.. Those medical and dental expenses incurred during the base year (not com-
pensated by insurance or otherwise) which may be listed as "medicine and
drugs" on line 2 of Sehedule A, Form 1040 of the Internal Revenue Service and
those expenses which may be listed as "Other Medical and Dental Expenses" on
Sine O of Schedule A. Form 1040. The gross amount of all medical, dental and
drugs expenses may be listed.

2. In addition, those casualty or theft loss(es) Incurred during the base year
permitted by the Internal Revenue Service ( Form 1010, Schedule A, line 20).

The amount of unusual expenses which may be deducted is that amount of un-
usual expenses (as defined above) in excess of 20 percent of the effective family
income. This exclusion is designed to confine claims for such expenses to those
%bleb are genuinely unusual.

S. Employment ezponse offset (line 8). In conatructing budgets which recog-
n I ze minimum expenses for families, provision must be made for the expenses of
the breadwinner which occur as a result of employment itself, Some expenses for
clothing, transportation. food, and other items are attributable to occupational
needs. When two persons work, additional employment expenses are incurred.

C
as"_
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Also, Ito household headed by a mingle iterson, the rusts associated with that
employment are greater than for a eomarahle worker who has the economic
odvantuge of it nonenteloyed spouse. Therefore, in the determination of fantilY
contribution an "Employment Expense Offset" has been constructed to treat
more equitably the :income of the twoitersun !family 'where both persons work
'during the base year, or the singles person who heads a household during the base

It is recognised that both of theme types of families will occur treettently
in the lower loeome :families where Basic 'Grants is greatest. The offset
provides that i0 percent of the earnings of that person with the lesser earnings,
or 50 percvnt of the earnings of the single head of household, will be protected
from any contributin toward edueation, The masimuna effset 'would be $1.5(10 and
would "thus assure that up to $34) a week would be available for the additional
(O nytime which these persons face.

'1). Total offsetsfrom itteatne (Ike 0), The sum of line 0 Mildly sise ,offset)
pins line 7 ( tlnusual expenses) plus ,line 8 (emiloyment expense offset ) is the
total 'Mount Whitt can be deducted from effective family income Cline Si In
order to determine discretionary income.

10. iseectionary income Mee 10). The income which remains after adjust.
meat has been made for Weft living expenses, Federal income taxes, moonlit)
AnetimeM and the employment expense offset may be identilled as discretionary
illeoltie. This income is available for the purchase of goods and serviees which
4othance the standard of living of the tangly, including postsecondary mlawat

11. Adjuxted Dikeretionary Income (line JJ). Adjueted discretionary income is
'the discretionary :income determined in line 10 and adjusted to eliminate negative
amounts in the calculation of contribution from income. If the discretionary ine
come in line 10 is a negative amount, or 0, it should be entered as a sere (0); if
positive, that amount should be entered.

12. Standard income contribution (line 12). Because of the direct benefits of
postsecondary education received by the independent student, the expected con.
triution rate for such students trOlt Income lots MO tiontilly been much greeter
titan the rate applied to the discrethmary Income of the porents of dependent
students. In fact. the independent student has usually been expected to use all of
fot discretionary income for eduentional purposes.

In developing a system for the Basic Grants program. it was felt that a 100
percent contribution rate was excessive, especially for independent students with
family responsibilitlem.

The following income contribution achedule was developed to accommodote
these reeponsllilitles

(a) 75 percent of discretionary Mom for the Shore independent student with
no dependents;

(h) 50 percent of discretionary income for the married independent student
with no dependents other than soune ;

(0 40 percent of discretionary income for the married independent *I talent
who has dependents other than mouse.

13. Effective income of the (*Wog (line M. For purposes of Basic Green&
effective income of the student Is: That amount of modal security 'benefits paid to
or on behalf of the student because he Is a student : and one-half of the amount
of veteran's readjustment benefits and /or war orphan's benefits (exclusive of
dependency allowances) paid to or on behalf of a et udent bemuse he is a stud.ott.

In both mimes, the ainotint is the total to be received during the aendende year
for which Basic Grant amximtnnee Is requested. Dependency allowances are clearly
not for the support of the Veteran laimelf. Therefore, they are included with,
soul given the same treatment as. " effective family income

14. Statement of 'negative income Ulm 14 ;. In the event that the independent
student and his family have a negative income (that Is the !Wolin, Of the (side.
pendent student and spouse are less than the mum of the various offsets against
income (line 0)), the support of beagle family needs must be given priority over
support of postsecondary education. Therefore, the effective income of the student
may be &cremated by the amount of the negative income before effective Ineolne
Is added into family contribution. Line 14 allows any negative income to he
restated as a positive figure for purposes of further calculations.

15. Subtraction of negotfre income from effectire income of the student (line
14'). This subtraction establishes the amount of effective income remaining after
any negative income is subtracted. In the event that negative income exceeds
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111C411Q, ,11 balance will remain .at 'or This subtraction. Steil n.

:tsegalive :amount is preserved for 'subtroetlists from 'eontributien from assets,
Staretnent of ronfributicol from effechire u' of the student i tine titi).

The amount of effective income which ,remains ,after the adjustment for flogutive
hwome the student In thee contribution from 'effective income. This nintaint !Her
be 0 siteris) or postilVe, liot h e a fiegat:1 re untidier.

17. Net looters of applicant (and spiinse) (line tri For purposes of Basic
'Grants, the following :types of assets will be eonsidered i ishittity in farm, leant-
114444, 1101100 other real estate. stocks, bonds, other investineets, sovings neounts.
etc. NilleV equity IA being mensured, debt against the stated assetA will be de-
duet ed In evaluating the 111kt Worth t1f101144,10041+1S,

114. AP,Or'q r9ntrihtitiltni rate tline VOA In determining a fair treatment of AN,
dent :IisseiA, it has IsVb mooniest that since It student is the direct benetielary
of :pStAtVililtittrY 1411010011, he 'should 1* expected to invest tt portion of his
resources in meeting his educationel costs. Therefore. one -Whirl of the Ai tidenept

recuiculated ,each rear) would be expesSed. Thin ;method is simple and
provides a mods lit reserve for the student. The resnh of 'multiplying the stn
dent's net assets Mite 13) by the student asset lissessliielit rate (line 17 is that
mateint expected from student assets for educationist purposess.

111 Offset etettiest the asset eontribulion of the applicant and spouse (live DP).
nine 1 is the amount that is remaining after the offset of negative ilbseretionury
'wow against student effective income. It is entered here as an offset against
soltdent asset contribution.

:20. Contribution front assets of the applicant and spouse (line 20). The amount
of the .asset centributIon that remains after the adjustment for negative discre-
tionary Income is that amount expected from their assets for educational

Standard erintribution front income and assets (line Z11. The amttet of
standard contribution from the applicant's and spuse's income (line 12) 0:101
the Amount of Clan r1b1Iti011. from the 40isetti of the applicant and spouse i line 0)
are added here to determine tilt' mouet of expected family contribution from
'Income anti assets for thole Grants purpose*.

22. student adjustment (line a)..Adding the contribution from OW
-101al adjusted family frustum. to the asset Mat eibutiosi results in the exiweted
contribution for one family member in psitsecondary edueittion from family in.
come and assets. Some adjustment must then lie made for those families In which
more than one family member will be enrolled In postsecondary education for the
moisten& year 1975-70.

The adjustments used for the dependent student may also be used for the lode.
pendent student. The use of the saute adjustments for both groups of students
assures consistency of treatment. and loildeineids the general principle that o
family with wore than one iiersent in postsecondary education should contribute
Wei per topmost than a family with only 011Q member engaged hi such study.

23, Total family contribution (line 1$1.The total el.peeted family contribu-
tion for an Independent student Is determined by adding line 10 plus line Z.:.
t Subpart 1 of Pert A of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 19(55, as amended
(20 V.$.C. 1070a) )

Pit Poe. 74-14101 riled ti- 20 -74; 11 :00 aliij

JuLv S. 1974.
Trear33, HELL

ommissioner of Education,
Department of llealth, Education, and Welfare,
Washington. D.C.

Dear Commissooxes: On July 2. there appeared in the Fetters! Register the text
14 a proposed IUXI fatally ventrilition schedule for 1973-70. The accompanying
statement indicated that you were submitting the exact text of the currently-
effective schedule. that you were seeking public comments, and that those coin-
ments would be given coneideration in the developing of an actual schedule for
1976-70. We believe this in a very useful step. and that your (Ace can. on the
hosts of the public continents you receive on this proposal, come up with a con-
structive proposed family contribution schedule to submit to the Congress under
Meetion 411(8) (3) (A) (Il) of the higher Eduention
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:no the toti. pagt-iir :the Vederitt liegister stiagests that :you believe the print-
tug of this ,existing sehetbile Wes eompliattee :that :provision of the law,
mul that it VI la serve as the basis for Congrossional review. We must yoU
not We do not eobsider this as:consist ellt with I he lutvittion of the

laAV that you :develop n ,contribution seheihtle for
the nettdentie year litT5-1td. and that you Will submit That schedule to the Congress
for revieW, and possible veto, ity the expresa m'ording of the introductory :para
Arm:4w of your submission 1.)* 2, It Is =n.11i,nrclit that yea :have ',not yet onvei led
the real family contribtition schedule fur 107540, that you are still in the pros.
esslioleet.L just beginning the procese, of developing :much a schedule. and that
you :consider the Congressional review process to be the mine AS the opportunity'
fot. public comment Which is required by. !Section 411 (a ) (A) it),

The two ilartses of subparagraph 411 (A)(3) (A) provide for wholly different
proetkoes. 'Clause ill allows for public comment to which you :may then give
Appropriate consideration. .(:11) provides for Congressional review and
Veto, 'Clearly, the basis for the exercise of the 'clause ill) procedure must be,
at 11w Very least, 0 !family contribut=ion se liedule which you are in fact .proposing
:'Fen if you are nut Irrevocably 'wedded to it.

Last year. this :Subcontuilttee was laced with the same procedure, and the
Chairman Objected to it *hen, on :September 24, he introduced a :resolution of
disapproval. But considerations of time which were urged upon the !Subcom-
millet, by the !Office of Education prevailed, and bearings were begun in the
Absence of a "real" family contribution schedule. When, on !November 30, the
Olney of Education submitted its nut proposal, the Subcommittee was able to
take speedy action, and, after securing some superficial :improvements, the
I 074-7:0 schedule was released for implementation on Devember 10.

--It Is ma our intentiun to follow the same procedure this year. We will co-
op erate fully with the Office of Education and convene the Subcommittee to
eon:shier lite real fondly contribution schedule. as .soutt no It is unveiled, We will
not ask tine !Sulleommittee to meet and either the public or the Office of FAluention

t omit), au a propoRal that hi not yet put on paper.
Very truly yours,

Enclosure,

3 AuEn
Chairtstan,

301IN DELLENBACK,
Rankin(' Minority Member.

SEPTEMAEn 18,1074.
Pr. TIMMY. Item.
t'o,n niamionerof F,doention,
peportinent of health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Commissioxelt BEM On July 8, we wrote you commenting on the pm'
lintinary fondly contribution schedule which you had printed in the Federal.
Register earlier that month. and urging that a new submission be made, In
accordance With the provisions of Section 411(a) (3) (A) (ii) of the Higher
Education Act. in that letter, we assured you that we would cooperate fully
with the Office of Education and schedule hearings and Subcommittee action
on the new proposal as soon as it was unveiled.

Wo have. In the meantime, received a number of informal assurances that
the new seiwdule is moving along. and will soon be submitted to the Congress.
We would he delighted to begin public hearings on the new schedule as early as
September 26. it the new ()repose! is in fact before the Congress by that time.
Our present series of hearings are scheduled to end on September 25, and we have
reserved bearing rooms and stand ready to announce hearings on September
2(1, 27 and 30, if we can be assured that we will have the reel 1975-70 family
contribution schedule before us for our consideration at that time.

Pleno tot us know its sisal as pal roan if this will be possible, so we mar move to
expedite the implementation of the BOO program for the next academic year.

Very truly yours,

25

JAMES O. O'HARA,
Chairman.
DELLENDAriC.

hooking Minority Member.
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1414Al 414t1ST or nr.413111 Elit:C.AVION0 laia WELFARE,
tIklace or Euec.trio$,

Washington, ,September ;t3 1074.
Hun. ,3Altits 13. °MARA, Chairman,
Sperna4 ubcommittee on tdsention, ,Contonittee on Wducation ard Labor, ilowse

of Ileprortittaiives, Waaninutos,
Pear Mr. '011=AitA:: 'On July 2, 3974, the '011iee of 1;illtieation published pro.

posed Family 'Contribution Schedules fur the ilasie :Educational 'Opportunity
Grant Program for the 3975.70 ,aeadetnic year in the Federal Register. These
,t4clusitiles were ,also submitted to you on .3uly 1974 As yoU may revail,:these
Sehedults were published unchanged from those currently in 'effect with the
expectation that Inodilleations would be proposed as we had the opportunity
to receive public comment and analyze data on the impact of the 197-4.17,

Scbednies.
We .know that yOil Aare our concern that the implementation of the Desk Grunt

Program for the 3b75-16 at atlemie :year be 'eatiler than that whit h occurred for
30443, If we Are to IteltleVe our goal of making the itaZi-Iti ,applications
able to students in January 1975, we will have to :resolve 'these Schedules by
November 3,1974.

In Anticipation of your bearings on the Family Contribution 'Schedules for
1946,73 Ave 'would like to propose some tuuditications, These proposed modifiea .
lions deal with the following problems:

1. One of the ,continuing problems We have encountered is the treatment of
assets, especially as this treatment 'affects families with bow 'equity. In order
to maintain the pawl pie that assets do contribute to a family's financial strength
And, at the 'sumo Ilion alleviate some of the 'difficulties we ,know exist, we are
prop 'hg that. the asset reserve t currently 47,Zieui be increased to $",W% There-
fore, the only asset value. which would be considered would be that Moonlit
reinallillIg after a ,deduetion is made for debts against the asset and an asset
reserve of stow, We believe ibex by %creasing the asset reserve to this level,
We would ,alleviate the problems eAt have recently exprietwed.

2. As you know, another continuing :problem we have had is the treatment
of the "effective income of the student" which is defined by law to be any ,mnouot
paid to or on behalf of n student either under the Social Security Act which 'ovoid
nut be paid 'y he were not a student and one-half of any amount of edueutionni
benefits paid through the Veterans Administration, Noce these benefits paid
elthvr under the Social :Security Act or through the Veterans Administration
are paid to students because they are students, they appear to be for educational
purposes and are a significant factor in the current calculation of the studout'*
eligibility index,

This issue was a primary concern In our discussions on the Family Contrihn-
tion Schedule,' in effect for the current year. As a result of these discussions.
The trentmeut of 'effeetlrc income of the student" was modified from the 1973-74
Schedales.

While this modification did alleviate some of the problems we had encountered
And appears to be a satisfactory treatment for social security recipients from the
lowest income families, this treatment still results in problems with regard to
inequities for other recipients of 'social security benefits. In some cases, student
soda, security benefits are being treated as effective income to the student even
though the family would receive the NMI benefits whether or not the applicant
is a student. This can occur when a family is receiving the maximum social
security benefit allowed. We would propose, therefore, that the "effective inmate
of the .student" be made equivalent dollar-for-dollar with other family income,
And assessed at the same marginal rate.

In line with the provisions of present law, this proposal will require a compara-
ble change in the treatment of veterans benefits. This means that income from
veterans education benefits will be assessed at halt the rate applied to family
income for all other students. This Is not the best way to treat veterans benefits
and accordingly we intend to seek remedial action as part of our legislative
program for higher education next year.

3. The third modification we would propose would be to adjust the basis of the
family sire offsets currently in use by the Consumer Price Index for 1974.

4. The last change we would propose deals with the independent student who
was employed in the base year but who lost his employment in order to pursue
postsecondary education. Currently, the only pnvisnale which would allow an

oNA
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beiependent student to tfle at 'Basle Grinit application using estimated current
year invoine data are A1) the litabiliV of the applicant to pursue normal Iteo e.
producing activities due to disability or natural disaster and t2) the separation
or - tdiorce of the appliAlint or spouse since the time the basic Grunt eminent Ul
crass 13/41e41.

Therefore, the independent student who had earned income In the base year
has -often been determined to be ineligible for liable Grant assistance even
though that student is 110 longer employed.

Itt order to deal with this problem, we would propose permitting all inde-
pendent :applicants. Who were not students in the base year and who were cm.
played on a full -time basis, to tile a Basic Grant application using estimated cur-
rent year income data.

We -believe that this modification will greatly alleviate the :difficulties these
kinds of applicants are currently experiencing. Under the regulations that we
would draft to implement this change the student would -t subject to a later
adjustment in any initial payment. We will be examining possible mechanisms
to :accomplish this.

It staff and I took forward to discussing these :proposed Changes with you when
we testify before your Subcommittee.

Sincerely,
T. H. BELL,

U.S. Commissioner of Education.

O'ITA»,%. Commissioner Bell and several of his top staff are here
to testify on the new proposal. I will recognize them shortly for the
purpose of presenting it.

First,1 want to make two observations:
To begin with, there is, I am advised, a misprint in the Office of

Education testimony cover sheet of monumental proportions. After
%weeks of untiring testimony before this subcommittee in patient re-
slams+, to our questions, the Office of Education has rewarded ,John D.
Ph hips. who until this very day had been Acting Associate Commis -
sioner for Education for Student Assistance. When the sun rose this
morning. where there had been an Acting Associate Commissioner,
there appeared a real Associate Commissioner.

The Chair is not going to pass judgment on whether or not that is
a comment on your energy. your talent. your sufferingor your acting,
but in any event, congratulations.

eeolui. the Chair wishes to welcome the Honorable T. H. Bell,
newly appointed U.S. Commissioner of Education, to his first appear-
ance before the subcommittee, or at least his first appearance in that
capacity, Cuaunissioner Bell has served earlier with the Office of Edu-
cation and is a familiar figure to those who have long been involved in
this ietrislation. His latest appointment is a new distinction in an
already distinguished career.

The Commissioner is accompanied by several of his top staff mem.
hers, all of whom are old friends of this subcommittee: Mr. S. W.
Merrell. Acting Deputy Commissioner; (no longer acting) Associate
Commissioner Phillips; Mr. Peter Voigt. Director. Division of Basic
Grants: and Charles M. Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary of HEW
for Legislation.

Commissioner Bell, if you will expeditiously present your proposal
to this committee, I think we can for our part expeditiously get about
he business of letting you know what it will take to get us to table

this resolution of disapproval.
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STATEMENT OF HON. T. H. BELL, U.S COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-

TION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

ACCOMPANIED BY S. W. MERRELL, ACTING DEPUTY COMMIS -

SIONER-, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, OE; JOHN D.

PHILLIPS, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE,

BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, OE; PETER B. U. VOIGT,

DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BASIC GRANTS, BUREAU OF POST-
SECONDARY EDUCATION, OE; AND CHARLES M. COOKE; IR..;
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCA-

TION), HEW

Mr. 13F:m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I. am pleased to be with you today to discuss the basie educational

'opportunity grant program and to share With you our proposals for
modifying the family contribution schedules for the 197o-76 academic
year.

Before we begin a detailed discussion of the family contribution
schedules, I would like to take this opportunity to give you a brief
status report on the current operation of the basic grant program.

We are pleased to report that we are receiving 24-30,000 application
forms jier week and have received over one million applications to
date. This compares to 500,000 applications for the entire first year
of operation which, as you know, was the year 1973-74. We attribute
this increase in voimne to several factors: First, as a result of your
timely action on the 1974-75 family contribution schedules, lye were
able to print and distribute the basic grant applications by March.
This allowed us to reach many potentially eligible students while they
were still in school. Secondl, the comprehensive training effort which
was conducted between April and June of this year resulted in an
increased awareness of the basic grant program on the part of high
slhool gilidance counselors.. postsecondary school officials, and others
who are in a position to assist students in making deeisions regarding
postm.omdary educat ion. The' e training ses-,ions were enndiieted owlet
a contract with the National Association of Student Financial Aid Ad-
ministrators. the National Association ol College and University
Business Officers, and the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion. Durinit this Spring over 500 sessions were held throughout the

mcountry a we were very pleased with the extent of participation at
t he secondary and postsecondary levels. Finally, we believe that the
financial aid community is much more comfortable with the program

year, and a number of the operational and administrative prob-
lems experienced in the first year have been alleviated.

The fact that the number of eligible postsecondary schools have
increased from about 4,300 at the beginning of 1973-74 to approxi-
mately 5,500 now, allows students even greater flexibility in determin-
ing their own educational goals. In addition, since most of these schools
are acting as disbursing agents for the rogram, we have already issued
initial authorizations totaling about ,t1,240 million to these schools to
cover awards to first- and second-year students for the first half of the
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current school vear. These initial authorizations will, of course, be
adjusted throughout the year to reflect the actual utilization of basic
grant funds at each school.

In addition to those ongoing activities for the current academic year,
we pare also well under way with prepArations to operate the ;program
for the 1975-76 academic year. As you may recall from our testimony
last year, we are making every effort to further improve the: timing of
the basic grant program for the next academic year. .A critical part
of this effort is, of course, the approval of the 1975-76 family contribu-
tion schedules. Our goal is to have next year's application forms
printed and distributed to all high schools and institutions of post-
secondary education by the end of January 1975.

Since the bogie grant is intended to be the first step in building a
student's aid package, it is most desirable to have applications avail-
able at that time in order to permit financial aid officers to coordinate
effectively the basic grant with other sources of assistance for students.
In order to meet these objeetives, we will need to have resolution on
the iamily contribution schedules by November 1, 1974. If that dead-
line is not met, the Government Printing Office has informed us that
our printing schedule will have to be revised substantially and we will
not have our materials printed and distributed until significantly later
than January.

We are hopeful, therefore, that we can work with you and your staff
in achieving an early agreement on modifications to the schedules.

Before we discuss the proposed changes we are recommending, I
would like to make some general comments on the family contribution
schedules.

We think that it is extremely important to bear in mind, during this
review of the schedules, that the purpose of any need analysis system
is to act as method of distributing resources.

am aware that the basic grant formula has received some severe
criticism regarding its "strictness." It has been suggested that we are
employing a "rationing" system rather than u method which accu-
rately measures a family's ability to finance a student's education.
Much criticism arises from differences in various families' perceptions
of abilityor willingness --too pay, which involves value judgments
regarding a family's standard of living.

Another point you may want to keep in mind du' ing these discus-
2ions of the schedules is the relationship between the family contribu-
tion schedules and the appropriation and how that relationship affects
the level of student awards.

In the current academic year, with total funding of $475 million
plus the carryover, which i.nfidentally, Mr. Chairman, was about $45
million. bask grant awards for first- and second-year students range
from $50 to $1,050, with an average grant of $690. Given the level of
funding (maximum $085 million) we are likely to receive in the fiscal
year 1975 appropriation, to cover first-, second-, and third-year stu-
dents in the 1975-76 school year, we will be forced to reduce awards
below the levels for the current year without making any revisions
from the 1974-75 family contribution schedules at all. Our estimate of
the funding level necessary to maintain the current award levels for
the three classes of students was $76.2,500,000. This estimate was based
on the 1974 family contribution schedules. With a $650 to $685 million
level of funding, awards will be lower in 1975-76 than they are now.
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Substantial liberalizations ill the family contribution schedules would
result in an even greater reduction in the student 41 Wards because of
incivased eligibility. Thus. the changes we are proposing will result in
reduced awards, some of which may be considerably reduced below the
awards for the current year, and any additional revisions will Increase
this eduction.

We would at this time like to explain the changes we are proposing
to be made in the family contribution schedules. These changes, we
believe reflect some of the major concerns which have been raised dur-
ing this past year. These concerns have included the family size off-
sets, the treatment of social security and veterans' benefits, the treat-
ment of assets, and the treatment of independent students who leave
their jobs to pursue postsecondary education.

We have already outlined these changes for you in my letter of Sep-
tember 23. However, we would like to review these proposals for the
record.

1. FAMILY SIZE OFFSETS

Mr. The first modification we would propose is an adjustment
to the family size offsets. We would maintain the base which has been
in use and make an adjustment for expected inflation as measured by
the 1974 Consumer Price Index. An illustration of the impact of this
proposal is attached to the prepared statement as exhibit A.

EXiitufT AILLUSTRATION OF PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE FAMILY SIZE OFFSETS

Family of 4-1 parent working.
Family neome$6.000.
Income tax paidO.
One child in college.

1974-75
offsets

Proposed
offsets

Family income 56,000 56.000
Loss family sire offset 4.640 5,115

DIscratIonary Income 1.350 11115

Times expectation rate (0.20) (0.20)

Expectation from income 265 177

2. TREATMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND VETERANS BENEFITS
TO TIIE STUDENT

As you know, another one of the continuing problems we have had
is the treatment of the "effective income of the student," which is de-
fined by law to include any amount paid to or on behalf of a student
under the Social Security Act, which would not be paid if he were not
a student, and one-half of any amount of educational benefits paid
through the Veterans' Administration. Since benefits paid under the
Social Security Act or through the Veterans' Administration are paid
to students because they are students, they appear to be for educational
purposes and are a significant factor in the calculation of the student's
eligibility index.

However, the assumption that social security benefits, continued for
full-time students after they reach the age of 18, are available for
postsecondary education, may be faulty for two major reasons.
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1.0de r the social seettrit v system. dependent children may reeei
See belit`111;., the age of 18 unless a dependent t:hild eon-
hls or her editeation on it full-time basis, in which (*ASP the bene-

fits are paid until the age of ...);2. It is the amount of these benefits re-
between the ages of 18 and '2'2 which are considered to be "effec-

tive iocome of the stildent. Sinee these benefits would not be paid to
or on behalf of these eh ihlren if they were not to continue their eduoa-
I ion, we have assumed that they could be expected as a direct vont Him-
tion for educational inirposes.

Information from the ocial Security Administration proves that,
for many student benefi'iaries, this is not a fair expectation, as the
f'ollorving example illustrates.

AsSittlting that the family unit consists of a mother and two de-
pendent children, and the father is deceased, the amount of social
security benefits paid to the family is determined in the following
manner:

A. A. formula is applied to the base salary of the father to obtain
the primary insurance amount (PIA).

It The PIA is multiplied by a percentage (at this time 1M percent)
to obtain a family maximum. For purposes of this example, assume
a family maximum of $400 per month. The amount which can be paid
to the mother and each dependent child is calculated on the basis of 75
percent of the PIA for each family member.
Mother's benefits $::0
1st child's benefits 20
'd benefits ')03

Total benefits 1115

C. Since the family maximum cannot exceed $400, each family
member's benefits are reduced on a pro rata basis to come within the
$400.
Mother's benefits $134
1st child's benefits 133
2d child's benefits 133

Total benefits 400

D. If the first child reaches the age of 18 and does not continue his
or her education, the distributio0g benefits paid to or on behalf of
the mother and remaining child is redetermined by taking a different
pro rata reduction of the total which may be paid in order to eome
within the family maximum.
Mother's benefits $'200
Child's benefits '.!fitt

Total benefits 400

Therefore, the child's decision regarding the continuation of his or
her education has no impact on the total amount of social security
benefits paid to the family.

It is, therefore, very difficult to justify the' present requirement that
in all cases we consider all of the applicant's social security benefits as
being available to meet the costs of his postsecondary education.

I have been advised that this issue was of primary concern in discus-
sions with the committee on the current Family Contribution
Schedules. As a result of these discussions, the treatment of "effective
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income of the st mlent" was modified. the 1973-1974 academic year.
llae =omit of these benefits was included as a 100 percent contribution
ill the determination of student eligibility. For the1974-1975 academic
year the formula provides that in those cases where the allowable off-
sets against the total family income exceed the amount of that income,
a deduction is made from the effective income of the student to offset
this negati ve amount. While this modification did alleviate some of the
problems we had encountered, it appears that this treatment still re-
sults in inequities for many recipients of social security benefits. We
would propose, therefore, that the social security and veterans
educational benefits be included in and treated as other family income.
We feel that this proposed change will recognize the =fact that these
benefits are, in many cases, based upon family maintenance require-
ments and are not based upon the student status of one family member.
An illustration of the effect of this proposed change is attached to the
prepared statement as exhibit B.

1.xi nInIT B-1LLCSTRATION OF PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE TREATMENT or SOCIAL
SkerKITY BENEFITS

'ninny of 4-1 unrent working.
Fa slily n comeKOOS.
Income Ta x paidO.
Social Security Benefits to Student$1,200.

Present
method

Proposed
crying*

Family income.. ........... $6, 000 $6, 000
Otter! income 0 I, 200'

Total family 6,000 7, 200
Liss family sire offset.. . ....... I 5,115 5,115

Dieuretionaryinconve ...... 885 2, 085
Times opectetion rata. (0.20) (0.20)

Expectation from income.... 177 411

Effective income of the student 1, 200 s 0
Expectation from effective income. 1.200 0
Expectation from income and effective income of the student 1,377 417

Note that the proposed family size offset has been used to illustrate change in the treatment of social security benefits
Only.

I Proposed change includes Olean Income of the student in other income.

We should point out, however, that for ,a number of social security
recipients (those who are from two-member families) the current
treatment of social security benefits appears to be satisfactory and
equitable, since the amount of benefits received by the family is re-
duced if the applicant does not continue his or her education after the
age of 1S. It would, however, be extremely difficult for us to collect the
necessary dein and make determinations on the portion of the family's
social security support which is based upon the applicant's student
status.

A second and much more serious looncern is the impact which this
proposed revision would have on recipients of veterans benefits, ,As
you know, there arc two kinds of veterans benefits which are included
in the definition of effective income of the student. The first is sur-
vivors benefits, which are very similar in nature to social security bene-
fits. The second is G.I. bill payments which are clearly for educational

11.
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purposes. Since only 3t) pereehtof veterans benefits are considered in
the basic grant system, a defin -ite and strong advantage is given to
GI. bill recipients. llowctier, we feel that this inequity is not as serious
as that faced by social security recipients and is one that we are willing
to live with during the existing 1275-1076 academic year in order to
give priority to correeting the problems of social security recipients.
This is not the best way to treat veterans benefits and, accordingly, 'we
intend to seek remedial action as part of our legislative program for
higher education next year.

3. T1tEAT3IENT OF ASSETS

As am sure you ,know, the treatment of assets in the basic grant
schedules has been the subject of considerable debate since the incep-
tion of the program. Recently, there has been some discussion regard-
ing eliminating assets completely from the schedules or exempting cer-
tain kinds of assets (for example, home equity) from consideration.

We believe, however, that assets must be considered in the basic
grant schedules because they contribute significantly to a 'family's
tunuicial strength.

The next issue which has been raised in the long debate over assets
is the suggestion that only liquid assets be considered. However, as
you can imagine, the distinction between liquid and nonliquid assets
is a difficult one to make and one which involves a significant degree of
individual discretion and judgment. This again is a matter which
would require value judgments regarding a family's lifestyle and per-
sonal financial objectives.

We do feel, therefore, that our position regarding the consideration
of assets in the schedules, and our definition of those assets which are
considered, provide for a reasonable and justifiable approach in meas-
uring a family's%financial strength.

In the 1978-1974 schedules, the amount of assets which was con-
sidered in the formula was that amount which remained after deduc-
tions were made for any debts against the assets and an asset reserve of
$7200.

This treatment was revised in 1974-1975 to provide for an offset
against the contribution from assets in those cases where allowable de-
ductions from income exceed the family's income. This revised treat-
ment lies greatly reduced the numerous problems we experienced last
year with families having farm and small business assets.

We are, however, still concerned about those families who have the
bulk of their assets in home equity, especially those with low and
lower-middle incomes. We are proposing, therefore, that the asset re-
serve of $7,500 which is now in use be increased to ts,500. According
to our latest statistics on 1974-4975 basic grant applications, the over-
all net median home equity position of all dependent applicants hav-
ing home equity, is $10,535. The median asset position of those families
with home equity and wbn have incomes of below $9,000 per year is,
below the $8,500 offset that we are proposing.

We believe that by increasing the asset reserve to this level,_ we
would alleviate the problems we have recently experienced. An illus-
tration of the proposed change in the treatment of assets is attached
to the prepared statement as exhibit C.
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trr Morris El) CHANGEa IN ME TREATNI ENT or A.ssizTs

Vactin y ,Of 4-1 'parent working.
Vanaly IncomeK(100.
Income Tax paid-4.
:Net ArtiRMS of Fainily$9,000.
One Child in College.

Present
method

Proposed
change

Family income ... $6.000 $6,400
Less family size offset I -5.115 5,n5

Discretionary income. 855 835
Times expectation rate (0.20) (0.20)

Expectation from income 177 177

Net assets 9, 000 9, 000
Less asset reserve 7, 500 5, 500

Available assets . 1.100 500
Times expectation rate (0.05) (0.05)

Expectation from assets... 75 25

Expectation from income and assets 252 202

I Note that the proposed 1975-16 family size offset has been used to illustrate the asset change only.

t. TREATM ENT OP rsnr.rsxnENT STUDENTS

The last change we would propose deals with the independent stu-
dent who was employed on a full-time basis in the base year but who
has left his job in oraer to pursue postsecondary education. Currently,
the independent student's elgibility is calculated on base year income

The Only 111.06S which would allow an independent student
to tile a basic grant application using estimated current year income
data are: (1) the inability of the applicant to pursue normal income-
producing activities due to disability or natural disaster; (2) the
separation or divorce of the applicant since the time the basic grant
application was tiled; and (3) the death of a spouse whose income
Was included in the calculation of family contribution.

Therefore, the independent applicant who was employed on a full-
time basis earned income in the base year has often been deter-
mined to be ineligible for basic grant assistance even though the in-
come earned auring that time is no longer available.

Accordingly, we are proposing a revision which would permit all
independent applicants. who were not students in the base year and
who were employed on a full-time basis, to file a basic grant applica-
tion using estimated current year income data.

We are proposing this change with some reservation, however. One
of the critical concerns we have is allowing what may be a significant
number of applicants to use estimated income for basic grants.

A number of recent studies show that estimated income is unreliable
at times, and may not in some cases be a valid base to use in determin-
ing need for financial aid program. We are very much aware of this
and will be developing methods to verify the estimated data provided
by these applicants to be sure that abuses do not occur. Under the regu-
lations that we would draft to implement this change, the student
would be subject to a later adjustment in any initial payment. We will
be examining possible mechanisms to accomplish this.

42 -752- 74-- -3
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Ill .:411111/1111ry. flit LT 1 priiptiStO changes in the t real nient
of family size offsets. sos.ial seettrit v 111111 VOT0111114 141111111 1011111 hellelitS.

assets. and independent students will siguilivant ly improve the family
contribution schedules for the basic grant program.

We have also provided you with some statistical tables on the im-
pact of tau' earivot family emoribution sehedides oil 1 974--7- appdi-
cants. 1- shrill be pleased to review these statistical materials wii h yon
and then answer any questions you may have. I certainly thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. OThom. Thank you very much.litr.liell.
1 think it wonld gib&' wor'tllwhileto go over these tables.
Mr. If lit is all right with you, I will call on 1)r. Phillip H to

sort of review these with us.
if 3.on can do that hurriedly, John. so that we won't use too much

time.
Mr. P1111.1.1es. Yon might look at the stIIIMiary slatisties on the first

page and then go in whatever direction you wish to in respect to other
'noel-has.

['lilt' exhibits referred to follow :1
TABLE I. -SUMMARY STATISTICS-BASIC GRANT PROGRAM

1973-74 1974 75I

Number of applications processed . , 512, f66 864.922

Number of applications returned (insufficient data).... .
100, 862 216. 0511

Number of applications not coalition to date. . ,
30,535 149,706

Number of valid applications (used in analysis), 482.331 714. 214

Number of applicants qualified 26$. gas 407.762

Number of applicants not Qualified 213,887 307.432

Percentage of valid applications qualifying, ... , , .......... ... ..... ............. 55.7 57.0
Data summary of the valid applications:

Dependent students:
Number of valid applications from dependent students,.. . 423.229 631.552
Percentage of valid applications from dependent students 87.7 68 .3

Number of dependent Ibielicanh who quality 232,641 353.168

Percents,* of dependent applicants who qualify 55.0 56.0
Independent students:

Number of valid applications from independent students 59 102 83,662
Percentage of valid applications from Independent students. 12.3 H. 7
Number of independent applicants who qualify 35.603 54.014
Percentile of independent applicants who Qualify.... 60. 6 64.6

Applicants with farm assets:
Number of dependent applicants with farm assets 25, 360 40.424
Percentage of dependent applicants with farm assets_ - ...... ...... 6.0 6.4
Number of dependent applicants with farm assets who qualify 10.468 17.18$
Percentage of dependent applicants with farm assets who qualify. .. , . , 41.3 42.5

Applicants with business assets:
Number of dependent applicants with business assets 24,412 41, 517

Percentage of dependent applicants with business assets ... . , ... ....... . 5.8 6.5
Number of dependent applicants with business assets who qualify 10.763 19.632

Percentage of dependent applicants with business assets who qualify, 44. 1 47.3

Social security educational benefit recipients:
Number of -applicants receiving social security educational benefits 55. 12C 78.673
Percentage of applicants receiving social security educational benefits.. ., . 11.4 11,0
Number of applicants receiving social security educational benefits who qualify. 16,379 36,781
Percentage of applicants receiving social security educational benefits who

Qualify. 29. 7 46.6
Veterans educational benefit recipients:

Number of applicants Haim, veterans educational benefits 26,645 27.405
Percentage of anplicanb receiving veterans educational benefits. - .. ..... . .. 5.5 4.1
Number of applicants receiving veterans educational bluetit: who nullify 5.020 10.402
Percentage of applicants receiving veterans educational benefits who qualify 18.8 35.4

I Processed applications as of Sept. 15, 1974.

Mr. Pit Emirs. The number of applications actually processed as of
September 15 out of about a million that had been received is 864.9'22.
As you will note, there was a significant number. 216,000. that were
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rot timed for corrections 1111i 1 1111114 .1111111ber of 111)1)lica-
t ions not yet correted mat back in for processing is 149.00o.

All of these figures. of course, compare quite f11re':iibiv to the pre.
vious year's figures because they include timing of the program.

The 11111111W1' of valid applications, the key liglile which is used for
the remainder of the tables that analy;:e the valid applications, is
715.214.

Out of that 715.000 valid applications that have been processed,
407.7N2 have already qualified to receiVe a basic grant award in 1974-
75; 307.000 were not qualified. O. the percentwire of those who have
act wily c(mipleted the process and have been ruled qualified to receive
assistance is roughly 57 percent. This is fairly comparable to last
,vea es levels.

Mr. OilmtA. let us go over those for a few minutes. The numbee
of applications processed is up about 60 pereent it would appear.
lair the number returned for insufficient data has more than doubled
bet \wen the 2 MIN. flint the 11111111m' not corrected to date is fantas-
tically more. Akrhy is there an increase in the number of incomplete
applications, insufficient data applications e

Vonrr. Ther does seem to be somewhat of an increase I am
not really quite' :Mee yet what that is due to.

It is also somewhat misleadingg because the number of applications
returned for insufficient data also includes students who heeked the
box indicating that they were previously enrolled in postsecondaty
education before April 1; and they represent about 4 percent of that
total. So those statistics are not quite comparable.

But we are working to get those applications corrected.
Mr. BELL I think it is important to point out, Mr. Chairman, that

1973-74 is a full year and 1974-75 is as of September 15. That does
not take anything away from the point that is being made by the
chairman. that these are large increases in returned applications.

Mr. 011AltA. 1 was wondering why, because the form was simplified
soniewliat.

Mr. Vonrr. Right, We will try to further simplify the form,
Mr. O'HARA. We went through that the last time of our hearings

and Mr. Voigt told us of the ways they were simpliting the form.
Mt. BELL. The number of applications not corrected to date are

almost fivefold what they were the previous year; notwithstanding
I he fact that one is a fall year and the other is as of September 15,
this is a source of concern to us.

Mr. O'HARA. In your statement, Commissioner, you attributed the
increase in volume of applications, having received over a million ap-
plications to date as compared to half a million for the entire first year
of operation, to several factors. First, the fact that the basic grant ap-
plications were out earlier; and secondly, the training program that
went on, and so forth including the fact that the financial aid com-
munity is getting used to the program. But there is also a larger pool
of eligibles; is there not?

Mr. BELL. That is right. We think another thing is the early action
of this committee, which we appreciate very much.

Mr. O'HARA. Even if you had not had all the other things, granted
that you had a much larger pool of eligibles at this time, wouldn't you
have expected an increase ?
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Vourr. larger, but not quite the t.aine increase we
did get, the million applications that we have received Ito date

Mr. O'llAn.t. Of course it may be that your applications are just
getting in earlier and they will trail off more quickly than last year.

-Vourr. The statistics on the applications don't indicate that.
They have been relatively steady 'fort he last 2 months or so, 30-35,-
000 per month. I expect actually this fall

Mr O'HAR. It will probably take a jump when they get to college
and find out they might be eligible.

Mr. Primate:,. Going hack to your earlier question, Mr. Chairman, I
would expect a fairly large proportion of tlnit 149,708 fall into this

Mr'category that M. Voigt was talking about, those that were -returned
because they checked a box which automatically disqnalities them from
seeking assistance under the present rules that we are operating under.

Mr. 011mtA. Looking down at the next items, let us see if there are
any changes among dependent and independent students.

txu.. Could you talk to that, Peter
Mr. Vomit. Sure. I think essentially the statistics are remarkably

similar in terms of the portion that applied in the distribution of de-
pendent and independent. I actually expected a higher portion to be
independent because we are now dealing with two classes rather than
with freshman alone.

It is also somewhat misleading in that the .56 percent eligibility
rate may grow to be somewhat higher. Last year the eligibility rate in
the first few months of the program was lower, and as the year went
on, kept increasing. We have experienced the same thing today.

Mr. O'HARA. Applicants with farm assets stay about the same, not
much of a percentage qualifying, because the change in the assets test
really did not affect the farm assets very much.

Mr. VOIOT. It affects those that were actually hurt the most, the
lowest - income farmers. There we see a significant increase.

Mr. O'HARA. In terms of farmers in general, there was not much
effect.

Applicants with business assets, a little more change there, but not
inuc r.

Those with social security benefits, there is a change.
Mr. VOWT. And quite significant, because most of the social secur-

ity applicants are really in the lower-income groups and obviously the
changes made last year affected them. As a result of the changes we are
proposing, next year we expect to see an even greater effect on those
who are qualified,

Mr. O'Ilszt. Yes. That is very heartening to see that tremendous
improvement in the number of social security beneficiaries who are
qualifying, and veterans.

Mr. NrowT. The number of applicants receiving veterans benefits has
increased also. I think, that is primarily due to the fact that most of
these applicants are those receiving survivors benefits rather than G.I.
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bill benefits, It turns out approximately 45 percent of these .students
arc really dependent ,applicants receiving these survivors benefits.

TABLE 11, DEPENDENT APPLICANTS BY ELB2IBILITY STATUS AND INCOME RANGE (1974-4)

Interne telt

Dependent applicants
$0 to

$2.999
33,000 to

$4,499
34,500 to

$6,999
16,001 to

38,999
MOOD to

311,999
$12,000

plus Total
Am.,*

Qua lawn/ (percent) ... _ , .. 97. I 90.9 86, 8 80, 5 66 17,3 .56
Nonqualitying (percent).... .. .. . 2.9 9. 1 14.2 19.5 34 $2,2 44

lout perontags. 100,0 Le0. 0 100,11 "- 100," 100 100.0 100

Toter number at dependent applicants 62.766 47,535 49,906 106, -990 110,517 247.722 625.431
Number et = 0uabhed dependent spoil.

cents .. _ 60.946 43,227 42,803 86.115 72.937 44,032 350, 060
Percentage et quaiihed appiments within

Intl income tense . . 17.4 12.3 12.2 24.7 20.8 12.6 100

Mr. Vona. The second table really illustrates the distribution by
family ineome of different types of depei Went applicants, (111a li lied and
nonquali lied. What t his table does show is that while the program
is geared to lower income families, we are reaching applicants in the
Sumo to $12.000 family ineome rituge. and these students represent a
fairly significant portion of those who are applying.

Mr. 01-1,m). Yes. I am rather surprised that two-thirds of those
%rho apply in the $0,000 to $0,000 range are quid ifyi»g.

Mr. Pi tn.urs. Of course, the amenitts of assistance these students
may receive are somewhat less, but in terms of sheer qualification, they
do representsact ual iy. if you take the two between $6,000 all the way
to $12,000, those two coast it ate 44 or 45 pereent of the total distribution
of grants.

Mr. 13m. Do we feel that has any relationship to their skill in
draftsmanship, that high qualification ? I wondered, about that.

Mr. Vow'. 1 an) not sure. I don't quite think so. It is really a function,
in part at least, of the other financial factors that are reported. The
income that is reported would put them into those income ranges.

Mr. Putimirs. Of course, Mr. (liairman, the second major line here,
the total number of dependent applicants, you look across and it is
apparent that we have a lot of work to do in making sure that the
information does reach the lowest income eligible students. and that we
have. you know. there is a sort of unmet prettp of eligible there that we
still have to keep working at and working hard.

Mr. O'HARA. 1 think there are smaller numbers in that nothing to
$3,00 group and $3,000 to $4,500 group, and smaller numbers graduat-
ing from iligh school.

Nlr. Vourr. The next table is essentially the same kind of table, but
shows the families qualifying by the level of their eligibility bale, by
the level of family contributions. Again, it shows the same thing, that
the lower income families end up, in large measure, having the lowest
family contribution, and therefore, would receive the largest awards.

t
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TA81.1.111 alGIBILITT Pun X tLVlt BY Imlay INCOME rok euAtaan Unhurt+ 1 APPtiCANIN, 1974 75

1Futel number 01 Pelson end percent within sash 'norm 'Angel

Itisrbi.tty mdeu

71,11,-
0 to

$7,09

57.724
13.9

1, 5211
2.5

734
1.2

519
1.0

4%
0.1

393
0.6

OU, 116
100.0

17.4

itit0114

$60110 to 64.500 to
$4,409 %MI

A 436 33,227
St 1 77.6

1, 592 3. 153
3.7 0.2

WI 2, 003
2.3 4.1

$14 1,407
1.9 3.3

711 1,117
1,7 2.1

616 1,026
1.5 2.4

43.227 42,103
100.0 100.0

12.) 12.2

tight,

$60110 to
311,111

34, 992
40.6

11 337
X0.1

13.144
16.2

3,430
31, 0

6, 047
7.0

4,365
5.1

.

$1,000 to
611.10)

.

612.000
plus

touN
101411ed

1.1=4:
-14141

0 to 116
Number.,,.......
Percent . ,

200 to 339:

400 to 699:
Number-.
Potent

660 to /06
Number-.
Percent

100 to 199:
Number, .
Percent .

1,000 to 1.200:
Number . .
Percent .

101)11'
Number ,

Percent , ....
Percent of mollified rpphcintt

each mom* tango... -

6 261
1,4

$ 212
i3.7

13.917
U,1

IL 703
22. 9

16. MI
21,0

11.422
15.7

310
6 I

1, 754
A. 0

4 756
10.1

1.312
111, 5

It 137
29,2

IL 214
34,7

170'1504 I
35 421

i0.1

36 342
10.4

37. 515
10, 7

36 650
il). 5

33.175
6.5

16.115
100.0

24.7

12.137
1110, 0

20.1

44. 032
100.0

12.6

.......

350.060
100.0

IS11.

100.0

Mr. 1 would understand that better if we made that left
column "Family Contribution." Is that right,

Mr. Wu.. les. That would improve that table considerably. It
would make it more readable.

Mr. 01 1 Leestake a look at tablet IV: "Net Assets."

TABLE IV. NET ASSETS IT TOTAL INCOME. QUALIFIED DEPENDENT APPLICANTS FOR TOTAL POPULATION

RUMNESS OWNEkS, AND FARM OWNERS. l ?74 -75

Family income

0 to $2,991 W $4,4 1 M 1N ofol to ;$111,.1 0
$12,p000

Totif dependent oppIrcants:
Average. .
*dean

Appoint with business ands:
Ares Ste...
Me41r n.

t 620
6,123

6,715
7663,

APPlocintt with cum assets:
Average 17.171
Median. 11, $22

1.051 8,711 9.246 7.112
6,007 6,160 6,537 6,265

5,'541 4,999 4,126 3,027
3, 311 3,112 2,110 2,146

16,463 14, 7911 12,015 9.232
10,140 11,155 9, 450 It 911

8, 3119
7,515

2,375
7141,

9,620
6,451

Mr. 1.4nor. 'rids is a table distributing qualified dependent appli-
cants by the average asset position that they do have, average and
median asset position. It shows the difference between all dependent
applicants and aplieants having business assets and farm assets,

Mr. O'llmtA. So we see t hat even among the family incomes of $3,000,
and these are the ones that qualified

Mr. Vino.. Yes, these are the 011C8 that qualified and the ones that
have assets.

rf
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I )1111,1 TI it't,ie rp the numbers of people who qualify for basic
grants, but within that sample you cut out those who have no assets"?

.110 V4444..T. yes.

11c. frili. That is the reason that the assets decrease as you go
across into higher inmate groups.

. r. VI
Mr. Pinmies. lore of them have assets.

011-v1v In order to 41idite. Von can qualify with an average
ts,000 of business assets if you had less than it411$00 income; but if

you bad Sti.000 to i+9,000, then it gets down to less lf the farm asset
I king is not 11101V $111111 be business asset ,,youyou can see st rong differences
there. And these are among the qualifiers.

Mr. VoloT. Tome VI. is the same table for all applicants.

TABLE Vi -NET ASSETS BY TOTAL INCOME, ALL DEPENDENT APPLICANTS FOR TOTAL POPULATION, APPLICANTS
WITH BUSINESS ASSETS, AND APPLICANTS WITH FARM ASSETS, 1974 75

0 to 62,119

family income

000
to $4

St
,499

$4 500
to 65

,
9911

;6, 000
to $13.899

$9, 000
to $11.000

,512
plus

Total daptorlent applicants.
Avows 11, 344 11, 871 17, 67; 13, 565 14,164 20, 418
*than 6, 345 6,117 7.354 11, 547 10, 420 14, 025

Applicants with business assets.
Amapa 7, ROO 7, 316 7,142 8,036 7, 827 12.91$
Median 3, 93 3.562 3, 954 4,184 4,189 5, 278

Applicants with faun assets:
Average _ 21.261 22,645 24, 371 25, 874 27, 468 36, 507
Madan , . 10.830 13, 719 16, 305 17,182 17, 945 21, 661

NI r. PHILLIrs. Those who qualify and who don't qualify.

Mr. frIli. What bothers me is that the average ram assets for
families having less than $3.00 income is $.21,000 on the average.
although the median is $10.830, which means that some of them must
have very ivaile assets to bring that average up that high from the
nwdian.

Mr, VoiG. Yes, a small block of families that have very large assets.
Mr. 0'1 ImiA. We are having in the fellow from New l ork State

prog111111. and we will talk to him about better asset treatment. We
talked tat him earlier. you will wean. We are going to see what new
developilients they are experiencing.

r. Tables V and VII are similar. showing the average family
contributions for those families that have assets, both for qualifying
( in table V) and fort he total population having assets (in table VII).

TABLE V AVERAGE FAMILY CONTRIBUTION BY TOTAL INCOME, QUALIFIED DEPENDENT APPLICANTS FOR TOTAL
POPULATION. BUSINESS OWNERS, AND FARM OWNERS (1974 75)

Family income

0 to
$2,911

$ION to
84,911

$4,6e0 *
$5,119

woo*
$1,9111

$1,000 WI
$11,119

812.000
plus

Teal dependent applicants... , , , $45 $82 1146 $344 $1144 $855
Applicants with business assets . 77 144 248 493 730 1175
Applicants with farm fossils.. . . . 72 1K 271 492 726 812
Applicants without farm or business

assets .. . . ... . 41 73 131 192 65$ 853

38
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TABLE VII. AVERAGE FAMILY CONTRIBUTION BY TOTAL INCOME, ALL DEPENDENT APPLICANTS FOR TOTAL
POPULATION, APPLICANTS WITH B0111166 ASSETS, AND APPLICANTS WITH FARM ASSETS (1974 75)

Family income

0 to
$2,999

$3,000 to
$4,999

$4,500 to
55,999

$6.000 to
$8,999

$9,000 to
$11,999

$12,000
plus

Total dependent applicants.- , ---- - 3121 $297 $488 $779 $1,218 $2,640
Applicants with business assets, ----- _ 197 408 651 1.132 1, 649 3,720
Applicants with farm assets.. _ _ _ _ . 261 690 1,093 I, 568 2, 189 4, 335

Applicants with no farm or business
assets.. 108 266 432 685 1, 116 2, 473

Mr. 011ARA. Now, the home equities are in table

TABLE I./IL-HOME EQUITY FOR ALL QUALIFIED DEPENDENT APPLICANTS BY TOTAL INCOME (1974 75)

Number and percent of applicants.1* Home equity for
Homeowners All applicants Homeowners

Income range Number Percent Number Percent Mean Median

0 to $2,999 28, 677 13.9 60. 946 17. 1 $7,189 5, 540
$3,000 lo $4,499 .... 20, 741 10,1 43, 227 12, 7 7, 632 6,180
14,500 to 15,999 .... 22,156 10.8 42.803 12.2 7, 867 6. 537

$6,000 to 18,999 50.452 24.6 86,115 24.7 8.017 7, 024

$9 000 to $1,999......... 49.904 24.3 72, 937 20.8 7,990 7, 280

$12,000 plus 33, 397 16.3 44, 032 12.6 8, 277 7, 563

Total. 205,327 100.0 350,060 100.0 7.892 6,859

Mr. VoloT. Yes.
Mr. O'llmo. To be qualified.
Mr. Voior. These are the qualified applicants. Table IX is the non-

qualified, and table X is for the total population.
TABLE IX.--HOME EQUITY FOR ALL NONQUALIFIED DEPENDENT APPLICANTS BY TOTAL INCOME,

1974-75

Income range

Number and percent of applicants
Home equity for

Homeowners All applicants homeowners

Number Percent Number Percent Mean Median

$0 to $2.999
$3,000 to $4,999.
14.500 to 85,999
$6000 tit $8999
$9,000 to 111,999.... .
$12,000 plus

1, 354
3,206
5.299
16,545
31, 363

177, 073

0.6
1.4
2.2
6, 9

13.4
75.5

I, 822
4,308
7,103

20, 875
37.580

203, 690

7
0.7

2.6
7, 6

13.6
73.9

$28.336128. 336
17, 974
17, 363
17, 610
17,183
l5.993

$18. 567
13, 929
14, 119
15, 645
15, 582
13, 902

Total. 234, 440 100:0 275.378 100.0 16, 394 14, 484

TABLE X..--HOME EQUITY FOR ALL DEPENDENT APPLICANTS BY TOTAL INCOME (197475)

Number and percent of applicants

Homeowners All applicants
Home equity for

homeowners

Income range Number Percent Number Percent Meer Median

$0 to 12.999 30, 031 6.8 62 768 10.0 $8, 238 $5, 762

$3,000 to 54,499 23, 947 5.4 47, 535 7.6 9,017 6, 210
$4,500 to $5.999. 27. 455 6, 2 49, 906 8.0 9, 704 6, 797

$6.000 to $8,999 o6, 597 15.2 Rib, 990 17, I 10, 337 8, 465

19,000 to 111,999. 81, 267 18.5 110, 517 I/. 7 11, 532 9, 824

112,000 plus 210, 470 47.9 247, 722 39.6 14, 769 12.283

Total 435.676 100.0 625.43A . 0 12,424 10, 535

kr
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Mr. 01 'ARA. The -,e percentages on table X don't tell us what per-
centage of all applicants hhow home equity, do they?

Mr. Vourr. Not within the categories, but essentially I think in the
zero-to-three group, a, little less than 50 percent show home equity.

Mr. 0'1 ImiA. Can we make an extrapolation from the numbers in
the two columns?

Mr. V, unT. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'llAitA. So that not quite 50 percent of the lowest income range

show hi me equity; about 50 percent of the $3000 to 4,50t) will show;
better than 50 percent of the $4,500 to $6,000.

Mr. Vonrr As income goes up, it is quite clear that the incidence
of home equity increases.

Mr. 011Attiv. Even in the lowest income group, the mean home
equity IS $S,200 and the median is $5,700; even in that lowest income.

suspeet among that are at number of fatherless families ;Ind so forth.
Mr. Vourr. There may be. However. we have no data collected on

that.
Mr. l'imurs. Peter. isn't it also true, though. that the proposed

change to $s,500 would put it above both the mean and median?
Mr. Vowel'. In the lowest income category.
Mr. O'HARA. But in the $3.000 to $4.500 group, it would be above

the median but below the mean.
Mr. Vow'''. Slightly below the mean.
Mr. Ilimmirs. The effect of that would be, if I understand it cor-

rectly. that the $517 would be subject to a 5-percent tax, so that what
it does is to fall just slightly below the exclusion which would be
necessary to take care of the average home, equity in this $3,000 to
$4.500 income range, but it would be a nominal tax; 5 percent of $517
would be the only thing included; say $25 or $26.

Mr. 01 LIRA. Let's look at table XI.

TABU XI TOTAL DEPENDENT APPLICANTS WITH SOCIAL SECURITY EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS, 1974.75

Income range

Number of
dependent Number and percent of
applicants dependent applicants receiving

receiving social security benefits and
SOCIall Percent Average qualifying for basic grants

security in income annual
benefits range benefits Number Percent

$0 to $2.999 ..........
63,000 to 54,499
$1.500 to 65,999
$5.000 to 58.999
$9.000 to $11,999
$12,000 plus.

18,026
10, 789
axon
15, 423
9,047
8, 944

24.9
14.9
14.0
21.3
12.5
12.4

81,131
1,180
1,188
1,194
1,187
1, 214

16,516
7,158
4, 690
4.300
1,052

228

91.6
66.3
46.5
27, 9
11.6
2.6

Total 72, 321 100.0 1.177 33.944 46.9

Mr. Wiwi'. That shows the total dependent applicants with social
security ter. _ :its. Quite clearly, with the change that we made in the
system last year, the lowest income students qualify now at a 91.6
percent ,rate. This is due to the fact that those families with the
lowest incomes will. of course, have negative income and would be
able to qualify as a result of that.

When you go up higher in the income ranges, the negative income
does not play a significant factor and the qualification rate drops
fairly dramatically.

1,? 40
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Mr. Putwes. The proposed change that we made here today would
1114,11111Se the percentages its you move U)) the income ladder. would
it not ?

Mr. Yowl. It "WOO d indeed.
I lmmtes. It is hard to know exactly how it would -shake out.

but it might go to 80 percent in the 3.000 to $4.500 group and raise
the ot her up as well.

Mr. VoloT. It should also Lie -noted that when you look at distribu-
tion of social security beneficiaries students by illCoffie leVel, the vast
bulk of the students fall into the lower income yange. So in all likeli-
hood the vast majority of them would qualify under the proposed
changes.

Mr. O'HARA. Right.
Table XI I is the family size allowance.

TABLE KN.FAMILY SIZE ALLOWANCE

Allowance Allowance

Firmly we 1973-74 1974.75 1975 76' Family site 1973 74 1974-75 1975 76

700 150 935 7... 6, 300 C 900 7.590

2_, ..... 2,100 3,050 ,3,355 3 7,000 7, 600 3, 360

3.... 3.350 3,650 4,015 9 7.700 1, 300 9,130
4 4, 300 4, 650 C 115 10 3.100 9.000 9, 900

S.._ ,. ... ... 5,050 5.500 6,050 11. 9.100 9.700 10, 670

6........... . 5,700 6,200 6,320 12 9, 300 10,400 11.440

Estimated, assumes CM incluse of 10 portent.

Mr. BELL. There, Mr. Chairman, we assumed, a C011sIlliler Price
I tulex of 10 percent in calculating our recommendations for 1975--76.

Mr. Vomit. This is just an illustration which indicates how these
family size allowances would increase.

011aftA. How do you get. the 10 percent for your last figure,
from when to when?

Mr. V11101% This would be from .January to December.
Mr. BELL. Looking at the calendar year.
Mr. O'llaflA. Rather than the school year or fiscal year
Mr. WU.. We think that is going to be fairly rinse to the actual.
Mr. O'HARA, You are going to use the " 1 0"
Mr. BELL. We are going to use the 4'10."
Mr. ('OoRE. We use the CPI.
Mr. O'HARA. You are going to use the CPI ?
Mr. BELL. Right.

OlLuta. Of roll nie if you are going to publish by ;January 1
Mr. Cook E. It should be becember to December.
Ali Vow. W.. will have published the regulations and have the sys-

tem in place in time to process student applications. Student applica-
tions will go out in January.

Mr. O'Hana. I understand. You don't need that when you go to the
printer.

Mr. Vona. That is right.
Mr. O'HARA. The basic scheme of the eligibility system is based on

the Orshansky low income, formula .isn't that correct ?
Mr. BELL. That is right.
Mr. O'HARA. And the most recent one or what'?
Mr. Vourr. We would go back to the most recent one and apply the

Consumer Price Index increased to that.



Me, OThitA, `oat will go back to the most recent and apply it to the
Consunier Price index

Air. Vona. Yes.
11:r. O'HARA. That is 'for your basic effective family contribution

'Sebetbile.
M aright:Vom'e. That is

0,11,AnA, As von know. 1 have some serious doubts about the
realism of doing it that way. Of course I recognize that you treat some
other things a little differently than the other needs analysis serviees,
so that it dues wash out in a 411111ibee of reSpeet S.

With respect' to the prospects for next vear. you are pi.ojeeting a
. .

rectuetion In the :Size of the average award.
Mr. Volta. Yes.

0'11... Based on the expeeted appropriation that is noa' under
eonsideration.

HELL. We think that is inevitable with What has now transpit.ed
both in the Senate and the house on appropriations. The size of that
and what we Can project the appropriations to k of course affects tas
as we calculate these weighting factors in the formula, Oivionsly. For
example, we estimate that it will take $33 million to raise the asset
reserve to $S.00 at full funding.

11r, 04II.,n,%%re you making any change in what it takes to be con-
sideed an independent student? As of now if someone lives weeks
with his parents

Mr. Vinu. Right, We are not proposing. to change the definition of
indevendet student.

'Alr. Pin 1.1,1 es. It is a three-part definition : the -week rule. the claim-
ing on the income tax. and the parental support factor. If a student
answers "yes" to any of those three questions. then he is not qualified
115 an independent student.

Mr. V(ItoT. We had a relatively small amount of reaction or comment
on that independent student definition.

3Ir. OlImt.t. I am sort of hung imp on it because of my own personal
experience. I was an iialepentleilt stmlent throughout tlw time I was
in college. but I used to spend more than 2 weeks at vear living in my
parents: home. I never got any money from them. I. would have been
in a tough way if the 6. 1. bill had had some kind of qualifier that said
if you lived more than 2, weeks with your parents you were not quali-
fied for tlw benefit.

I think the other two are pretty realistic tests. but that one concens
What is the rat ionale for that ?

Mess any one of you want to take tliat on
Mr. 1413,. I was going to observe. .N1r. Chairman. that I attended

college on the G. I. bill and I was raised in a home and reared by a
widowed mother. and I spent more than 2 weeks in that home. but I
was far from a dependent on that income because there wasn't any for
me. I would be like you.

Mr. 011.knA. You and I have had similar experiences. I just don't
understand that 2 weeks one. and we have had some complaint about
it from the Student Lobby and I think from the National Student As-
soeintion as well. that it was not at fair test.

Mr. 1113.t. I will be interested in my colleague's answer.
Mr. ViploT. I think the definition ivally. essentially, is one that tries

to measure whether a student is financially dependent on his parents.

42g,
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Theassumptiou is that i f ;i iblelit does live at home he is 111 part re-
eei ring support from his family. The two-week rule is one that we
pieked essentially because it pis often the ;length of a normal kind of
vacation. Christmastime. certainly not in the summertime for a stu-
dent it' lie is truly dependent not to be home.

By the way, not a total of weeks during a given year; it is 2 con-
secutive weeks at a time.

Mr. Yes, but even so, I think one of our problems in the
wlrle student aid pietiov, and this is not numnt as criticism, because
it is equally applicable to you and to us, is that we don't have behavior
models. We look at theoretical models.

I suspect that in actual practice it is not unusual for pan independ-
ent student to spend it summer vacation living in the home of his par-
ents while he works.

Mr. BELL. And he may be contributing to the income of his parents,
not being dependent at all but contributing to their income.

Mr. 011mtA. Right. I don't think there is any account taken of that.
Mr. Vour. In part if the student, whether he is dependent or inde-

pendent, is declared dependent and he comes from it low-income fam-
ily, he «ill of course become eligible.

Mr. 011 ARA. Yes, but even if he comes from a middle-income family.
Before we get back together on this matter I would like to have you

folks think about scratching that as one of your tests. I have no com-
plaint about the other two tests. I reitilv think that maybe the other.
two tests would catch all the people you would want to catch and sort
out.

Mr. PIIII3,11,S. Mr. Chairman, there is a problem, however, that it is
very hard to measure what the extent of a family's support for a stu-
dent might be if they are living at home for any significant period of
time during the year, you know, the base year to apply for funds.

We did not have a great deal of comment on this when the basic
grant regulations were printed, but we had a very significant amount
of comment in response to the proposed rule which also put the two
week rule into the supplementary educational opportunity grant pro-

Believe me, we have sort of torn our hair and racked our brains for
grain.

a test which might be better to get at that problem and thus far have
not really begun to come up with something that would prevent the
kind of invisible but nonetheless very real status of dependence but in
fact a technical (litho of independence.

Mr. O'llAnA. I think the reason you have it in there is because you
want to stop the chiseler, and if the parents can contribute you think
they ought to and so forth. It is the fraudulent claim that you are after,
I think. with your two-week rule.

Mr. 143.L. I think. Mr. Chairman. that we need to recognize that we
need to eXaMille that and do some homework on it.

Mr. 0.1.1An.. I would appreciate it if you would do that. I will do
some more thinking about it, myself. When we get together again, per-
haps we can disuss it.

Mr. BELL. Right.
Mr. O'll.tim. You mentioned in here that there continues to be at

problem, although not a great one you believe, with the veterans bene-
fits situation, if I can find the right passage here,

Mr. PH luxes. I think it comes toward the end.
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011,vRA.Ilere we It re ;

We feel that Oils inequity k not as tit'rious as that faced by social -security
recipients and is one that we are willing to live with duiog the existing 11115-76
academic year in order to give priority to correcting the problems of social secu-
rity recipients. This is not the best way to treat veterans benefits and, accordingly,
we intend to seek remedial action as part of our legislative program for higher
t'dtaealtion nest year.

Eitlici how t)r %Olen we eome baek together again. perhaps we can
tilisllss smile of the possible ways to handle that legislatively so that
we can review together and that will give you a better notion of what
the eonimitte's thinking is and We %%ll get a better notion of your

*thinking.
Me. 13}3,14. It may he that we can be in touch with your staff and do

some more work on it.
Mr. 01 lAnA. 1 think that would be helpful.
Then the whole assets thing. maybe %%e will wait on that until we

have the New Yolic people in and get their testimony.
1 am generally pleased, let me say, with the changes that you have

proposed. 1 think your change with respect to permitting the
independent student who worked the year before to make an estimate
makes it easier for the nontraditional type of student whom I think
we have to give a great deal of encouragement to. The old system gave
him a great deal of discouragement.

Mr. Bw.. I am told, Mr. Chairman, that past discussions have had a
profound influence on these changes.

Mr. 0.11.AnA. That is one of the reasons I Am so pleased, I am sure.
Mr. 13}l.. That may be the understatement of my testimony. I have

come in in the middle of the movie, so to speak, and I have been told
that,

Mr. O'HARA. 1 am pleased with the increase in the assets reserve,
although with reservations, and the business about the social security
benefit is a great jump, I think. I liked the change last time, but this is
better,

Gentleman, thank you very much.
Mr. BELL Notwit hstanding the skirmishes, Mr. Chairman, I under-

stand from illy colleagues there is a very warm feeling and relation-
ship with this subcommittee. We hope that is going to continue.

Mr. O'HARA, I hope so. too, Thank you very much.
Mr. BELL. If I could, Mr. Chairman, I would like to put in a plug

maybe it is redundant to saythat we surely want to move on this,
and we are concerned about the time constraints.

Mr. O'HARA. We are very anxious. I hope you are getting some
movement out of the Senate.

We hope to be able to finish our consideration of this matter before
we recess. Now, we are sciteduled to recess on the llt II. If we don't,
you see, we are not scheduled to come back until the 12th of November,
so we would like very much to meet that timetable.

lir. BELL We are going to be before the Senate shortly.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
Mr. BELL. Thank von.
Mr. O'HARA. The special subcommittee swill now stand in adjourn-

milt until Wednesday morning at 9:30 in room 2257.
[Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the special subcommittee recessed, to

reconvene at 9: 30 a.m.. Wednesday, October 2, 1974, in room 2257,
44Rayburn House Office Building.]
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BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS-
FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE, 1975-76

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1974

Horst: or RzeaEsExTATivzs,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF Tilt COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

'The speeial subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m., -pursuant to recess, in
room 2.257. Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James Cr. O'Hara
(chairman) presiding.

Present : Representatives O'Hara, Biaggi. and Dellenback.
Present also : Jim Harrison, staff director; Webster Buell. counsel;

Elmira. Teets. clerk ; Bonnie Stricklin, assistant clerk; and Robert C.
Andringit. minority staff director.

Mr. t5'Ji.uu. The special subcommittee will come to order.
This morning it is my hope we will conclude our hearings on House

Resolution 1396. the pending resolution of disapproval of the 19M-76
family contribution schedule as transmittted to the Speaker of

I he I louse last week.
Last Monday we took testimony from the Commissioner of Educa-

tion and his staff. I expressed my satisfaction at the direction the new
proposed schedule had taken. There are areas in which I believe the
(Mike of EdlICP tIon should go a little further in order to make this next
year's schedale a realistic one and to move it in the same direction as,
for example, the new College Scholarship Service family contribu-
tion curves have taken. recognizing the increasing difficulty most fam-
ilies have in making contributions of the magnitude earlier schedules
under l'i.E0(.4 and other needs analysis systems have demanded of them.

Today we will begin by taking testimony from one of our distin-
guished colleagues on the full Education and Labor Committee, the
gent leman from New York, Mr. Peyser.

'STATEMENT OF HON, PETER A. PEYSER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. PI:vp.:Ea. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief.
I have submitted a brief written statement I would appreciate hav-

ing in the record, and then I will make a brief statement.
Mr. OMAHA. Without objection, your statement will be printed in

the record at this point.
[The statement of Mr. Peyser follows :J

(43)
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STSI,ENT of IloN. Permt A. PKVaKit. A litalif:SNTATIVIi; 1N CO:VOW:Ks
Faust 7.11,K tit.V11: tw .Ntor You.K

Mr, fitairman, would like to bring to your attention tOtlay a particularly 'dis-
tressing situation 'which has recently 'Collie to lay attention, It concerns the basic
edticational opportunity grant program.

As at member of the nouse Eduention Committee, I actively worked on tiac
preparation id this legislation. It Was any unilerstanding, that the intent of the
authorizing legislation Was to aid low- and middledueoue families in postsec-
ondary edtwation, However, now that the program is in operation, I ran sec that
it is not reaching those -whom it 'WAS 111tellthal to

1 Ayould like to point out a ease at hand, A constituent of mine is a widow
with two children, One of Whaill IS 1111 College. She bias u net income of approxi,.
mutely .$0.5s7. iThe owns at house which has been given a net asset value of
*300. Aecording to the basic grunt chedule, it has been 'determined that she
has approximately .$1,065 to suit on her ,son's edueat ion, which makes her in-
elh.tible for a grant.

1 propose that this schedule is not at all equitable. Bow can a widow, with two
children told AU alcottle $0,8i. Possibly have $1.Altl to spend on her son's edu-
cation Mtast she sell or mortgage her Molise to meet these eNPellses?

I fully agree that savings accounts, stocks and bonds. and other like liquid
assets be considered as such. But 1 do not feel that equity in one's home ,should
be considered ,s an asset in computing eligibility. if one owned a $100,000 home,
one could not afford to pay the property taxes with such a low Income, ,So it is
ludicrous to hypothesize that owners of expensive houses 1WOnlit be eligible for
grants if this type of asset i^ excluded from the 'formula.

strongly urge the subcommittee to modify the schedule in order to correct
this type of injustice, I think such a change should more accurately determine
and relleet a student's "need." If we are to continue this program at all. we must
Make it work for those for whom it was Intended, such as my constituent. '

Mr. PysEtt. fir. Cita na 114 again 1 want to thank you for the op-
portunity of testifying and also for the leadership that you have dem-
onstrated in this whole program in the fields of -higher education.

I am -very disturbed. Mr. Chairman, over what 1 _find has developed
in the basic opportunity grant program. particularly as to the method
of arriving at calculations as to whether an individual can qualify or
they cannot qualify.

1 have spoken to the Office of Education on this situation.
Let me give you an example of what we are faced with.
-A specific case of a widow with two children whose adjusted gross

income is $6,:i00. She has a home that has an equity of $3,000. Based
on the formula that is applied, it turns out that she should be able
to contribute ,$`1.665 toward toward her sons' education.

Now, there is no way that this women can contribute $1.665 or any.
thing resembling it. In fact, this woman and her two children are
baying a difficult time just existing.

Now, the problem they say is, "Well. she has a $3.5.000 equity in a
home," Then the alternative is that she could sell her home, I suppose,
and live somewhere else, try to find another place, and thett with that
excess money help her sons' education. You and 1 know this would
be very counter-productive and not realistic.

In speaking to the Department, I said. "What do you consider to be
t n, average value of the home of reeipients of the .grants,?"

They told me that $10.000 Witt; considered to be the average value of
at home from anybody receiving the grant.

Well. if this is the measurement that is being used. I would like
to suggest that this program is turning into a highly discriminatory
one against any individual who lives in any metropolitan area in tills

IC;
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count I, beeanse the only ones. frankly. who eould qualify on this in
metropolitan New York wouhl he people on welfare.

1 am in no way opposed to those people having the benefits of this
program. But my understanding when tins program was originated
was that this would be reaching out far beyond people who were on
-welfare and people with lower middle incomes would be eligible.

n metropolitan NeW York area under this basis ttll1'one who
had it home would automatically be disqmilitied because there are no
homes of $10,000 in the nmetropolitaan New York area..

I would just like to suggest in your studies that are going to take
pinee and are already taking place in oversight on this is that con-
sideration be given to this formula and that a person's home should
not be a factor in determining whether they have enough current in-
come to contribute to their child's education.

When I mentioned this, someone in the Office of Education said,
-Well, we might find someone with as tremendously expensive home.
say at home of $100,000 or more, and having this kind of income."

said, -If somebody had a $100,000 home in the metropolitan area
and had an income of $6,00, they could not even pay the taxes on
the home."

So, I said, this makes no sense whatsoever.
It seems to me that in fairness to the middle income, lower middle

income people, something has to happen on this formula to give them
an opportunity to participate in this program because I thought that
is what we luta developed the program for, but it certainly is not work-
ing that way.

Mr. Chairman, again I thank you.
If there ate any questions, I will be delighted to answer.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Peyser, I thank you.
Let me say I could not agree with you more on what you have said

in your statement. You are absolutely right.
The utilization of assets with the small asset exemption we now have

results in a decided injustice to a number of applicants. I don't think,
as a matter of fact, that a widow with children should be required to
sell as home in order to finance her child's education.

You will be interested in knowing that we have coming in today and
testifying before us the representatives of the New York State pro-
gram where they don't count assets of the sort we have described and
where they have found apparently that it works out a lot better that
way. There are no abuses.

Sty major reservation about the proposed new schedule has to do
with the treatment of home equity.

I would like to keep in touch with you and maybe we can work on
this.

Mr.14..vsta. I will lie very happy to.
Mr. O'HARA. MI r. Dellenback.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Thank you very much.
We tin appreciate your input; you are a valuable member of the coin-

mittee. I appreciate your concern about things other than just the sub-
committees you are on.

Given the present program, do you think there ought to be any atten-
tion paid to assets at all in computing who is eligible? Should it be just

752 4
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Mensium or should it be a ltleiltinre flint e01Ibil`PS IISSMS 1111:1

Mr. PIWISEIL I W011111 suggest that assets should be considered in the
form of tie n id limos. I think if ,somebody has $.45,000 savings bank
or owir; $30,000 ar $50,000 of ,seeurities that are marketable .securities
that this is an asset that I think ,should be invested in a child's educa-

I guess the speeitie thing I am against is the question of using a per-
140114s home as the asset. They tell me that that is the primary asset in
most of 'the V118164 froin whom they .have applications.

Mr. Dio.LExte.wic. So, you wooled be in favor of using assets qualifi-
catins. but all you would do would be to exclude homes.

Nit!. PnYsnit. 1 would exclude the home. I would use liquid assets. I
'would not use an automobile or anything of that nature. If I were
talking:assets. I would say liquid assets.

Mr. DELEgsa.m.K. Do you consider stock held today a liquid asset?
Mr. Ilnysna. Well, it would be very watery.
Mr. DELLEsumw. What would you do in this type of situation?

how do you make for equity in the following case?
Two brothers or sisters have nothing. Their parents die and each

one gets ,$:in.,otm.. Therefore, toe $50.000 would be taken into account
if they had children, One family decides they Will live in a rental
home and put the $50.00 in a bank. The other family decides they will
use their $50.000 in purchasing ahouse.

Now, a month later they apPly. One owns /ius0A0 eanity.; the other
has ,i,o.otto in the bank and is paying monthly rental. One of thou
families will qualify and one will not. under your system

Mr, PErsEa. I would lust have to say on that, you know, people
do make decisions throughout their life on what they are going to do.

Mr. nnfixxii.wu. You would .say that if ft person ()leered to invest
in real property, then they should get special treatment over the one
who elected not to invest in real property?

Mr. PErsr,u. If you want to prevent the exact circumstances of what
von are suggesting. 1 would have no objection to saying that if a
how was purchased within a year of an applicationin other words,
to prevent the eircuniventingthe matter by buying a home in order

nualify.
Mr.1)nti.txtmeg. I am not suggesting they did it for that purpose.

I am just saving that under those circumstances two different, families
otherwise identical end up with one type of asset being treated one
way and another being treated another way.

Mr. PEYsEa. I would probably end up supporting that because that
was a decision that the family made on their own.

Mr. 143.,LExn.wx. T am not suggesting they did it for that purpose.
who. under those circumstances, instead of investing in a home in-
vested in a small business. It was just a little shop of some sort but all
their $.50.000 went into that small business. Now, if their child applies,
are they going to have to sell the small -business?

This is not a homenot a residence. It is the thing from which they
are making a living.

Mr. Prystn. You pose an interesting question.
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In other words, you say that someone who has money invested in
their business but whose earnings are so low--

Mr. Dra.Lemmea. They are living off the business with verve little
income. All three families are making the same MIMIXV of dollars.

Three brothers: One has $500)0 in cash in the bank or in stock at
the moment, a very bad valuation knit diffiCillt to see; one has
$50,000 in the home; one has $50,000 in the small business, and they
rare oil' the income from the small business.

How are you .going to treat the small business?
PEllailt. It hi 11 interest Mg question.

What you come around to on that is the qualification of saying that
the only 14SSet that you would treat would be an asset, savings account
or bonds or something of that nature, and say that that is it and that
anything else cannot he counted as an asset. Therefore, your people
who have the store or the Little business would qualify.

Mr. DwArsnmea. The fourth brother took his $50,000these are
A'ery wealthy parentsand elected to invest in a type of asset, but it
is rr nonliquid, long-run investment in real property, ranch land or
coal land in the west. Ave they going to have to liquidate that one?

Mr. Pr.vsi:a. My feeling there is that that kind of investment is an
asset. a liquid asset. To my way of thinking it. is. This is very similar
to what we have heard in testimony on the cattle credit bill drat came
up where ranehei appeared before us saying that they wanted filiati-
o; help and when we got into cases, we found out that they owned
thousands of acres of other land, unmortgaged or unencumbered, that
was not related to the cattle. They did not feel that was an asset for
them.

Mr. DELLENBACK. The brother did not do that. Ire moved onto the
ranch land and grazed IT head of cattle.

Mr. IlEyssn. If that were my home, under my qualifications that
would not count unless the cattle, themselves, were an asset, which they
would be.

Mr. DELLENnAcK. Actually, they did not live on that acreage; they
lived down the street.

Mr. PEvime. I am afraid we are getting, too far down into this
labyrinth here that we've lost sight of our original point. I think that
the basic point I am trying, to make, 'John, is that a person's home.
where t hey are actually living

Mr, DELLENitm.K. ou are goina to throw the house out
Mr. l'Evsra [continuing]. Should not be counted as an asset.
Mr. DELLENnAcK. Small business should be.
Mr. PEYSER. Unless you could qualify it in such a way to make

good common sense: and I have known you long enough to know that
you deal in common, practical things, that we should find that defini-
tion very easily.

But the home, to me, in most cases, and the Office of Education told
Me that in most of their eases the home is the asset.

Mr. DELLENnAcx. Would you set any valuation on the asset?
Mr. PETSER. They told me the national average was $10,000.
Mr. DELLexmcg.. The figures given to us for all qualified depend-

ents' home equity as opposed to gross value ranged from $7,800 to
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about *6,700. That is the equit y. That is to IV 1111 fy. 13ut for those who
don't qualify, asset values ranged from about $16.000 equity, to about
:402.8.000.

Mr. Pgrsut. That is exactly the point I Ain making. They happened
to give the a figure of $10,000 yesterday but 1 defer to your figures.
That is exactly the point.

In metropolitan areius, I don't know anybody who had a home who
could qualify under those circumstances.

Mr. Diet,txxiAci. Did you take gross valuation of the home, or
equity ?

PEYSER. Equity in the home. Somebody would have to have a
mortgage so big to get the equity down in New York, with this $6,500
income they could not pay this kind of mortgage.

Mr. Demxximeu. The exaMple you gave me an equity p it nation
Mr. Pzvsen. That is right.
Mr. Dizi.exuAcii. Anyway, we agree that the problem pis complex.

You could specify some dollar valuewhatever it is, $7,500, $10,000,
*25,000and say, look, whatever the individual puts his or her money
in. that is their business. 'Whether they want it in a house, in busi-
ness or in stocks. they all should be treated alike and there should be
a net equity value, whatever that is.

Mr. PEysen. Would you feel the same about a savings account ?
Mr. DEAULENHAeli. Yon range that across the line to the situation

where you don't pay any attention to assets at all. It does not nuttier
what you have; it is strictly an income situation and that would in-
directly take into account investment, because if you put it in stock,
you would have an income. If, on the other hand, you put it in a
savings account you would have an income, and if you put in a house
you would have an aesthetic income but not a monetary income. The
difficulty is, where are you going to draw the line, Peter'?

I confess would have great difficulty in saying no home at all. If
you set it at zero, that would be unfair.

But I also find it very difficult to take the hypothetical examples
that I gave you on the first three cases and make a distinction.

We each have $:10,000; you and I are brothers. You elz-2., on thing
with your $50,000, and I elect the other thing. One of us gets zapped.
I have trouble with the inequity in this, You can stretch the fine line
to the business from which yon make a living to the home in which
you live, and I understand the point you make. However, I would be
strongly against having no asset value.

The question is: Where would you draw the line?
The impact of it is that we don't have limitless dollars in this pro-

gram. if we had limitless dollars in the program, then we would go
a different way. As it is, every dollar you take and give to one person
you take away from somebody else for practical purposes. NOW, you
are in a situation where you must choose one person over another
not just in a vacuum of whether or not this person should qualify.
You are saying, is it better that this person qualify rather than this
person? That is really what we come down to. Those who are dealing
in finance have to make very difficult choices continually.

Mr. YzysEn. If I could make one comment on that.
Again zeroing in on what I am sure is every metropolitan area in

the United States, if we used anything resembling the present system
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we ,tire rettik seying welfare recipients would be the only ones
to qualify bitsieally and that no one having a home would qualify in
It Met ropolitan area under tliest sets of noes,

I asked specifically yesterday if the Office of Education could Ove
me any figures on Sew York City IlPti the said they could not give
me tiguivs as to who qualified M New Yoilt City.

said. "WO you have any breakdown on this at all?"
They said. "Well, we have 'New York State."
But they have no breakdown in the metropolitan areas.
if you use your figure of $7,000 equity in the home, youlust fiscally

could not on a home in New York and have that little equity. So,
you would not be qualified.

Mr. Deu.exuAcx. One final question.
On your suggest iou . would you set any limit on the amount of equity

in it home that you would say one shouldlx.f
r. PEYsEn. 1. would willing to do that.

What that limit could be, and it might very well be that you want
to set a regionalI realize this complicates things to a certain degree
but there are vast differences, regionally, in this situation.

in eertain areas of the conntry, if you hail a $35,000 home equity
it could be a very substantial home.

If 1 were dealing in the Metropolitan New York area, as a figure.
nand we were excluding the home, I would set a value probably of
$50,000 because you would have many, many people with very low
incomes who could have a home, particniarly widows you Imow
their husbands died and this is their home and today to sel' it to buy
anything else. they couldn't do it.

Basically, given my choice, I would say no home, the home does not
count as asset.

Mr. DELLEximcii. The home becomes both a range shelter and n
BOG shelter.

Mr. l'r.vsiat. I hope that was fog and not 1300.
Mr, DEUX N BACK, Thank you.
Mr, O'llAn.t. Thank 'you, Mr. Peyser.
1 hope that You will take a look at Mr. Hollander's testimony.
I started oft where you did. when the first schedule came up saying

we ought to treat home equity differently. Then I said, maybe we
ought to treat farm eildity differently. Then I said, maybe we ought
to treat. small business equity differently. Finally, I got around to the
point that New York State got to which is to ignore assets altogether,

Mr. PEYSER. I. would take that road ultimately. I am perhaps in the

One thing. Jim, it seems to me is an inequity is this question of sav-
ings bank accumulations.

I don't know honestly how you can ignore that one. If people do
have substantial cash on hand in the Stivings bank it would seem to me
that that would have to be a liquid asset,

Mr. 0`11An.t. I don't think there are many of them and that is what
the New York experience. I think, demonstrates. There are very few
people who could be considered abusers when you ignore assets.

Mr. Peysen, I agree. I would accept the no asset test very happily.
Mr. °That. Thank you.
Mr. Prvseit. Thank you rev?' much.

1.;
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O'llAtm ()or of her white: vies this morning represent organim-
tions who have at IlUki Ake in the operation of the 13E0G syste.m
either as student aid practitioner:4 in the case of our first three wit-
nesses, or as beneficiaries. if that is the won't. in the cast' of the last
wit ness.

We are going to begin with Eunice Edwards. vho is speaking for
the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,
and who is accompanied by Mr. Richard Tomb:nigh.

Both IV Edwards and Mr. Tombaugh are old hands gat advising tills
sulrommittee.

Mr. DEELEXII.WK. 'We are delighted to see you. Mrs. Edwards and
Mr. Tombaugh.

I have read part of your testimony and I inn already smiling with
you at part of it.

STATEMENT OF MRS. EUNICE EDWARDS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
COMMISSION ON STATE AND FEDERAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS:
ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD TOMBAUGH, EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
ADMINISTRATORS

Mrs. EowAnns. Thank you very much. Mr. Dellenback.
We are pleased to have the opportunity to appear before the sub-

committee today to present the views of NASFAA regarding the pro-
posed family contribution schedule for the 1975-4976 basic educations]
opportunity graLt program.

I have been asked to advise you that our testimony also reflects the
view of the American Council on Education. which has chosen to en-
dorse this statement rather than present additional verbal testimony.

Each of these appearances relative to the basic grants program be-
comes more pleasant than the last because each time the Office of Eau-
ciation has proposed changes similar to those we have recommended
in the past.

While we regret the passage of time before our positions gained
acceptance by I-SOE. we appreciate deeply the fact that we have
fewer and fewer problems with their proposed schedule each time it
conies to you for approval.

More specifically. we applaud the tr:'1E proposals to treat all of
the social security income and one-half a the Veterans' Administra-
tion benefits as a part of other family income. and to use the estimated
income of the independent student who had been employed full time
during the base year.

Both of these changes are consistent with recommendations we have
advanced since the inaugural year of the basic grants program.

Attaehed to our statement is a comprehensive analysis of the current
difficulty with the social security treatment as provided to Mr. Minya
by one of our colleagues last May.

[The analysis referred to follows :]
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friig CoMbIONWEALTH OF I A iitiAt' It L'1411113,
NIVe.toitTY 11.A13SAcii VsEITTS,

Amherst, Muss., Noy X+, /:, *.%).
lion, 3,A%I't8 3, tY,Mtm..
ihnise of Ill'prest9itati yrs, 2,41 Rayburn noose 'Office Itni Idiom
Washington. D,.(`.

ttasn ComincssmAN 4)11.a.la As you eoiltillue your review of student aid pro-
grams. would like to bring one part Mita r point to your attention, The relation-
skip between Social security iwnetits and federal aid programs, speitleally the
Baste Grant Program.

1 8111 enclosing a copy of n draft chapter I have written for inclusion III the
College Scholarship Service's Manual for Financial ,airs Officers but as it is
somewhat lengthy Fit try and restate the problem more :succinctly.

14or1al security henellts are extended beyond age 18 t Up to age 22) to full-thne,
unmarried students of parents covered under the Sethi) Security Act,

The Basic Grant Program considers the social security benefits received by
an individual student as the student's resource and reduces BOK; eligibility as
a result ; aid Arlin bikini ors are likewise supposed to consider social security
benefits although the Office of Etlucation has never issued a definitive statement
oil bow tbe benefits are to be counted.

The problem is a simple one, the solution is more complex. As you will Hole
on Table I. serial security benefits are not sensitive to:family Sin'. At the minimum
benefits, there is no difference between the one child and two child family. At
the average and 11111Xit1111O1 benefits, there Is tin increment between one and tWo
cleddren ; but. thereafter, the total amount received by the family unit is a
(moist:am regardless of huts' many children are involved.

TABLE I.SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS. MARCH 1974

Mother and children to ate 22

t. Fettle, deceased

1 child
and

mother

2 children
and

mother

3 children
. and

mother

4 children
and

mother

5 children
and

mother

Minimum benefits to family ($135.60 maximum):

Total .
Average benefits to family (14111.20 maxim-um):

Each ...

PIA $604.90: Maximum benefits to linty (155320
maximum):

Each
Total.

67, 90
135.10

111.00
354, 00

221. 70
457.40

45.30
135, 10

131. 40
411.20

114.40
553.20

34.00
136.00

104.40
411.40

13$.30
553.20

27.20
136.00

SI 70
411.50

110.70
553.50

22,70
136.20

69.70
418.20

92.20
53.20

The stated purpose of the extension of social security b4.111,111,4 was to MOW
Stl1tiV11114 their education ---n financial incentive and support meas-
ure. It we look to average benefits, and consider one example, the problem is
obvious.

Assume a mother and 3 children with social security as the only income. They
have been receiving $41S.40 per month. The eldest child turns eighteen and be-
Mmes a full-time student. That individual is now mailed a separate cheek for
$104.00 while the mother and other two 141111110 receive a check for $313.10. The
student rtportm Lis Nodal security benefits on his BEOG application. The approxi-
mate reported reduces his eligibility by a like amount. For the 1073 prcess-
ing year. the great majority of our social security recipients did not receive
basic grants.

Tints, the social security recipient student is not eligible for much financial aid,
and the living standard of his mother and siblings is reduced.

If the individual chooses nut to go to college on a foil -time basis. then the
mother still continues to receive the $418.20 for herself and her two other ehll-
Oen and the eighteen year old east work and/or attend school part-time t with
'potentially I/.crensed aid eligibility as social security benefits are not counted).
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The cillect eaf CIITTIlt on nil social security famines that have more
dependents than are needed to teach the maximum benefits (more than one child
is disabled and retired eases, more than two in deceased vases) is to reduce the
stutlent's eligibility for aid While also reducing the social security received by
other members of the family unit below the level they would have received if the
other dependent was not a student. The regulations make it economically dis-
toictintai...cous for social security recipient to go on to college,

I can see two possible solutions to the problem
Treat the ,student's social security apart from the family's. The family

unit ineluding ehildren under 38 would continue to get their maximum entitle-
ment. The 'student's social security would be additional moneys and a positive
incentive to enroll in post-secondary education.

02) Apply a student increment regulation to federal student aid ,program,
information is collected on number of dependents and the total social security
income of the -family, It there are more than the needed number of dependents
not counting the applieaut, then to social security 'benefits are charged to the
applicant.

Thus. one child families Mid some two child families would have social security
counted as a student resource as it is now but larger families would nit have to
suffer MI income reduction because one of the family decided to go to college.
It is probdhly impossible to do anything about Basic Grant regulations at this
time but with the inclusion of 4-5 questions on social security, it should be -pos.
slide to implement a student increment approach for 107640.

,11 'temporary measure, we are advising our ,students from over the maximum
size families not to apply for continuation of social security benefits and to
indicate on their BE00 application that they will not be receiving said benefits.

I hope that to the course of your hearings, you -will -find time to consider the
role of social security in student aid. The present situation obviously forces its
to deal in injustices and terms economic disincentive to families as student
ussistance -yet another area where rhetoric and reality are in conflict,

Thank you for your Interest in student assistance programs.
Sincerely,

RICHARD A. DENT.
Director, Financial Aid ,Scrciccs.

Mrs. Enw.ums, While Mr. Dent's proposed solution is certainly an
alternative with ultimate fairness, we endorse the VSOE proposal, as
being adequately equitable and significantly more practical to mirk-
Jilvitts in that it avoids further complicating the student application.

The current inequity in assessinir the eligibility of independent
students upon their earnings during the prior year when they were not
full-time students is obvious. Any residual earnings from previous
employment will be considered as applicant savings, but students
should not be disqualified by -till earning level they no longer realize
due to t heir full-time student status.

'Flue remaining two changes proposed by I"SOE are also commend-
Ale. and are, in fact, necessary to make the basic grant estimates of
family 'ability to support educational costs in any way reasonable.
'However, they fail to go far enough in this 'regard. If the basic ;rants
family contribution sehedule is to be anything more, than a rationing
device. which in our opinion it has been thus far, additional changes
beyond those proposed by VSOE are necessary.

The rimary problem with the assessment of family ability to pay
educational expenses continues to be. despite the proposed updating
for cost-of-living increases, the family size offsets allowed against
income for purposes of providing for subsistence of the family.

The use of the low-income thresholds of the Social Security .Admin-
istration does not recognize the real cost of maintaining a family in
today's economy, and in practice requires a family to live at or below

is ,
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the poverty level before it is excused from making a eontribut ion under
the roposed schedule.

W bile we understand that the purpose of the program is to aid the
truly needy student, we believe that this is a little too much to ask.
.11e urge that, at the very least, the program utilize the most recent

lowlOCOMO kWh; defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which are
more reflective of the true costs of maintaining a family in the present
economy. We would suggest that the BLS moderate-income levels
would be even more appropriate.

To ask a family to make a contribution toward educational costs
\vheit it cannot even afford to purchase a reasonable standard of living,
tiaenistoli s t be unduly harsh, as well aS unrealistie.

The BEOG treatment of assets deviates even more than the treat-
ment of income from generally accepted practices of assessing ability
to pay.

In our opinion, the proposed schedule does not adequately provide
for time emergency and retirement needs of families, nor does it
properly recognize the inability to convert nouliquid home equity or
nisi fa nu ap,sets to cash for educational purposes.

Hower er, the proposed change in the asset allowance from $7,500 to
:!4A,;:ait) does very little to reduce the number of families who are being
disqualified because they have accrued a modest equity, much of it in
paper appreciation. in a home, farm, or business. In fact, it is hardly
worth the cost of reprograming the computer, inasmuch as it reduces
the expected contribution from assets by only Mail.

At the level of affluence which we believe should be qualifying stu-
dents for basic grants. assets are negligible tailless those assets ate
essential for the provision of the family's living, as in the case of small
businesses and farms. Therefore, we repeat our prior recommendation
that;

(1) The asset reserve allowance for all families should be increased
f rom $1',500 to at least $15.000 ;

(.2) Fifty percent of family farm and business equity should be
excluded from the calculation of contribution from assets, in recogni-
tion of the necessity of those assets for future income production.

This treatment will have the effect of protecting the low- and
moderate-income families with most of their assets in home, farm,
or small business to a much greater degree than would be the case in
the proposed rSOE treatment, but will continue to assess the families
with sizable asset holdings in excess of income production or retire-
ment needs. We believe that the purposes of the program will be more
effectively served by these changes in the contribution schedule.

While not directly related to the family contribution schedule, the
subject of this hearing. we think the subcommittee should know that
the basic grants program is operating much more smoothly as we
begin the second year of operation.

While the timetable is still considerably behind what it should be
if BEOG is to form the foundation of student assistance, and while
there are still procedural problems to be worked out, the attitude of the
financial aid community toward the program is very much improved.

We would like to believe that the training project funded by USOE
and conducted by NISFAA, the American Personnel and Guidance
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s.UZOCiatiOn. and N101011111 ,Assoeliation of college and University
linsiness Officers throughout the country last spring, has contributed
:significantly to that positive et reamstance.

Certainly the inproved pinvessing time and the .simplification of
the application and student eligibility report have made a contribution
to the overall effectiveness -of the progro

We would urge the -slam:miniwee to review our recommendations
for legislative changes in the program as it begins to draft authorizing
legislation over the next few months.

We appreciate the opport unity to appear before you.
If we can answer your very astute and pointed questions, Mr.

Tombaugh and I will be happy tatty.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Take the sting off that one.
M rs. Enwtios. That was meant as as compliment.
Mr. DEL'EN-ax-. If you don't mind. I think what I will do is go

over and answer that quorum call and come back.
We will be in recess for about 10 minutes.
f brief recess was t a ken.]
Mr. DELLExnAcK {presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order

and we will resume the bearing.
I would say in a serious vein. Mrs. Edwards, that the thrust of your

testimony regarding reasons why your appearances are becoming
more and more pleasant, and you have fewer and fewer problems,
please:4 me as well as it does you as we note the changes that are
coal ing along.

The specific ones to which you alluded in the case of social security
income and veterfinS' benefits are changes I applaud.

I think it is essential that we move into the estimated income of
they independent student. I don't think that we are dealing with great
initialers in this area. but for those who are hit by that pa rt le111111'
it is an exceedingly important move.

To take someone who has worked I year and done quite well, who
hen decides. "OK. I have saved enough to go to school and I will quit

am iob this year--to take this person and calibrate a grant award
on the basis of what they made the prior year, although in the current
year they are making nothing, is in my mind a real inequity.

In this treatment of income, T go alo. ng with you.
I would be interested in any further comments you might make

about this matter of asset reserve allowance in light of time testimony
of the prior witness. Not only did I see you there at the time he was
tesf ifying. but I noted your head moving in one direction or another,
apnlauding or rejecting some of the -things he wos saying.

So t bat we may have your opinion on the record. may we have
whatever comments 'you wish to make ?

1 note, for example, on page 3 of your testimony. you made one
change mar your oral presentation over against your written testimony.
Yon said that you feel the asset reserve allowance should he changed
from $7.500 to "at least" $15.000. That, of course. is a mild change in
your testimony.

You then go on and say von feel that 50 percent of the family farm
and business equity should be excluded.
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Would there be anything farther you would give us in the way of
information, either 6ackground or rationale, why there shoula be
modification of this?

Mrs. EuwAnns. 1 will start off.
Mr. Tombaug11111111y probably want to add something to it.
We aaree with the previous person that in most cases of the type

of family we are talking about, the reserve applies to the home equity
and WO (10 find that in most cases that equity is not convertible to cash
and you should not really expect the families to do it. The $7,500 does
not give them enough protection because those same families usually
do not have adequate retirement; they have not been able to save
adequately for the future.

11 hen we give them a better reserve we are protecting the home.
In the case of the small business and small farm, those are sources

of income and we feel that we should protect enough of those sources
so that the parent can get a livable income before we begin taxing
them for discretionary uses.

These are our reasons for arriving at these.
We changed the $15,000 to "at least", because as we listened to the

man testify we were aware of the fact that there were differences,
as he pointed out, regionally, Mr. Tombaugh thinks rural and urban
differences in the cost of homes are as great or greater than regional
differences; there are differences.

We want to leave a loophole for negotiation. if you will ; $15,000
is not adequate in some instances but we think $15,000 should be the
minimum for the country.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Are you talking, Mrs. Edwards, about the asset
reserve allowance being separate from or in addition to the 50 percent ?

Mr. TOMBAUGH. The way that would work, Mr. Dellenback, is that
if the farm value was $80.000. let us say. the contribution from assets
would be figured based on $40,000 of assets from which You would make
the subtraction and then tax the remaining balance. The 50 percent
treatment is consistent with what both act and CS'S do for small
business and farm to protect the asset involvement in income produc-
tion.

It has a theoretical base as well as a practical base, and that is that
it typically remesents the borrowing capacity on the commercial
market that a farmer or small businessman has in terms of providing
liquidity to nse for purchases without jeopardizing the asset or the
income production capacity of the farm.

We are not saying that they ought to sell the farm or anything
of that nature. but it does have sonic consistency with the way assets
are evaluated with the national service approach.

Mr. Dr.u.exu.u.x. You would not treat homes in this same fashion ?
You would merely look for the equity in the home to be covered by
whatever the asset reserve allowance was

Mr. Tomam-ou. That is right, because as you were recognizing.
while the family could make some choices about how they invest their
resources. the family who chooses to rent as opposed to placing it in
a residential asset should not be penalized. In terms of overall financial
strength the two families are equal. at least insofar as the market holds

E;
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tip, and in most cases it tends to continue to go up rather than to lose
out.

So, it would be grossly unfair to treat, as ill the example you Used
with Mr. Peyser, the brothers with $50,000 to their credit differently.
That is why we would not proposed that home equity be excluded but
that the reserves that are provided be more reasonable to provide for
retirement and emergency needs.

Mr. DELLVSBACE. The only assets that you would treat in this
different fashion would be business equities?

31r. Tomexcon. And farms.
Mr. Ihmaixn Act:. Anything else besides those ?
Mr. TOMBA111. Those are the only two t hat have historically been

treated differently.
One of the reasons that I suggested the "at least" to Mrs. Edwards

before we testified is that it is conceivable that it might be desirable
to make that reserve variable, depending 111)011 some other kinds of
s :itaaations,

For example. for the two-parent family where you have a primary
and perhaps even a secondary wage earner. perhaps $15,000 is an
adequate protection. But in the case of the widow that Mr. Peyser
used, where the income production potential is very slim, then perhaps
more of a protection might be allowed and, in fact, that is the way the
national systems do operate.

There is a higher retirement allowance for a single head of house-
hold because of their more limited capacity to amplify their earnings
over the remaining years prior to retirement than there is with a
potential two-parent income family.

So, there is real potential for making more distinctions but in our
attempts to keep this programs analysis fairly simple we have lost
some of the bells and whistles that the national services can apply
to create more equity. You sacrifice some of those things when you
become simplistic.

Mr. DELLENBACK. As far as business equity is concerned, I assume
that you are referring to the business in which the family works rather
than just a business in which they have an investment.

Mr. TOMBAUGIL It is the family business. It would not be applied to
stockholders of a corporation who have interest in it for an investment
purpose.

Mr. DELI,rxcK. The type of exercise that I was doing with Mr.
Peyser can also be replicated in finer detail when you talk about what
is a family business, how many members have to be getting an income
from it, ad infinitum.

Have you been able to make any estimate of what it would do to
the full funding of BEOG if we were to adopt this recommendation.
What would be the costs in making this kind of change in the asset
treatment ?

Mr. TOMBAUGH. The change from the present $7,500 reserve to the
$15,000 that we recommend. I just figured quickly when Mr. Peyser
gave his example of $35,000 in equity. would make a difference of
*375 in the contribution, so, conceivably. it would then reduce the
taxation, if you will. and increase the size of the grant by $375 in the
event of full funding.
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Now, the iu would be somewhat less when we get into redue-
tion schedules because it is not a dollar-per-dollar reduction for $1.100
when you apply that. But I have not had neeetiS to the statistics that
OE has generated about the number of families who have assets in
these ranges. That certainly could be calculated rather easily, given
the information AS to how many families are involved and so 011.

I would be glad to explore that for you i f :von would like.
31r. DELLEximci.. We can ask OE for some information on this, but

you have not run ally calculations?
Mr. Tomearo it. We have not.
Our primary purpose is to make the family contribution schedule

as realistic gas we can. If the Congress saw fit to provide reduction
schedules and to accommodate less than full funding, we may never
see full funding realized but we think it is a lot more explainable to
deal with lack of adequate resources than it is to tell the family that
their expectations are twice as much as they can ever hope to provide.

We would a lot rather be explaining to families why Ave can't meet
their need because of inadequate resources than to try to convince them
that they ought to be able to come up with twice as much as they
have capacity to do.

Mrs. Eewmins. When it is obvious that they cannot.
Mr. DEraxximra. So thatas a practical matteryou would not

have the family asset treatment be as important a qualification as it
is at the present time?

Mrs. Eew.tans. Yes, because we believe under the present schedule
it seems to prevent 11 P. from helping the person we are attempting to
help.

Dia.i.r.Nnacx. By and large, are you using all the funds that are
available under BEOU ?

Mrs. Enwstuns. I have no information on that.
Mr. Toteavon. As you know, last year they were unable to do so

because of late startup and so on. 3ty impression is that with the
volume of the applications coming in they will come much closer
proportionally to using the appropriation. have a hunch that they
will still come out with a little unused funds partially because they
ended up with some carryover authority that they did not anticipate
having when they revised their schedule. They might well have gone
to a higher grant than $1,050 had they known they were going to
have the carryover for sure. I suspect they might use part of the
carryover amount in order to meet that schedule which was done with
a fairly optimistic outlook as far as the funding was concerned.

Mrs. EDWARDS. I can't speak to that from a national standpoint but
I do know in my own campus, for example, even though this year the
program is open to entering students and sophomores who qualify we
have increased by four times the amount of money these students are
getting from BEOG. I know I. and think most aid officers through-
outout the country this year, have tried to reach every student who comes
to the campus who ought to be applying for these funds. We are get-
ting more than $'2O0,000 this year, which is very pleasant news to us.

We are still working on those few delinquents who have not ap-
plied for the money. I don't think this is unusual. In talking to aid
officers, I have found that we are getting the students into this pro-
gram now.
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DELLENBAcit* I am tempted to digress and get more of your
adviee on the general impact of BEOG and how it functions in total,
to because of time and because we have other witnesses, I will stay
with matters of the family contributimt schedule.

Assuming that we will substantially use this year all of the BEOG
funds that pare available, if we were to have mode this kind of change
last year, that would mean that some students who this year are going
to be getting BEOG funds would not be getting BEOG funds, and
some who didn't get them would be getting them. Would this kind of
,change be an equitable change t

Would you like to seewe are dealing with generalizations, of
coursewould you like to see the grants that are actually being handed
cult this year reduced enough to have made it possible for some BEOG
funds to have gone to those who did not qualify because of the treat-
ment of asset reserve?

Mrs. EnwAaos. If I had my "druthers," I would rather do the prac-
tical, realistic thing, and then ask the proper persons to go to Congress
and point out what we need.

r. DELt.rmeAcii. Let us not put that into the theoretical situation
because I would agree with you; I would say in the ideal world that
would be the solution.

Mrs. Enwins, Keeping in mind that we would be using the reduc-
tion schedule, because here again I think this is the basic thing. we
can explain and reasonable people will understand when we say that
there lust is not enough money to go around, and I am coming to your
question, so we are going to help a little bit and look to the institutions
to get the rest of the money to paid the students who ought to be in the
program but cannot because of the misfunction of the program.

Mr. To:tram-ow It is our hope. I think it is everybody's hope, and
certainly the Congress's hope, when they originated the BEOG pro-
gram that it would prove to be an incentive, a motivating force to
cause students who would not have previously otherwise considered
going on to postsecondary education to do so.

If doing what you propose would lessen each student's grant by, say.
$50 or $75, be or she would probably still make plans to go ahead and

iattend and make up the $75 in some other fashion.
But, having been denied the BEOG support entirely because of these

raalifying factors may have never pursued any other alternatives and.
just shrugged their shoulders and said. "there is no other way to go."
We maintain if we give them a Basic Grant of sufficient size to moti-
vate them to explore the possibility of going on that they will then
expend the effort to look for other resources to fill it in even though
it is less than what they really need to meet their full cost, BEOG
has never attempted to be full cost. In fact, it is limited to one-half
cost, but serves as the carrot, if you will, to seek other sources of fund-
ing to get them going, whereas turning them down completely may
deter their even considering it.

Mr. DELLENsAcii. Thank you very much,
Thank you both very much.
Mrs. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
rThe following letter was received from the American Council on

Education :]
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A.AtatIVAN ox tOrAIoN,
Watt him/ton, .11.r stptember /974,

..tAxits G. Ar,11,A11A.
'Chairman. Special Subcommittee ,on .1;:ttneation, 'Committee on Education unfit

Labor, C.& House of Ecprocatatices, Washington, .MC.
DEAR Mu. 'eltAIHMAN 3 Thank you for your invitation to testify on Oetober 2 an

regard to the proposed :family ,eoutribntion schedule fur Runde Opportunity Grants.
As 'explained to Jha Harrison on the telephone. We have worked very closely

With the National Association of Student 11111 ,11Ciril Aid Administrators la
analyzing the proposed schedule ineluding the 'changes recommended by Com-
missioner I3rll in his letter of September 23. I understand that Mrs. Eunice Ed-
'wards, who is a member of my Commission on Governmental Relations will 1w
testifying in behalf of NASPAA, I wish to tell you that the American Council
on Education is incomplete accord with the 'testimony that Mrs. Edwards will
present. We are ,gratitied by the changes 'Commissioner hell has recommemhd
in the treatment of Social Security payments and in the treatment of independent
students. We also 'commend his ,suggeNlons on the treatment of assets and up-
dating the family allowance to reflect ehauges in the 'consumer price index. Therie
are obviously :moves in the right direetion, but unfortunately, they do not go far
'enough to make the schedule realistic. Thus, it seems to us that the totality of
the proposal still reflects ,a rationing concept rather than an effort to determine
what families can reasonably be expected to contribute.

Since Mts. Edwards will be presenting our views as well ns those of NASPAA,
there seems little point in our wasting the time of your subcommittee in present-
ing identical testimony.

Sincerely yours.
JOHN F. Moasm, Director.

Mr. iimom jpresiding). Earlier this year we took testimony front
Dr. Edward Millander as to the New ork State financial assistance
system, 'which is at, 'Impressive one, to say the least.

I was particularly, impressed by New 'York State's decision in regard
to parental assets in figuring reasonable contribution rates on the
ground that assets and actual ability to pay did not have all that much
of a Close relationship ,anyway.

Together with my colleagues on the subcommittee, 1 have urged that
idea on the Office of Education with only moderate success. Since the
Office of Education has, liberalized the treatment of assets to some de-
gree and since most of the suggestions we from our colleagues on
the subcommittee point toward further liberalization in this area, it is
going to be useful to us to hear once apin from Dr. Ted Hollander of
the University of the State of. New 1 ork to advise us what they have
found in their experience with the TAP program as to the erect of
witltdrawing assets altogether,

We welcome you, Doctor, once again.
Mr. Dzi,L-Examic. So that the record may be clear on this matter,

under the strange and wondrous rules of the House of Representa-
tiveswhich is not strange because of this situation but because of
the way we operatethe majority party makes certain that the minor-
ity party never presides over a subcommittee meeting us long as any
member of the majority party is present.

STATEMENT OF DR. T. EDWARD HOLLANDER, DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER FOR HIGHER AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, NEW
YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
PETER KEITEL

Mr. HOMAN DER. I would like to introduce Mr. Keitel who is with me.
Mr. Keitel conducted a study of scholarship incentive programs and
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Wed t be cosi of t: heir ii gher eklueitt ion. lie helped prepare
the testimony and Nal 1 prepared to help iinswer questions.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to state the cUse for the elimina-
tion of the use of asset values in determining the size of a student s
',rant under the MOO program.

zstate has just adopted en expanded student larogrlli
which will distribute over ;7;150 million dollars annually when fully
0104.111 in.

After surveying college-going costs and bow students meet them,
bare decided that the most sensible and equitable Wu of ivlting

the size of grants to financial need is through the use of net taxable
income.

We haw found the asset test is undesirable for a linnilvy of reasons.
First. the test is complex; it is based upon data that is not eas.ilv

verifiable; and it requit.es subjeetive valuation of pr9rty WhiCh
is Susceptible c misreporting. As such, the asset test is difficult to ad-
minister, encourages dishonesty, and makes it difficult for students to
estimate the anima of their grant.

In our view, an entitlement, grant program is most effective when the
applicant can submit a relatively simple application that permits him
to ascertain readiiy the size of the grant he can count on. The asset
test is complex and confusing to students and their families, making it
unnesessanly difficult for the applicant to complete the application.

.4ore important, the test may be inequitable because of the unreli-
able reporting of the value of bonleownership, the major asset value
reported for I3F.0(1 applicants, The test ASSUlleS that homeowners
know or can determine the market value of their home as distinguished
from its purchase price or assessed value.

The test also assumes that homeowners will report accurately what
they believe to be the market value of their home. Cominunties em-
ploying professional appraisers have difficulties establishing assessed
values. How does a homeowner value his property purchased 5 to 15
years earlierwe suspect at a very low value.

ITow does a farmer appraise the value of farmland?
We question whether the introduction of this test increases equity,

when it is so subject to misreporting.
We have examined asset holdings of the 120 BEOG recipients in-

cluded in our random sample of 1,000 New York State student 9.id
recipients. We found that 10 percent should have been ineligible for
BEOG grants based upon the value 4f their assets reported to us.
Their estimate of asset value was reported to us in an anonymous
survey.

We question the use of an agset test that is not readily verifiable, on
at least al test basis, to assure full or honest reporting. If a system of
student old cannot be verified on a test basis, the system encourages
misreporting by applicants.

Even with these inherent disadvantages, one might argue that use
iof an asset test s appropriate if it could be demonstrated that the test

contributes to the fairness in distribution of student aid. We believe it
does not.

Basic Enucation Opportunity Grants are available only to students
from low-income families and the pattern of their ownership of assets
is different from the well-to-do. Asset values held by the poor are not or
should not be available to finance collegiate study.
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For exam1/10. only 15 percent of the 13E00 recipients in New York
State held assets other than home ownership in excess of the allowable
$7,500 reserve. We believe that a sizable proportion of these holdings
represented the accumulated savings of persons preparing for retire-
ment and the proceeds of life insurance policies Mitre the head of
household had died. Even if the holdings did not fall in these two
categories, we question the legitimacy of a policy that would tax such
holdings for aeons with incomes at or barely above the poverty level.

But the bulk of assets held by the poor eligible for 13E0G grants is
in the form of home ownership; about 40 percent of the BEOG recip-
ients reported valuations in excess of the $7,500 reserve. Over two-
thirds of the reduction in grants from application of the asset test,
at least in our State, results from home ownership.

Ilomeownerthip among low-income families depends upon whether
one lives in as rural or an urban area and the availability of rental
housing. It is not income-producing wealth. Nor is owning one's own
home necessarily less costly than rental, especially in communities with
rent control laws and subsidized housing.

I low, then, does one convert the market value of housing into fonds
to finance collegiate study? Is it realistic to expect the homeowner to
take out second mortgages or refinance existing mortgages to free up
funds to finance collegiate study? Indeed, are such mortgages even
available? Are the income levels of BEOG recipients adequate to
justify the heavily increased financing costs?

We think it is wholly unrealistic to heavily tax the value of home-
ownership for purposes of financing collegiate study, for that is the
impact of the present policy'.

Finally, let me turn to the question of whether the use of an asset
test really makes a difference in either the cost of a student-aid pro-
gram or the equity of a distribution system.

When we began our study of possible revision to the New York
State aid program, we considered adoptins the Federal criteria in
order to move to a single coordinated State- Meml student aid pro-
gram. We sampled 5,000 students in such a way that we could draw
general conclusions concerning the characteristics of all New York
State residents who receive student aid.

Since students in New York State can receive Stat 2.mitlement
grants if their family income ranges as high as $'20,000, gross income,
.New York grant recipients come from families with greater potential
for asset accumulation than BEOG recipients.

We found very low correlation between value of homeownership and
income. Interestingly, the value of homeownership among community
college studentswho are drawn from lower income familiesin our
State was slightly higher than for students at tending 4-year public and
private institutions. The reason, we believe, is that community college
students tend to live in rural communities where there are few resi-
dential alternatives to homeownership. Yet, the 13E00 recipient in our
sample would have suffered an average grant reduction of $100 for
homeownership if the BEOG program was fully funded.

We also found no statistically significant correlation between the
value of assets other than homeownership and income levels. Whatever
the basis for asset accumulation among some and not others, it was not
related to current income levels. As I stated earlier, the incidence of
asset ownership was low among this population.
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Finally, we considered what the impact of tin asset test would be on
the dis,triblition of :studelat aid if such a test were adopted for New
York State's 131.100 recipients. We found that about 7 percent of the
grant funds would he redistributed if We abed teStSilttilar tO Federal
criteria but applied only to assets other than residence equity. We used
a i;i1 0.000 reserve.

The benefits, eVen if the tvst were a valid measure of financial abil-
ity, would be far outweighed, in our judgment, by the cost Of ndinin-
1Strati,olt. the inereased complexity of t lie qSteill, the possible report-
ing biases. and the possible inequities in taxing 11111(15 accumulated for
retirement or to keep at family this side of poverty and welfare.

In New York, we have retained a relatively simple system which
bases student aid on the net taxable income it family or student reports
for illetaile purpth-es, increased for inch 110111aNabk ille041 as in-
terest on tax-free securities and the excess of percentage over cost
depletiori.

We are able to compare student aid applications to income tax re-
turn files to te-sure reliable reporting. The system is fair, easy to ad-
minister, and ;flat ively sim)le for the student applicants.

It is true that there may e an occasional student receiving aid who
mines from a family $itit wealth invested in non- income - producing
assets. We believe such elves are rare.

A fuller description is attached as appendix A.
Thank volt for the opportunity to discuss this matter.
1 woula be happy to answer any questions you may want to raise.

AM Dix A
ta NOW York State. tuition assistance grants are related to income by using

the adjusted net taxable bnlanee of the family. This is defined the amount of
income reported on the New York State ineome tax return of the student. his
spouse. and his parents, after all exemptions and dnittctions are subtracted. As
net taxable balance taken alone is not felt to be a complete indicator of family
ability to finance college, certain adjustments are made. The amount of depletion
allowances token, and additional income from thxexemat securities, Is added
to the taxable balance. Support received by a student from a divorced or sep-
arated parent is also added to the net taxable balance. A further adjustment is
made if more than one member of the family is attending college. A deduction
of $3,ornI is made for the second person atending college. and $2,000 is deducted
for each additional family member attending college. Ity using the net taxable
bainnee. the grant computation antomatleally incorporates a family size factor,
makes allowances for medical expenses. as well as unusual or catastrophic ex-
pnses that are allowable tax exemptions. The system also includes a factor
for income-producing assets.

Mr, Titnot. Thank you very much.
On page 1, you sugest using the net taxable income as the basis. Is

that what you are using?
Mr. 110mA...elm. We IMP what is called net taxable balance. We start

with net taxable income repotted on State income tax returns, which is
almost identical with taxable income reported on the Federal income
tax return. We then add back to that amount any interest on munici-
pal securities or other tax-free interest. From this amount we deduct
the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion and then deduct
from that amount an allowance for each child in college beyond the
first. For example, if there are two children in the family in college,
the family would deduct F43.000 from the net taxable income to take
into account that tb,y need to finance a second child in college.
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Essentially, it is a taxable income measure.
Mr. 13uout. That process, it seems Ito me, would broaden the pieure

insofar as the number of people eligible to participate in the po
grom, ].s that your conclusion'?

1r. Ilou.,vxmat. I think that is a fair statement.
We found very few New York State students receiving significant

111011111S of J1EOG aid. One reason, if course, pis that we looked at
the data during the first year of the program when only freshman
were eligible. As a matter of fact, the numbers are really startling.
There 'Wore 5p00 students in our sample, of whom 1,600 were fresh-
men. The 1,600 freshmen were eligible to apply for BEOG Aid. Of
the 1,600, only 120 actually were found to 1*, entitled to aid at the
time we did our study.

Now there was a backlog in aplications and it may be that some
aplicat ions had not been processed.

Of the 120, we wouldIncome'guess 15 really weren't entitled to the :Bt
aid under the asset and tests; thus only 10.5 out of 1,500 persons
eligible for state student aid were eligible forI3E0G.

So, the number of state-aided students in New York who qualify
for the BEOG is relatively small,

Jim determining eligibiiity, the Federal Government gets a student
three ways: One, you get bun on the asset test;,two, you get him on
the income ti.st ; and, three, under the Federal criteria, certain income
is counted which we don't believe ought to be considered in determin-
ing, whether a student requires aid, for exam-0e aid to dependent
children and veterans benefits. In New York State asset values are
ignored and Social Security and G.1. benefits are excluded.

So, we really stick with a much purer definition of need and if
our definition is used it is true that you would expand the number of
recipients. Of course, the critical question is: Is it equitable to expand
the number of recipients and reduce the average grant per recipient

Our argument would be that for this target population there is very
little 'loss in equity if you drop the asset test. We. by the way, donit
think it is appropriate to tax aid to dependent children and veterans
benefits as a matter of public policy in determining student aid grants.

So, the answer, is a long-winded way, is yes. it would expand the
Pool of recipients: and yes, it would increase the amount of aid to
students iii New York to a considerable extent; yes. it would cost the
Federal Government a lot more money or spread the grant out over
a larger population.

Mr. 13man. What has been your experience with the applicants?
You obviously have aslod them for their income tax returns.

Mr. llomvxnEn. No : we tion't.
Mr. TiLsoor. How do you arrive at net taxable income?
Mr. ItatitAxnEtt. They 1111 out a relatively simple application in

terms of what they report. They look at their preceding year's tax
return and. pick up the taxable income. Very. very few people have to
adjust that number. They report the net taxable balance in their
application.

On a test basis we compare the net taxable income reported on the
student aid form to the net taxable income reported to the State De-
partment of Finance, The information is kept confidential but we do
make a test rim every year. We pick up very, very few cases of tnis-
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reporting because net a Nahlt` 111001110 l an amount everybody. knows
and understands; it is easily ascertainable and people ree9gnize that
it is a Verifiable number no we do verify ft on a test basis. here is
very lit tie cheat Mg on tlw measure of ability to pay.

111; Do you have a copy of that form available?
Mr. 1 loi,L,Axotn. We Will be glad to submit one to the committee.
1The form to be forIliAled appeal ;ti at p. I.
11r. Ileoz, In your testing of the reliability of the reporting, have

you found most people report the truth h f
11r, IlotaAxi cii. in terms of the net taxable balance, yes; in terms

of Basset vnitws reported on 111:0G application. no, I would urge the
1**,S, Office of Education test to determine the reliability of reporting
of asset values.

lf people really misreport. as I believe they do, and the evidence
we Lave looked at swroest,s they do. then the test is no longer equitable.
Those who repoxt as honestly as they e1111 get penalized compared to
those who don t.

Ilt any system of submission for purposes of taxation or aid deter -
ini nat jolt. Ow data most be capable of yet.' iieation. It is alm iost mpos-
table to verify the value of homes. almost impossible.

An IISSet teSt illtrOalleeS a great deal of inequitability into the pro.
e.t.a m rat her t ban the other way around.

Ilmoco. I low extensive a testing pattern do you employ?
11r. liou...sxm. A relatively small percentage of the returns are

looked at. The fact that We at) it and that people know that we do it is
important. Since we don't find very many nusQtatements there is no
.reason to expand the test, The errOt rate Is less than 1 percent.

Mr. lm;oL In your statement you make an obsect lawn Whiell is
interesting, the correlation between in in community college
programs and home ownership was higher than in the ease of students
In private and public sehools.

11r. JoiAANDE, The 1J01»00WHerShip e011111111111' e011egeS.

don't know if it is the same in other States. If you live m New York
City, the chances are that you rent. regardless of your income. in rural
communities, you buy your OW11 home because there aren't rentals
available. I guess in the suburban communities there is a choice of
renting or owning.

In New York there are large rural communities of relatively poor
families who send their children to community colleges anti they
own their own homes. Many homes have been in the families for
many years and they have relatively high values. So, y011 find a high
valuation of home ownersIip among poor eommtmity college rural
families with low incomes to a greater extent than you do among
families from Iigher incomes who send their children to 4-year
colleges. Four-year college students tend to be drawn from urban areas
where home ownership tends to be less prevalent.

The point is that homeownership is not a reflection of one's wealth
but in part represents the available housing in a particular market
area.

Mr. K.Em..t.. One of the things we did :We looked at a relatively low-
income group of students and what we did find was people with tax-
able incomes under $8,000, which is roughly people with gross incomes
of less than $1.,000 or $13,000.
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For instance, Of those students showing home values of less than
$10.001): 48 peivent did so in the private college.; xi2 percent in the
State universities, and only -10 percent did so in the community col-
leges. Whereas the people with home valnesnow. this is the net
Tattlemarket less m(roge between tiz.2t),000 and $30,000, those per-
eentages uere 17 percent in the private colleges; 17 percent in State
univet'sities; jumping up to over L.14 percent 111 the community colleges.

Mr. noLLANDrit. The average income of the student in eommunity
eolleges is lower than the student :Mottling state universities or
4-year col leges.

Mr. BiAcali, You spoke in terms of enlarging the number of re-
cipients, also the consequenee of reducing the size of the grant.

1)41you favor that
Alr. lou.ANnea. I would favor the elimination of the asset test

beeause it only redi, tributes 7 percent and, in my judgment, the SaV-
111;n4 -thetv are not sntlieient to justify the test.

Yes: I would favor a reduction in the average grant level of 7 to '10
percent and elimination of the asset test.

Mr. Thank you very much.
Mr. Aiitlriuga.
Mr. ANDIU MIA, Dr. Hollander, Mr. Dellenback wanted a couple ques-

tions asked. i if possible.
You state that in New York you used the net previous taxable in-

come figures, the next previous year.
1 Tow do you treat independent students ?
I am thinking specifically now of the proposal to allow independent

students in the family contribution schedule to estimate their current
year income, if they were employed full time the previous year.

Mr. HoLLANDER. Pete. do you want to answer that
Mr. KurreL. We do the same thing.
If the student is declared independent, he also used the previous

year's taxable income. A lot of people argue some people lose jobs in
order to go to school. But if they had a job in the previous year, it re-
flects a carryover of savings.

Mr. IlomANDER. It is inequitable. It is one of the weaknesses.
Mr. ANDRINGA. Would you think then that the proposal that the

17SOli: is making is a reasonable proposal for treatment of independent
students:?

Mr. I I 01,11..1 NDEtt. T am not sure
Mr. ANDurNoA. Allowing an estimate of income for the year in which

they would be enrolled in sehool ?
Mr. I loi.LANDen. For a student who is newly declared independent

for the first time?
Mr. A xmliNoA. If he were fully empoyed the year before so that his

application would not reflect a $6.000 income, say, if indeed he left the
lob in order to enroll full time in school.

Mr. I loLLANown. Would they do the same where the head of the
household died?

Mr. ANDnimA. There is to be an appeals process for major adjust-
ments in income but normally the family of the student

M"'. lomANDER. I guess I would look for a systemI am not here
to giv advice to some other jurisdictionfor a system which would
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provide appeals for an inequity. You ought to stick to as administra-
tively straight a system as you could. If there were a change in circum-
stance. it might first be considered as part of the appeals pt'OeeSS., so
that one gets a feel of the extent of the problem before the rognlations
are (-hanged.

That is how we would meet it.
Mr. ANDRIN0.1 I am looking at the TIEOG application and would

like you to react to the idea of eliminating any requests for estimated
market values of homes, farms, and businesses in the application but
including the reporting of the market value of parents' investments,
including stocks, bonds and other securities, which would be easily

seert a i nod and could be verified.
Mr. IfinA..vcom. That would be certainly a major step in the right

direction. That would leave you with about i i percent of the 11E0G
recipients, at a least in our sample. and that brings you down to what we
call the 7 or 8 percent redistribution group.

I think then the question you ought to raise is whether it is worth
keeplug the asset test at all in order to redistribute that 7 percent. I
don't have the answer to this question but it ought to be raised.

What is the source of acommlation of assets among families with as
low a socioeconomic categorization as to put them in the 13E0G- pool
If those acem.mlat 041 asset s by and large result from frugality. savings
for retirement or proceeds from life insurance policies, if that is in any
signitionnt way a factor, I would then argue that equity demands the
elimination of the asset test entirely. 1 question the value of the asset
test when you are only dealing with it 7 percent redistribution. I wonder
how much that 7 percent really goes after the kind of assets that we
would not really want to tax, It is really a terribly important question.

In fact, we may go hack now and look at our group and try to find
out, with an intensive Interview process, what the source of that asset
accumulation is. If it is what. I suspect it might be. it really is not worth
attempting to bring it into the computation at all. After all. income-
producing assets do enter into the net income test. You may be just
taxing away savings of people who are accumulating for retirement
on their own. That does not make any sense to us.

Mr. A xnarioA. Finally, the only estimate that I have heard on the
cost of dropping all assets is approximately $300 million under the
present contribution schedule at full funding of BEOG.

Mr. IfoLLANnEit. That is full funding of how much ?
Mr. ANnamun. Full funding of approximately $1.3 billion.
So., we would be adding $300 million to the cost.
We have been told by the Office of Education that next year even

with the same contribution schedule, because of the proposed appropri-
ation now in the conference committee, that the average and maximum
I30EG's would be reduced ; if we were to drop assets, of course, it would
be a major reduction of cost.

I realize that it is very controversial from your point of view that
this year's appropriations bill also has in it a recommended $240 million
for 8E0G.

Do you see any possibility, especially from your postion, in trying to
make more rational State -1 ederal partnership? Would that be worth
the tradeoff ?
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Mr. lIou.Ammut. I don't know that that is the only option that is
available to you.

The first question is : Is it worth $300 million to drop the asset test?
And I would have to say that it would be to New York's disadvantage,
on the basis of those data, to drop the asset test, but I would say, drop
it. The reason it would be to New Yos l.'s disadvantage is, because our
estimates are that the impact of dropping it would not be that great,
which DIN1118 that the asset test hurts students in other States taken as
a group, more than it does students in New 'York State.

I would still argue for elimination of the asset test.
With respect to SEOG, that is another issue. I must say, in all

honesty, I am not sure how to come down on that one at the moment.
I would think the most sensible use of that money, if one wanted an

alternative use, is in the SSIG program, in order to get matching State
money. If you could take that $200 million you won't get an additional
$400 million, because some of us are already committed to expansion
anyway, but you could pick up some additional student aid programs
by putting more funds into SSIG. I think that is an interesting
alternative.

I do have some concern about whether or not that money is not
being very usefully employed as discretionary moneys by the eolleges
in dealing with very ditlictilt cases on the campuses. I guess the one con-
cern 1 have is that it may be that the colleges in our State are using that
money to help advance integration programs and to help bring on to
the campus very bright and very poor students where the BEOG
money plus our own student aid program just is not enough to permit
him to come.

If that money is really being used in that manner, then I would think
one ought to consider keeping it in SOG. I would look to trying to
maximize its usefulness by putting it in the SSIG program.

Mr. AxDRINGA. Back to the assets for a minute. It occurs to me that
a possible general approach would beto say that any entitlement
grant program such as New York State or BI OG set aside assets be-
cause of the equity .problems and the estimating and so forth, but that
the adjustments might be made in the discretionary programs now
mainly in the institution programs and campus-based programs of the
Federal Government.

Is that possible?
Mr. I loix.txnEu. You mean keep the asset test ?
Mr. AmituxoA. So that CSS and SAT do consider assets, to a certain

extent, but in the New York State programs and 13E0G.
Mr. HOLLANDER. Use BEOG to compensate?
Mr. Ammuso.t. No; set aside assets for so-called grant programs

and hopefully reflect in the discretionary programs at the campus a
consideration of assets.

Should there be families with sizable assets that somehow got the
grant, they might end up with less in the way of work -study or NDSA.

Mr.11oLTANDEn. I would think that is inherently sensible.
I don't know that the institutions would be able to deal with that

issue.
Mr. KEITEL. One of the other things we uncovered in the study,

SEOG amounts are just barely related to income. There is very weak

iy
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relationship =between the amount that a student gets on the SEOG
grant and his income.

Mr. AN-numu.t. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Acut. I don't think you have to concern yourself with a

possibility of tradeoff because the law is very specific for the BEOG
payments to become operative.

At this point, I think we will have a recess for the purpose ofvoting,
which will take 10 or 15 minutes.

We have several more witnesses.
I would like to thank Dr. Hollander and Mr. Keitel for their

a ppea rtin ee.
[The New York State application form and supplemental informa-

tion follow :]

The University of the State of New York

TUE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Regents Examination and Scholarship Center,
99 Wakhington Avenue.

Albany, New York 12210
To the Applicant
This booklet contains your Student Payment Application for receiving benefits

during the 1971-75 academic year tinder the Regents scholarship. child-f-veqeran.
and scholar incentive programs. In addition, it provides important general infor-
mation for all applicants and specific instructions for completing the application
-form. lie sure to read carefully those sections of the booklet that apply to you.

All applicants for 1974-75 payment should complete and submit the Student
Payment Application as promptly as possible. Please pay particular attention to
the indicated tiling date and to the supplementary forms that nuts be required. If
supplementary forms are needed. you should use page 17. Request for Supple-
MentarY Forms. for that purpose. If you have any questions concerning your
status, write, to the address indicated above.

SECTION I.GENERAL INFORMATION FOR ALL STUDENTS

This section describes requirements and benefits under the major programs of
student financial assistance awards provided by the State of New York :

(a) Scholar incentive awards
() Regents awards for children of deceased or disabled veterans
(e) Regents scholarships

In addition, it explains the award certificate issued to students and the pro-
cedure for making payment. ( See paragraphs d and e.)

Read carefully the Information concerning each type of award. If you meet the
eligibility requirements, complete the enclosed Student Payment Application ac-
cording to the directions in section 2. Keep this booklet for future reference. It
will help you to verif: the accuracy of the award certificate that will be issued
upon approval of your

in addition to a New York State award, you may be eligible to receive assist-
ance under a federal program of aid to college students. For your convenience,
a brief explanation of the Federal programs is presented in paragraph f, below.

a. Scholar Incentive Awards
Eligibility. You are eligible to receive a scholar incentive award if you :
(1 )Are now a legal resident of New York State and have been a legal resident

for at least 1 year. (If you have been residing in New York State for less than a
full year, you etas also qualify If you were previously a resident during your
final year of high school or college study.)

(2) Are a citizen of the United States, or have made application for such citi-
zenship. or file a statement of intent to make such application.

(3) Are matriculated in an approved program in New York State. Approved
programs include college programs leading to an approved degree or certificate.
hospital school programs of professional nursing, 2-year programs in registered
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private business schools, and degree programs in trade or technical schools. (Stu -
dents enrolled in the fellow:lug types of programs are not eligible ; ondegree
programs in trade or technical schools, 1-year programs In registered private
business schools, programs In hospital schools that do not lead to the professional
nurse lieense, postdoctoral programs, or programs of theological or spiritual
training.)

(4) Are a fult,time student, enrolled for a Minimum of 12 credits a ,semester,
or credits a quarter, or the equivalent (Regular full -time students who have
been restricted to limited physical regimen by serious medical disabilities may
request special consideration, but prior approval for a limited program of study
must be obtained.)

(Z) nave a tuition charge (exclusive of tees) in excess of $200 a year,
(0) had a combined family net taxable income for 1973. ot exceeding $20,000.

For an explamttion of how net taxable Income is determined, see st.betion 3,
par. b.)

{7) Pile the Student Payment Application by the required deadline date, May
15, 1975.

You may receive scholar incentive assistance for a maximum of 4 years of un.
dergraduate study or 5 years in unapproved 5-year baccalaureate program) ,and
for a maximum of 4 years of graduate or professional study, but not for a total
of more than 8 years of combined professional, graduate, and undergraduate
study. Each year that you receive Regents scholarship or child -of- veteran assist-
met, even if additional seholnr incentive assistance is not received, is counted
as also reducing the remaining years of scholar incentive eligibility.

Award Schedule: The schedule of maximum scholar incentive awards estab-
lished by law for the 1974-75 academic year is as follows:

'footman'
Award

New York State net taxable balance: for Year
$2000 or less- -- $000
$20014(1000 300
$0001-$st100 209
$stxn---$.20,000 100
$20,001 or more 0

,Adjustments in Awards. It is important to keep in mind that this schedule
indicates only the upper limit of your award, as determined by income. Many
students 'will receive less 'than the 11111XiM11111 entitlement indicated in this
schedule, bilcair4e of two types of adjustments required by law:

(1) Adjustment for tuition charge. Scholar Incentive awards are for tuition
only and they do not cover the first $200 of tuition per; ear. For example. If your
tuition charge is $050 for the next year, your -scholar incentive payment cannot
be more than $450. If the tuition charge does not exceed $200 a year, no scholar
incentive payment will be made. The costs of Peen, books, dormitory. meals, and
other expenses are not considered as tuition and cannot be covered by scholar
incentive assistance.

(21 Adjustment for State, Federal, and other awards. Scholar incentive
awards are limited by other educational benefits that would duplicate the pur-
poses for which scholar incentive assistance is intended (except benefits. U.S.
War Orphan benefits. or educational opportunity grants). If you are already
receiving duplicative State, Federal or other benefits equal to the tuition charge,
no scholar inventive assistance can be paid. If such other benefits are less than
your tuition charge, the balance of your tuition may be covered by a scholar in-
centive award up to the maximum entitlement established above, ( For an ex-
planation of what other educational benefits would duplicate the purposes of
scholar incentive assistance, see instructions for Item 13, section 2,)

Applicat bms. if you meet all the eligibility requirements above, complete the
Student Payment Application according to the instructions in section 2. It will
be to your advantage to tie your 1974-75 application as early as possible. Delay
In filing will mean a delay in your payment, You are strongly urged to file your
application by July 1, 197-1, c applications will be accepted if postmarked not
later than May 15. 1975. You are cautioned that it will no, t possible to accept
any application for payment fur study during the 1974-75 academic year if the
application is postmarked after May 15, 1975. No exception can be made.

If for any reason you are unnble to file a completed application before May 15,
1975, you should submit your application completed to the extent possible, to-
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'tether with a letter explaining the tircumstances. You may submit additional
information Inter, but the application itself must be submitted by the required
tiling date.

Requests for applications by letter er telephone should be made -snfliciently
early to permit you to receive and to mail the application before the deadline
date. if you have requested an application and have not received it at least ,3 days
before the deadline date, it bl your responsibility to telephone the Regents
-Examination and Scholarship Center (-518: 474.51107) before the deadline lute
so that an appropriate record can be made of the circumstances.

Because of the .financiel loss you May incur it your -application is not received
by the Department by the required deadline date, you are cautioned to remain
alert to the possibility that an application believed to have been filed in due' ime
may not in fact have been received at the Department. After you mad an
:application, you may expect to receive acknowledgment in about 8 weeks. Such
acknowledgment will be in the form of an award certificate or a letter requesting
additional information before the application can be approved. if you have
neglected to file your application early enough to expect acknowledgment prior
to the deadline date, you are strongly advised to submit your application by
certified mail, so that you will have proof of .filing before the deadline date. If
you have tied your application earlier than 8 weeks prior to the deadline date
and do not receive acknowledgment, you should assume that your application was
not received and you should file a duplicate application by certified mail before
the deadline date.

It is your responsibility to fissure that your application has been received by
the Regents Examination and &Warship Center by the deadline date. Claims
of him or delay in, the inane, or delay by a school officer, accountant or other

person to whom the application may have been entrusted, cannot be considered.
Also, the granting of tuition credit by a school, in anticipation of the State award,
dope not relieve the student of responsibility for filing a proper application with
the Regents Examination and Scholarship Center by the required deadline date.

b. Regents Awards for Children of Deceased or Disabled Veterans
Eligibility. You are eligible to receive this award if you :
(1) Are the child of a person : (a) who died in military service during World

W4tr 1, World War IL the Korean Conflict, or the Vietnam Conflict. as a result of
regular active duty during such a period, and who was a resident of New York
State at time of induction or time of death, or ( b) who is an honorably dis-
charged veteran with a current disability of at lenst 50 percent resulting from
service during stall period. or who had such disability at time of death, and was
a resident of New York State at time of induction.

(2) Are n legal resident of New York State.
(3) Are matriculated in an approved undergraduate program leading to a

degree. diploma. or certificate in a college, or in a professional nursing program in
a hospital school. or in a degree program in a business, trade, or technical school
in New York State. (Students enrolled in nondegree programs in business, trade,
or technical schools, or in nonnursing programs in hospital schools, or in pro-
grams of theological or spiritual training, are not eligible.)

(4) Are a full-time student, enrolled for a minimum of 12 credits a semester,
or 8 credits a quarter, or the equivalent.

(5) Pile a special application for the award by the required date, as estab-
lished below.

Benefits. All eligible students receive a uniform award of $450 a year for a
maximum of 4 years of undergraduate study, or 5 years if the normal programa
of study is 5 years. The award is independent of family income or college tuition
cha-rge.

Applications. Regents child-of-veteran awards are paid only to those students
who have filed with the Regents Examina n and Scholarship Center a special
application, together with supporting documents, to establish their eligibility.

If you have not previously applied for a child-of-veteran award, write hie
mediately to the Regents Examination and Scholarship Center to obtain the ap-
ropriate application form. Use Page 17 for that purpose. Applications for child-

of-veteran benefits must be received not later than May 15,1075 for the academic
year 1974-75. In addition. if you are eligible for scholar incentive assistance, you
should file the enclosed Student Payment Application promptly, as directed, so
as not to delay processing of your scholar incentive award.
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If you have previouSly received 'child -of-Veteran benefits, the 1974-75 Student
Payment Application will constitute your :application for continued child-of-
veteran benefits during the 197445 college year.

if you now hold a Regents child -of- veteran award which was based on a veter-
an's disability (>4,00 pereent or more, and if such disability has been reduced
below 50 percent by the Veteran's Administration for other authorized agency)
since you first made Application for the child -of- veteran award, you must notify
the Scholarship Center promptly. Under the law, payment of this :award each
year is 'authorized only if the veteran has a current disability of 50 percent or
More.

C. Regents Scholarships
The following scholarships are awarded by the Regents
(1) Regents college scholarships,
12) Regents scholarships Tor basic professional education in nursing,
(3) Regents war service scholarships for veterans,
14) Regents scholarships for professional education In medicine, dentistry, and

osteopathy.
These .scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis to .students who have

muds special ..application for such awards and who bare taken the required com-
petitive examinations. The students Payment Application in -itself does not con-
stitute a formal :application fir a Regents scholarship.

For farther information concerning eligibility requirements, benefits, or ate
titivation procedure for any of the above scholarships or benefits, write to the
Regents Examination and :Scholarship Center. Use page 17 to request SPA 100

New York State Scholarship and Grant Programs).
If you do not :held any Regents scholarship, and you are eligible for scholar

incentive assistatice, you should the the enclosed Student Payment Application
promptly, as directed, so as not to delay processing of your scholar incentive,
award.

It you now hold n Regents scholarship, the Student Payment Application Aral
constitute your application for both scholarship and scholar incentive payment
during the 1974-7 college year. For information concerning benefits, terms, and
conditions of the award, refer to the informational circular sent to you when
you received notification of your award.

Special notice to 3974 series scholarship holders: This Student Payment .tip.
plication constitutes the final acceptance of your scholarship and must he filed
immediately.

(1, Award Certificates
As soon us your application lias been reviewed and approved, MI award certi-

ficate will be mailed to you as confirmation of your award. The award ecru Meow
will be in two parts. The "eollege copy" may be presented to the college if you
wish to arrange tuition credit. (see payment procedure. par. e below). Each copy
of the award certificate will include the information below. Be sure to check all
items on the award certificate to -verify that they are correct. If any item is not
correct, return the award certificate promptly to the Regents Exanduation and
Scholarship Center with a letter of explanation. Failure to (10 so many result in
delay in your payment. However, no correction need be made in the assumed
tuition charge, educe the college will certify the exact tuition charge at a later
date, as explained below in the section headed "Tuition Merge."

Terms of attendance. At the top, the award certificate will list all the terms
of the 1974-75 school year for which you will be eligible to receive payment,
Cheek the award certificate carefully to verify that the terms of your attendance
are correctly listed, since these are the only terms for which payment will be
processed. If you will begin study with the fall term, the award certificate will
indicate -"fail" and . "spring" (or, if you will he attending a college organized on
a quarter basis, the award certification will indicate "fall," "whiter." and
"spring"). If yo7.1 will begin study with the winter or spring term, the award cer-
tificate will begin with the first tern) of study, (If you indicate winter as your
first term of attendance, but your school .has no .separate winter term. your
award certificate will be isened for the spring term only, so be sure to follow di-
rections for Item 15 carefully.) The Hummer term will also he listed if you in-
dicated on your Student Payment Application that you planned to attend during
the summer.

Special note on final payment during year. Keep in mind the maximum period
of benefits allowed under the law. If you will exhaust this maximum period he.
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fore the end of the 11/11-:75 school .year, the award certificate will not list any
terms following your Anal :payment. For eX11111.1)1e, it you wiil IrtbeeiVe aylilea for
Your 'tith And final semester as ,a tnidergradtiate :snaked with the fall semester,
the Award certificate will show the fall term, but not the spring term

Of ,course, if you have 'exhausted undergraduate benefits
during

the fall semester,
.you may contiatie to l'eeelVe lolar ifleeilfiVe aSMIStallee during the spring term
if you begin graduate study in the serling. In 1: hat 'ease. separate -award venni'
cafe 'will be issued for the spring term for study at the graduate level.

:Soled attendanee, The award certificate will Show the code number and the
Millie of the school that you will attend. This sehool should be the ,same it.s the
school that you indicated on the Student Payment Application. Be mire that the
code number and ulnae are correct. Cheek the listing on pages 13.1'd of this
booklet. If the school has separate divisions *Rh =different code numbers, the
award certificate ,should indicate the code number of ale particular division you
will attend. If you .are attending the graduate division, the award certificate
should include "grad" us part of the tame of the school.

Special mite on transfers. Each award certificate can show the name of only
one school, It you indicated on your Student ,Payment Application that you plan
to transfer from one school to another during the year, the computer will issue
one certificate for the entire year at the school you will attend tirst, and then a
second award eertificate for the new school, beginning with the term you Will
transfer. It your award certificates do not show your transfer correctly, or if .you
have negleeted to imbeate Transfer on the Student Payment application, notify
the 'Regents ExaMilla don and Scholarship Center promptly.

Maximum Entitlement. The award certificate will show the maximum patine
anent for full-time study for each semester or quarter under each program for
which payment is approved. (If the maximum entitlement hi not the same for all
seineSlers. [bell a :mange award certificate will be issued to indicate each
different award.)

Keep in mind that this is not the annum! entitlement. if you will be attending
a eellette ergalzed on at semester basis, the nnteme indicated per semester iti one.
half the annual amount. If you will he attending a college organized on the
basis of three -quarters" for the regular acadeie year (exelmlitig suniers4.
the anemia indicated per quarter is one-third the amount for the full academic
year.

Further. it is Important to note that the maximum entitlement is based on the
lifetime reported on your Student Pa yntent Application. The actual payment that
you will receive, after adjustment for tutition elitirgesand other benefits. may be
less than your maximum eat itienteut, as explained below under **Adjusted
Award.-

it' the maximum enth lenient differs from the amount you expected, cheek
your own computations first. Refer to your work copy of the Student Payment
Application. Review carefully your computation of eneh separate net taxable
balanee. You may Intro made an arithmetic. error in subtracting deductions or
exemptions, or you may not have made the proper adjustment for other children
aattendiag eoliege. When you have verified the grand total, check the appropriate
entitlement according to 1 he formula established by law.

Special Note for War Serive ,Scholarship Holders: The code IlYS" in the
masimtnn entitlement field Indicates a war service scholarship. Your masinium
ettlitlenwnt Is $330 for the entire year: Adjusted award will not be Indicated on
the award certificate, since the adjusted scholarship will vary from term to term
aceording to tho balance of tuition payable by you.

'nation Charge: The law requires that sehelar .IneentiVe seholorship
awards be limited or adjusted In saint' e11504 on the basis of the tuition ebarge.
In order to expedite issuance of your award certificate, a preliminary adjustment
has been made t e the basis of the typical tuition charge repined by your School
for most fulld lila Kiildellts. That typical t union charge is indicab4 on the award
certitleate, In the 1,old marked "tuition."

Keep In mind that this is the tuition charge for each semester or quarter. not
the annual tuition charge. Remember that this is only a preliminary estimate of
your tuition tillage. If your tuition charge in fact differs from the typical tuition
charge for o..t students at yollr mbold, your seboi will certify sour exitel 11011011
ellatge directly to the Regents ('enter at a Inter date and a final adjustment or
crreetien will he made in your award if necessary. It is not neeessary for you to
report a discrepancy In tuition when you crevice your award eert !Ovate. An esti
mated tnition is provided at thipitigie moluly to help you understand how your
adjusted award has been calealat4
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For eertain Regents eteliolar,Sip 'bidders, the adjusted award may ,deend on
educational tees, in addition to tuition. if educational fees are relevant in your
case, The amount of applicable fees IS also listed,

;Note; If the code -X" appears in the :field for tuition, this menus that there is
no uniform tuition at your ;school, and se it is not possible to advise you of your
adjusted award at this time. Determination of year adjusted award must there-
fore await certification of your :precise tuition cbarge by your school, ut a later
date. issuance of ,your 'cheek must also be deferred until that time, us explained
In paragraph e, following.

_Adjusted .Award; An -explanation of adjustments to scholar incentive awards
appears in :See:lien 14 par. -a of this booklet. -An explanation of adjustment:4 to
Regents scholarship awards appears in the Infornution sent to you -when the
scholarship was awarded, The award certificate shows the preliminary adjust-
Meat made In your award, based on 'the typieal tuition charge. For example, If
your IMIXilattli scholar incentive 'eel:Me-Meta is $300 a :semester, but the typical
tuition charge is $325, the adjusted award will be $225, since the first. $100 rot
tuition each ,Pentester not covered by the -scholar incentive award. (If you are
a :scholarship holder and your IntlXiluMit :scholarship entitlement is ;NA and the
typical tuition charge is '41:125, the adjusted scholrship award Will be $325, but
the adjusted scholar Incentive award will be zero. Of course, if an adjushuent
in award is required for tuition, then your adjuster: award will be the same as
your maxillittla entitlement.

Keep in mind that it your actual tuition differs from the typical tuition indi-
eattsl on the award certificate, the appropriate correction will be 'made in your
payMent, so that you 'will receive the correct payment based on the tuition eharge
that you actually pay, as reported and certified by your school.

Level of Study. Your level of study will be indicated on the award certificate
as :fellows;

Code "0"rodergraduate study
Code 4'1 " Graduate or professional school;
Code *ITltequeeting -fifth year of payment for study in an organized, approved

undergraduate program normally requiring 5 years for 'completion.
your college will be requested to certify your level of study, and payment Will

Is' approved only if the college makes such certification.
Other benefits. If you reported on your Student Payment Application that you

will be receiving other benefits that would duplicate the purposes of your scholar
incentive award or Regents scholarship. then the amount of such other benefits
to be received each term will be indicated on the award certificate. Such other
:benefits may serve to limit and 1,4nm the amount of your award. For example,
scholar incentive awards will be limited as explained in section 1, par, a. It is
your responsibility' to assure that the award certificate shows the correct and full
amount of other benefits that you will receive each term.

e. -Pay,meit Procedures. Issuance of the award certificate Is notification that
your nppli.ntion has been approved and that processing of payment is underway,

To expedite your payment, the State Department of Audit and Control will
process your payment initially based on the typical tuition charge paid by most
students attending your school. This payment will be sent to your school about
441 weeks after you receive your award certificate, but not earlier than about
October 1 for the fall term, January 1 for they winter term, and March 1 'for the
spring term. ( For payment for summer study, see section 3, par. e.) Your samel
will be directed to issue the payment to you if you are enrolled in an approved
program and if you are eligible for payment In this amount. You should keep in
mind that if you are eligible for payment. in a different amount, becamee your
tuition charge differs from the typical tuition charge for most students at your
school, Own it may be necessary for an adjusted payment to be issued at a Inter
date, after the college has certified your actual tuition charge to the Regents
Examination and Scholarship Center.

Some whorls do not have uniform tuition charges, so that it is not possible to
issue .student payments until after the school has certified the actual tuition
charge for each individual sudent. (If that Is the ease at your school. the code
'"a" will appear in the tuition field on your award certificate. In such schools,
evident,' should not expect to receive payment until late in the semester. If you
have any questions concerning the possible date of payment at your school, con-
sult with the appropriate school official.

Since full payment of the tuition charge for each term is normally required by
schools at time of registration, and since your State payment will normally not

I 4g
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be available to you until after :registration has been completed, you may 'Wish to
tirrenge with your :sehool for tuition credit in the amount of your ,autleipnted
$tntc award, pending igen:ince of your payment. For purposes of tuition credit,
your school may request that you submit the "college copy" of your award cot.-

Acute as evidence of eligibility, and also that you give the hxhcwl 1-14)wereit-
attorney so that your poll letit naty be deposited dirmtly in your tuition *account.
Students who wish to take Advantage of this opportunity Should be sure to 'file
the Student :Payment Application early, :preferably at leant 8 weeks before -reels-

AO that they may receive the award certilleate in time to be submitted
to the college for tuition eredit.

While only one Student Payment Application sis 'required for the year, and only
-one award certificate is issued, payment will be :made for each term separately.
The atitonnt paid for at semester will Ix; me-Ulf the annual award, and the
alumna paid for a quarter tteen will be one-third the annual award. No payment
1%Ill he 111111114., for any term 'unless the payment due is at least $10.

le you discontinue full-time attendance before the end of the school term, you
may either tl) clai a prorated payment for the petiod of actual attendance
anti for the actual tuition thurge for that period. or (2) waive payment for that
term. A term for which prorated payment is made counts a ten term toward
the MUM mum number of 'terms for which assistance may be received. A term for
Which nment is waived doe); not vaunt toward your maximum period of benefits,

11,, Oilier Aid Programs. There are a variety of sources of ,financial assistnnce.
et odd:Rio to New York State scholar incentive null seholnrshlp -grants, available
to voillege students. The best single source of information for you would be your
college tinotelal aid -Inver, who would be in a position to Advise you concerning
your eligibility and time procedure for making application, For example, the Fed-
eral Covernment has established a program of blink educational opportunity
grouts 0E01; a for students who 'first begin full-time undergradunte study in
1974-75, or Who began Knell full-time study during the 1073-74 college year,
tlimertdie, students with at gross fondly income of $12.1100 a year or less will he
eligible for Itt:00, but modems with higher income may also he eligible, depend-
ing on individunl circumstances. You would, therefore. be well advised to obtain
an :apelicatione from your college (or -write to 'U.S. Office of Education. :13E00.
sox S4. Washington. D.C. 0014) and determine your eligibility for yourself.
Two other Federal programs for etedents are the supplementary educational
q't(P)rtunity anti the work.stndy progrnms. For these two programs. the Federal
tiovernment provides fluid:4 directly to the college, which then selects t the student
recipients. Students at SUNS' colleges may also be Oigitale for the State Univer-
sity Seledarship or for a tuition-waiver, for which application should be made
tiireetly to the college. Finally, these are two major programs that provide loans
to college students the National Direct Student Loan Program (NDS1.1 and
the New 'York State Higher Education Atotistance Corpora than Program
tNYDEAC ), For further information concerning these programs, or other aid
programs, consult your college financial aid ()Meer.

Smilax 2,INI4TRUCTIONI4 FOR COMPLETING 1974-75 STDENT PAYMENT
APPLICATION

ppllesi PrOeedltre : A new Student Payment Application must be ,filed with
the Regents Examination and Scholarship C'e'nter antimony, at the beginning of
each new ;leaden& year of study. An application for the 1974-75 college year
appears en pages 21 and 22 of this booklet.

Eligibility for payment is not continued automatic:Illy from one academic vent
to tbe next. Each spring. a new application form will be mailed to the legal ad-
dress of every student whose application was accepted during the previoae college
year, and also to every student who wrote the Regents Scholnrshin and College
Qualification Test the previous fall. Other students may request applientions after
June 1. To assure receiving your application promptly, al wart report immediately
nnv change In your legal address.

Only one application need he submitted by a student for all semesters, quarters,
or other terms in the.1074-75 academic year. beginning with the summer of 1074.

To assure prompt processing of payment for the fall term, applications should
be 'filed before ?Sly 1.

Remove both the "Applicant Work Copy" and the Application Form to be sent
to the Regents Examination and Scholarship Center. Enter all information on
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your work eopy time. Transfer the Information to the copy to be tiled, Retain:your
copy for refereoce,

lie sure all entries are legible. Follow instructions carefully. If you must pro.
vide additional explanation for any item, attach additional mimes. If your a indica.
Om Is husnaplete or Illegible, It will nave to be returned to you and your payment
will be 'tklayed.

You are responsible not only to See That all item of information on your appli-
eation are correct at the time the appliention Is submitted but also that nil Infor-
mation is kept current and up to date. Notify the Regents Exantillation and
Scholarship Center immediately when

1, You change your legal address or your parents move out of New York State.
You change your name,

3. You became married, separated, or divorced.
4. You tea aster to another sebool.
IS. You discontinue attendance.
A. You accept other awards or ennenth)11111 assistance that will limit or affect

your award.
t There IA n change in the number of other full-time students lo your family

during 1974.73.
:K. There Is a change in the persons responsible for your support tine to death,

marriage, divoree, etc.
it, A change is made in any New York State income tax return affecting n net

tistible baloney widish you reported previous to the Regents lo:sittilinatiett and
SeholarShip Center for The purpose of calculating any of your awards fur any
year.

kem 1, Name and Address: Cheek "Mr." or "Ms." as approprinte.
If your name and address have nlreatly been entered, check carefully for ,ne-

curatoy and correct if tweessar. Add your ZIP code if it has not already been
priittl. If name and address have not been entered, print this information In the
spacett provided, In the boxes indicated for your last name, print as much of your
last mute as possible, one block capital letter to It box, .1./o not go beyond the
Apilee$ for lost mime, even if you eannot ,get, 1411 of your last name in. Then, starl-
ing With the first box in the first name space, print as much of your first 1111111e
US possible. one letter to a box. Again, do not go beyond the first name space,
even it ,you cannot get all of your first name in. Print your middle WPM! In the
Aimee marked "MI."

Note that your present legal address or :residence Is :required here. If you have
not entered a New York State address but fuel you qualify us a legal resident,
see 'N1.400112. par. ,t1 for special instructions.

Item 2. Identification Number; ,Al identification number Is assigned each stu-
dent by the Regents EXU111111101,011 and Scholarship Center and all records tire
too [wanted nailer this number. If no number lute ulrady been entered for you
on the. tudent Payment Application, and you know your number from a previous
year. enter that number. If ;ton do not know your number, or have not yet been
assigned a number, 'Mee this space blank. Your assigned number will appear on
your award certifieate. For future reference. you should enter your identification
111111iber On the copy Or I he St udent Payment Appl len t ion.

item 3. School Code; It a fourdigit school code has already been entered On
the Student Payment Application, check that code against the school rode list
beginning on page 13 to verify that the code is correctly listed fur the school you
will attend during the 191445 college year, if no code has been entered, touter
the correct school code. Ile sure that the code has four digits and that it Is correct
for the level of study and for the particular branch of The school that you will
attend. Note that the graduate and undergrdduate levels of a college always have
separate code numbers. Re sure to use the correct code number for the level In
which you will be enrolled. If you are not sure of the correct branch or division
in which you will he enrolled. consult the appropriate school officer. An Incorrect
code listing will result in delay of your payment. SUNY and CUNY students
should refer to the appropriate note below.

Note for SUNY Students: The upper and lower divisions at 4 -year under-
graduate colleges have been assigned different code numbers. If you will be
enrolled In the upper division, he sure to use a code number beginning with the
number "4," If you fire not sure of your status, consult the appropriate college
facer. If your status will change during the year, attach an explanatory nolo

Note for CUNY Students : CUNY students at the undergraduate level should
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llote that separate code immbers are listed at each college tor sindents Who pay
tuition and 4411tIellt$ "ho do not 1014% )41.1te to choose the correct code
number, depentlint., on your tuition status. For example, if you ate n resident of
'ow York City and :fully matrieulated, so that you wi'e not Mit tiled to 1st)* tuition,
choose the code number for "tuition free." (Incident=al feeS, such as libritry fees.
registration fees, and Inlottatoty tees! are )tot considered tuition.) On the Whet'
bind, it you are ;Hot it euy resident, or you did not meet the requt rements tor full
matriculation, so that you -!!.re :vomited to pity a tuition charge in :add ition to
fees, 'eletose the code number for "students paying thitioll," It Is Illipottalit That
pa) ,choose the VOrtect Code 1111Iner since your award ceetillente and preliminary
payment will &peed on the amount of your tuition charge, if any,

Item 4. Child..ofNeteran Number; If you currently hold a Regents child.of.
veteran toward, in addit.on to n Regents sehoinrship, the number of your chiltiof
veteran award should appear here on the ailtticatIon or address label. If you bob)
town an nward in combitint lob With a sehnlorship and nu:number appears, Winch
a statement calling at tention to this omission.

Item 5, Dote of Birth; Enter the month. day, year of your If this in.
formation is already entered on address label, check carefully and correct if
necessary.

iteln IL Marital t.ttntus: 'heek pplienble box.; enter date np required.
Item 7, Social Security umber.: if your social security ninnber is already

entered correctly on I he address label, below your date of birth, :you may leave
this space blank. If your social security Milliner IS not given, or if it is incorrect,
ewer your stein) security number in this space.

lieto :S..Citizenship: if entry is "No." you must obtain and submit a "Certiliente
of Intent to Apply for Citizenship" (SFA.--414). To request this form use page It
Also. see Neetinn 1, par, d for an eSplatiatiOn of the residencest.atns of tioncitiZellS.

!tent School Enter the name Of the college or school you will attend during
the 1o74-75 neademie year. beginning with the 1974 summer term, Also toiler
the di vishm or branch in which you will he enrolled, together with the street and
city of that particular division. Indicate Cie course or major subject you will study
anti the degree or certificate for which you are or will ho matriculated.

It you are enrolled in a hospital school nursing diploma Program, enter the
name of that school motor "Nona. of School," not the name of the college in which
you may be taking part of your program; also, enter "diploma" in space 'for
degree, If. however, you are In a degree program, enter college and degree.

if you Wan to ehange schools tinning this tic/Wendt, year, enter In Item 9 the first
ho' of at temInnee and gifted) an explanatory note indicating any other schools
that you will attend during subsequent terms. If you fail to Indicate transfer to
another school during the year, payment for study at the new school will 1w
delayed.

If you will be enrolled at more than one school daring the same semester
or term, list the school at which you will be regularly matriculated. but attach
an explanatory note,

If you are normally ,nintrieulated in one school and will be attending another
toles)) in New York State under permit or under an institutional ngreement you
should indicate in Item 9 the school in which you will actually he in attendance.

List in Item 9 only a school located in New York State (except for holders of
osteopathy seholarshipm). Tender the law, you may receive ISIYInelit while .ntteml-
ing an institution outside New York State only if your total tuition charges for
that period are payable to a college in New York State, which then provides of-
campus instruction as a part of its own regularly organized program, If you pay
tuitinn In whole or in part to a school located outside New York State, you are not
enginio for payment of n State award.

Important Note Coneerning Tuition: As explained In section 1, par. a, you are
cli:ible for scholar incentive assistance' only if you will attend a college with a
tuition claim exceeding *290 a year, not including fees. If you do not hold a
Regents scholarship or childofveteran award, and you will 1w attending a State
hospital school of nursing. or an undergraduate division of (TINY, or tiny other
school with a general tuition charge of ;ems than von a year, please attach to your
application a statement explaining why you believe you are eligible to receive
scholar incentive assistance. If you do not, your application will he returned.

Item 10. Parents' Names and Addresses: Enter here your father's (or Met,-
'fat her's) name and address and your mother's (or stepttiotiwes) name and ad.
dress, or the names and addresses of fealty appointed guardians. This inform.
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tion must b tirovided even it you choose not to provide :fteancial information,
or if 'roil emancipation troth wen ts. Do not leave blank.

you Het :persons other than your numal parents, indlcate the rola! ionsbip
Of each such person and attach a stliteinent explaining the situation. In particular,
If you bat guardians, be sure to explain whether you have been legally adopted by
.your guardians.

If a parent Is deceased, eater the name and then indicate the date of death in
the space 'where address would otherwise be given. However, if there is as step -
parent, the name of that stepparelit should be listed.

If parents are divorced or separated, the names of both parents should :still be
listed, and the date of divorce or separation Indicated in Item iOe. However, if t he
parent haling custody has remarried, enter the name of that parent anti the
NIVP141111,11. 1 au 1101 enter the date of anY dIVOrt'o prior to this remarringe.

It you are a member of a religious order which will ,astolte responsibility for
you during 1117445, you should so indicate by writing "religious" ila the box fur
parent's name, and also in the box where your income is requiredBee "i" of
item 2.3. in that case, you will be entitled to receive no more than the .tninitnum
award tor any Regents :seholarship or fellowship, and no more than a scholar
hieentiVe nwn rd or $115) for the yea r.

;you ,are 'unmarried and any of the addresses listed are net In New York State
see section 3, par, d for special instructions.

item ft. Residence; An explanation of the legal residence requirement is given
in section 3,

if pot are titit nt.w a legal :resident, or, if you have not neon a It gal resident of
".',14w York Slate for the 12 months Intmediately preceding; the beginning of the
hod term for which you are requesting, assistanee, cited; "No,"

if you have checked set' section 3, par. d for special instructions.
Item It Previous Student Payment Application for 1074-75; If you have

cheeped "Yes" to this Item attach a statement giving date of previous application
and your reason for filing again.

item VI, Other l slatentiotuil AS:64MM? The law provides that Regents scholar.
ship in' seholue incentive assistance may not duplicate the purposes of other
fittatieiul tnsistanee received by the student, Answer 'Yes" to Item 13 if you
receive lilry or the following vdtteationtli hohellt :

in) th educational grant or tiebolarghip awarded by the Armed Forces or
by an Federal agency (except GI benefits. U.S. War Orphan benefits, educational
opportunity grants, health professions educational assistance, social security
benefits, or loans. Please note that educational benefits paid to disabled veterans
aro colo.idorod duplicative and must be 'reported in Item 13.)

lb) A tuition gram awarded by as New York State department or agency
(except the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and the Department of Social
Services, Coitimission for the Blind and Visually Handicapped),

(t') Tuition remission or a tuition grant or waiver awarded by the college
on the basis of your status as a faculty or staff member or dependent ; or on
the bailie of services as a graduate assistant or other services to the college; or
on the basis of your enrollment in a foreign study, teacher education, or other
4)41481 program.

If you el.eck "Yes," attach a statement Indicating the following for each award;
(a) Name of the agency, organization, or college providing Obancial assistance
(b) Name of the award, or title of position you will bold
(c) Purpose of the award, or basis on which you quality to receive the award
(d) Services to the provided by you, if any, in return for the award (Indicate

nature of services and number of hours a week )
(e) College terms during which you will receive much assistance
(t) Total value of tuition remission, tuition waiver, or tuition credit that

you wilt receive during each college term. If the amount of the tuition remissionby the college will be equal to the tuition charge, specify "full tuition remission,"
If the tuition remission will be some lesser but fixed amount, indicate the exact
amount (ex., "tuition remission of *OW u semester "). However, if the Amount
of the tuition remission by the college will depend on your scholar Incentive
or scholarship award from the State, be sure to explain such limitation clearly(e.g., "tuition remission will equal tuition less the scholar incentive award").

(g) Total other benefits in cash or allowances that you will receive during eachcollege term.
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Do not list a Regents scholarship, 'fellowship, or child-of-veteran award. Do
e report leana of anY WM-

pramse to 31,/tach this explanation win delay proeess of yoUr application. If
you are ,unable to provide all the information requested, or you are uncertain
'concerning the ,specific details of your award, consult the financial officer at your
school.

Should .other benefits received by you duplicate the pUrposes of a State award.
adjustments may be made in the :State award, where .appropriate.

item 14. zi;Yuar l'rugram Cheek here if !you are enrolled in an 'organized
approved program in which years of undergraduate study are required for the
ba(ealaureate 'degree and if you are now requesting a '5111 year .payment at the
undergraduate level. (Examples of such programspharmacy; or engineering
or :architect are at some sehools.)

Utite no entry here If you are enrolled in a program In 'which 4 years of study
are normally required for the baccalaureate degree, even If this will now be your
5th year of enrollment in such a program.

Juin 1. Terme of pplication_; This form may be used to apply for assistance
for only the197445 academic year. The 1074-75 academic year begins with the
1074 summer term and ends with the. 11)73 'spring term.

la I Summer 1974 Term. Answer "Yes" only if you will be or have been en-
rolled in a separate approved summer term. .Schools which have a separate,
approved -smuttier term are indicated by a black dot in the "Summer" column
on pages 13-10. Do not answer "yea' unless the summer term at your school is
approved. if you have any 'questions, conselt the appropriate 'school official. (In
sonic schools, the summer term is at integral part of the regular academic year,
and not a separate 'term.) If you .answer "Yes," see the special instructions con-
coming eligibility for summer study in section 3, par. e. In particular, if you do
not. request payment for the 1974 fall semester, you must attach .a statement
ext4nining why yea believe .you are eligible for stinfluer payment.

h) Fall 1974 Term. Answer "Yes" if you will be enrolled for tb? fall 1974
swuester. trimester. or quarter at your school. If you answer "Yes." your award
certificate will list the fall term and also all following terms that are approved
at your school, has explained in section 1, par. d.

It you answer -No" to Question b, because Yen will not be In attendance during
the .fall term. you should indicate the particular term, after the fall term, during
which you will begin study and for which you request payment to begin. Do not
Indicate -Winter" unless your school has a separate, approved winter term.
Shools which have separate whiter terms are indicated by a black dot in the
"Winter" column on pages 13-10.

Do not request payment fora work period In a cooperative work-study program.
If you are a scholarship bolder and you answer "No" to question b, you must

Mittel' an explanatory note either requesting a leave of absence or explaining
why you do not believe n leave is necessary (as for work or vacation terms).

Item 10. Level of Study.: For the earliest term checked in Item 15, indicate
the level of study at which you will enroll.

Check "Undergraduate Study" if you will enroll for study leading to a bne-
ealanrente degree, associate degree, or nursing diploma, or if you will be enroll-
ing in a private business, trade, or technical school.

i'beek "Graduate Study" if you have already earned a bachelor's degree and
will enroll for study leading to a graduate degree. or if you will be enrolled for
professional study or medicine, dentistry, law, podiatry, optometry, or veterinary
medicine.

If your level of study will change after the earliest term checked in Item 15,
attach nn explanatory ndte.

Note that If you check undergraduate study in Item 16, then you must have
indleated an undergraduate school code in Item .3. Similarly, if you check gradu-
ate study then you should have indicated a graduate school code.

Item 17. Application for Prior Years.: If you have ever applied fo' scholar in-
centive assistance or actually received a Regents scholarship, .fellowship. or
child -of.- veteran award) for any term prior to the 1874 -713 academic year, cheek
-Yes" and enter the award .identincution number maimed, and the most recent
college year (e.g., 1971-72) for which you applied for assistance or received an
award. If you applied for scholar incentive assistance for a prior year but did
not actually receive payment because you were ineligible or because of the tuition
limitation, attach an explanation.
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Item IS. Income Report 'Option This option is available only to persons mho

hold a Regents scholarship or child of veteran award, Applicants for seholar
ineenti, ssistance must report income in lisle 21 Since the law limits elosibilty
for scholar incentive to persons with as family income not exceeding $20,000:
report of income is required in order to establish eligibility for scholar Incentive
assistance., If income is nut reported, the income must be presumed to exceed
,S20,000 and ;no ,scholar ilicellthe award can be, paid. Therefore, do not check
Item IS if you are applying for a cholar incentive award,

'Holders. of Relents scholarships and childot-veteran awards, however, may
revels's, , rdinuto or tixed award regardless of income. If you hold n Regents
arlauiat ,, "p , child-of-veteran aUttrd, you may elect to receive such minimum or
fixed aw. ti \Ithout reporting income. (The minimum awards are listed in sec-
tion 3, par, a,1 However, please keep in mind that if; you chtch Item 1S then you
will receive only the Regents scholarship or child -of- veteran award, and not
the :scholar incentive award, If you are eligible for scholar incentive assistance
and wish to apply for scholar incentive assistance in addition to a scholarship
or ehild-of-veteran IMAM. you must report income in Item 23.

Item 19. Adirtnation.; The application must in every case be signed and dated
by student applying for WI award. In addition, each person whose income
is :repo. ted must also sign and date Item 19.

If you are not reporting income, your application is now complete. Cheek to
see that you have answered Items 1 through 19 completely. Mail the original in
the envelope provided. Retain the booklet and the "Applicant Copy," for your
information.

If you are reporting income. you must now complete Items 20 through 23.
A general explanation of the procedure followed in reporting income is provided
In section 3, par. b.

Item 20. Request to Exclude Parental Income: The legal -requirements for
exclusion of parental income are explained in section 3, par. b. Aeon note that
the law establishes separate requirements fur graduate students and for under-
graduate students. Complete Item 20 only if you believe that you meet the
legal requirements.

It your address in Item 1 is the same as the address of either of your parents
in item 10, you 11.11ust attach a supplementary statement explaining this apparent
inconsistency in emancipated status. Otherwise, parental income cannot be
excluded.

It the date of emancipation is at least 1 year prior to the beginning of the first
term for which you are applying, no report of parental income need be made
in Itetu 23. 'Otherwise, your parents' income must be reported in Item 23, but
such income will be excluded for each term for which you qualify.

If you have answered "Yes" to question b or e, or if you are an undergraduate
student and have answered "No" to question d, you must report parental income
in Item 23. However, if you believe that you meet the legal requirements, you
may in addition attach to your application a completed copy of "Request for
Exclusion of Parental Income" ( SFA 14C). on which you may explain any
unusual circumstances. If it is determined that you do in fact meet the legal
requirements. parental income will be excluded in determining the amount of
your award.

Item 21. Other Students in Family : If there are other members of your
immediate family who will be in full-time attendance either in or out of New
York State, in a college, hospital school, approved 2-year program in a registered
private business school, or degree program in a trade or technical school, during
1974-13, see special instructions in section 3. par. c. (Theological study may be
included for purposes of this adjustment only.)

Do not list your own name. Do not list students who fail to meet all of the
requirements. For example. do not list a student who is attending high school,
or a student who is claiming exclusion of parental income in applying for an
award under this program.

Each entry in Item 21 must include the name of the student who meets these
requirements, and must indicate clearly his relationship to you. For each person
listed, be sure to give the name of the college or school he will attend, and also
the degree and course. Check either "Yes" or "No" for each semester of study. If
only one semester is checked: adjustment will be made for that semester only.

Item 22. Information on Persons Whose Income Is Required: List here your
self, your spouse, and your parents, stepparents, or adoptive guardiah.s unless
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their incomes may be properly excluded in accordance with the special instruc-
tions in seelion :3. par. b. For Purposes of income verification, enter the social
security number of 'emit person and the tame and address of the 'employer, and
indicate if a New York State tax return for 1973 was filed by each.

Item 23. 1073 Income for Computation of Award: All income 'received by
yourself, your spouse, and the persons named in Item 22 must be reported.

if Haan are re:partite, the Income of your parents, stepparents, or adoptive
guardians, and they :fired a joint New 'York State income tax return. for 1973,
check the box for "joint return" and report the joint income. If they tiled .sep-
HralelY. -cheek the box for "separate return at father" and report in incomes
sepitrateb.. Follow the 44111)1e procedure for yourself and spouse. If the appli-
cant, :spouse, or parents had 10 net taxable :income, indicate this by entering "0"
in the appropriate column. Do Dot leave ,columns blank.

lf you are :member of a religions artier, whith will assume :responsibility for
you during 1074-15, write "religious" where income is requested on line '.1" of the
:applicant column.

Even if 41 person listed In Item 22 earned incoule outside New York State, or
not tilo ra New York- StMe tSX return for any reason, that person's total in-

mew for 173 :iron, all sources must be reported In Item 23 on the same basis as
if the total income had been subject to taxation in New York State and at LUX re-
tom hail been filed. item 23 Should he completed in the same way As a New York
Mitre income tax return hard been made on either the long form or the short :form.
as Appropriate. If you wish, however, you may report the total gross income
from all sources on line "a" and exemptions on line 'NI," and then compute the
meat taxable bnlanee on the basis of :standard deductions. (Among reasons why a
eel urn may not have been filed are : income earned outside New York State not
subject to Now York State tux ; itome entirely ,fron tax-exempt securities;
fatally :moved to New York State during 197:3 and income subject to New York
:Stt11 tax Dot SUllioloht to require tiling of n lax return.) if income records have
been lust or are otherwise not available, the appropriate Income tax information
may be reeenstrtmed te your best knowledge. In the absence of other infor-
mation, a report may be made of gross income t a") and the nu.mber of
exemption (line "LI"), and taxable income computed on the basis f standard
deductions.

If, after yo;t file your application, you wish to claim a supplemental award
te..g you lied that you have made an error in reporting income, or another child
in your family enters college), you must Ilk. an 8111Vildlitellt to your application
:o inter thou May 13, 1973. Similarly if, after your tile your application, you are
notified that you are required to provide additional evidence in order to establish

your eligibility (e.g., evidence of residence, or Income of parents or spouse), you
moNt supply the evessary information uo later thnti May 15. 1975, or IN) 4111P4
after date of such notice, whicnever is later. No amendment, 'correction. or addi-
tion ot.' any kind to 0 student Payment Application can be ciaisidered after
the above dates for purposes of retroactive or supplemental payments. No ex-
ceptions can he made for any rellslt. You are therefore urged to exercise ap-
propriate prudence and caution to preserve your eligibility to receive payment.

The proredure to he used in 'reporting each person's income depends upon the
type of 1973 New York State lifetime tax return filed. (Do not use the Federal
income tax return for this purpose.)

If Income Was Reported on 'NYS Income Tax Return IT-200 (Short Form)

Begin at line "a" on the application and enter all information requested on
lines "a" through "k." The tntry on line "a" on this application should be the

amount reported on line 6 of the New York State income tax return.
Line b. standard Dedeetion, Under Now York State income tax law, the stand-

ard deduction Is 15% of line "a," but not more than a deduction of $2.000. For
married persons, whether they tile jointly or separately, $2,000 is the most that
may be deducted its a combined amount by both husband and wife.

however, a persons with low incomes may claim standard deductions in at
least the following amounts, even if the 15% rote would otherwise result in st
smaller deduction :

(1) Single person who is not head of household or surviving spouse--$1,000.
(2) Married persons tiling joint return, or single person who is head of house-

hold or surviving spouse$1,500.
4,
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(3) Married persons hung separate returnsA combined deduction of $1,500
may be claimed for both husband and Wire. This amount may be divided between
,husband and 'wife in any manner they choose.

If you, as the student applicant for an award, are single but claim the $1,500
minimum deduction as a head of family or as a surviving spouse, be sure to
place a ebeckuairk in 'the space provided on line "b" on your application.

LP Moue WAS REPORTED ON NYS INCOME
TAX RETURN 1T-201 on IT-208 (Loco Foam)

Begin at line '1" on the application and enter all information requested on
lines through "k," The entry on line "f" on this application should be the
Illbutlilt reported on line 0 of the New York State income tax return.

IF No NYS TAX RETURN WAS FILED

You may follow the same procedure that would have applied If you had filed
either :tie IT -200 (Short 'Form) or IT-201 or IT-208 (Long Form). If it is not
possible for you to reconstruct the New York State long form fur this purpose,
sou may follow the short form procedure instead. In that case, begin on line
"a." but note that you are limited to the standard deduction of 15%, not to exceed
a maximum of $2,000.

lint' requests amount of depletion allowances and income from tax-exempt
securities. Tax-exempt securities generally include bonds or other obligations
of the Federal Government or of New York State or its political subdivisions
and bonds or obligations of authorities or commissions. Do not include any other
type of tax-exempt income sueh as gifts, compensation for injuries, proceeds of
insurance policies, or pensions. You may, if you wish, choose to add income from
tax.exelopt securities to the gross income, and to compute the taxable income
tior purposes of this application) on this combined amount as if you had sub-
mitted your tax return on the short form.

Line "h" requests support that you recelvt, from separated or divorced parents.
Do not loclade alimony. Include only that portion of support payments applicable
to you, Provide this information in accordance with special instructions in section
3, par, b.

Line "i" requests the total of lines "f", "g" and "h". Do not leave any column
blank. If YOU have no income to report enter "0."

Line "j" requests the number of other persons in the family in approved full-
time study. If you have made no entries in Item 21, enter "1" on line "j" and
proceed to the summary. However, if you have made entries in Item 21 you
should adjust the total from line "i" to line "k" according to the special instrue.
I Ions in section 3, par. b.
Summary

Carry all of the totals from line "k" to the summary and add to obtain a grand
total. For award purposes, penny amounts will be dropped in the "grand total,"
and your award will be based on the text lower whole dollar amount (For
example, if the "grand total" is $2,000.85, you will receive an award based on a
"grand total" of $2,000.)

Check to see that you have answered all items completely. Transfer informa-
tion to the "original." Be sure you have obtained all the necessary signatures on
the "original." Remove the "original" (pages 21 and 22) and mail it in the enve-
lope provided. Retain the booklet and the applicant's copy for your information.

SECTION 8.--SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

(This section contains instructions and information of special interest to
certain groups of students. The preceding sections will refer you to specific parts
of section 3 that may apply to you.)

a. Awards for Regents Scholarships. For the convenience of Regents scholar-
ship holders in answering Item 18, the ranges of the various types of awards,
based on New York State net taxable balance, are presented below.

(The Regents child-of-veteran award is a fixed award of $450 a year, and the
Regents war service scholarship is a fixed award of $350 a year.)

42-752 74-7
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Regent* college scholarshi Annual
Net taxable balance: award

$1,s00 or less ,., $1, 000
Between 1;t010 and 1Y,300 91)0 -251

9,300 or more 250

Regents 'basic nursing scholarship*
Net taxable balance:

1N00 or less $300
Between 1,500 and 4,S00 ..... . - 499-201
4,690 or more 200

Regents scholar hips for medicine, dentistry, osteopathy

Net taxable balance :
-$1,80d or less $1,000
lief Wveit 'INS) and 7.000 -- 1)99-351
'7A)C0 tuore

b. Income Report. Except for those programs having a fixed .award (e.g.,(e.g.,
child-of-veteran and war service), the law :requires that the 1111101111t of award
shall be based on the combined income of the student, spouse (if any), and
parents, stepparents, or adoptive guardians. The income of other persons is not
considered, If a student's parent has remarried, the :stepparent is mnsidered by
law to be financially responsible In the same manner as a natural parent. How.
ever, the inceine of a guardian is considered only if the guardian has legally
adopted the student. The measure of financial ability established by law for each
college year is the combined net ta--..able balance of family income for the pre-
ceding calendar year. Thus, your award for the 1974-75 academic year will be
based on the eeeinbined net taxable balances for calendar year 1973, as reported
on New York State ineome tax returns for 197:5 If a person whose net taxable
balane is required did not tile a 173 New York State laconic tax report, or was
not subject to New York Mate taxation during 1973 laconic must still be reported
on the 1974-1975 Student Payment Application as though taxable and reported
in New York State.) The net taxable balance is the gross income less all allow-
able exemptions and deductions. However, depletion allowance and income from
tax-exempt securities must also be included, even if not reported on the income
tax report. All financial data will be held in strict confidence. Routine cheeks
will be .nude against the records of the New York State Income Tax Department
to verify information submitted.

It should be noted that the fall net taxable balance of the applicant's spouse
:mist he considered in determining the applicant's award for 1974-75, even if the
npplieant was not married during all of 1973. The intent of the law is that the
1974-1975 award shall be based on the financial ability of all those persons who
may be expected to assist the student financially during 1974-4975, and the best
available measure of the 'financial ability of each person is considered to be the
amount of income earned during 1973.

It is not possible, in computing year 1974-75 award. to give consideration to
changes in inc3tne that occur after December 31, 1973, due to change in job.
unemploymi nt, illness, retirement, etc. The law requires that the award be based
on income during calendar year 1973, which is the most pacent complete year of
employment. However, please keep in mind that all financial awards are recom-
puted each year, so that loss of income after December 31. 1973 may be expected
to be reflecol subsequently in a higher award for 1975-76. In the meantime, if
you are faced with special financial problems, you should consult with the finan-
cial aid officer at your school concerning the poRsa,ility of supplementary grants,
loans, or work-study opportunities.

The following are the only circumstances to which special considerations can
be given under the law :

Death of parent or spouse. Where death has occurred prior to the beginning
of any term, the previous income of such person will be excluded in determining
the student's award for that term.

Separation or divorce of student. Where separation or divorce has occurred
prim to the beginning of nor tern., the previous income of the student's spouse
wilt be excluded in determining the student's award for that term.
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:Separation or divorce of parents. Where parents are separated or ,divorced
and the parent having custody has not remarried, the award will be based on
the income of the parent having elmody, combined with the amount of support
received from the other parent specifically for the :support of the student. Thus,
if parents were .separated or divorced prior to ,July 1,1974, the 1078 income of
only the parent awarded custody need be reported. (If a separate return was not
bled fur 1073, the income of the parent having custody should be reported as if
that parent had filed a separate return on income earned by that parent alone
during 1973, with appropriate exemptions and deductions.) Such income should
include the total amount of alimony received during 1073, or the amount that
would have been received during 19;3. in accordance with the schedule of alimony
payments actually in effect as of July 1,1074.

In addition to the Income of the parent baying custody, a separate report
mum. be mantle on line ''11" 23 of the total amount received during 1073
by the ,applicant frond the other 'parent. or the amount of such ,support that would
have been received during 1073, in accordance with the schedule of support
payments actually in effect as of July 1,11171.

Special eonsideration may be given if::
(1) Divorce or separation occurs after July 1, 1974. ,7omplete the applic-

tion giving 'income of both parents for 1073, but attach an explanation of the
eireullIstallTeeS.

(2) Alimony or support payments change after July 1, 1974. Complete the
spoteation on the basis.: of the ,Sitllittion 'exibting on July 1, 1974, but attach an
explanation of the Outage.

However, where parents are divorced and the parent having custody has
remarried, the award will be based on the combined income of that parent and
his or her spouse.

Emalicipation. (1) Craduate Students. The law makes special provisions
for excluding the ,parental income of graduate and professional students who
for at period of at least 1 year have neither (a ) received financial assistance from
their parents, nor (b) resided with their parents.

(2) nalergraduate students, The law considers that parental iincome shall
genettIly be considered in determining the award of an undergraduate student,.
even if the student is now 21 years of age, or married, or self - supporting. In
other wore:I. the normal establishment of emancipated status by an r Idergrad-
mate student during the course of college study does not 'constitute a sufficient
basis for exclusion of parental income, under the law. Consideration cat be given
to an undergraduate at indent only in the exceptional case of a person (1, mature
years who has resumed college study after an extended period of more than I
year of full-time employment. or military service, or as a housewife, And who was
fully emancipated and self-supporting during such period. If you believe that you
qualify for exclusion of parental income on this basis, and if you do not now
reside with your parents or receive financial assistance from them, you should
obtain from the Regents Examination and Scholarship Center a supplementary
affidavit, entitled Request for Exclusion of Parental Income (SPA 14C). To
request the affidavit, use page 17. This affidavit should be attached to and sub-
mitted with your application.

(3) Special Note on Residence With Parents. An undergraduate or graduate
student who has lived with parents during the past year for a period in excess
of 2 weeks, whether during the ,academic year or during the summer only, is not
eligible for exclusion of parental income, even if the student claims payment for
room and board during that period. Exctition can be made only if : (a) the
student resides in a completely separate apartment or premises, and (b) the
rental paid is a fair market value, and (c) the rents received have been reported
by the parents as business income for income tax purposes. However, the residence
of a veteran with parents during the readjustment period from discharge to the
beginning of the next academic year will not be considered inconsistent with
emancipation.

c. Income Adjustment for Other Persons in Full-Time Study. If more than
one child in the family is engaged in approved full-time study, the net taxable
balance of the parents may be divided by the number of such children. as ex-
plained below. In addition, an appropriate adjustment in income may he made
if a parent, spouse, or child of the applicant will be in approved fult-time
attendance

Accordingly. you should enter in Item 21 the names of those persons in your
family who meet all of the following requirements during the 1974-75 academie
year. 08 85
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1. Will be financially dependent on the applicant, on the appiicanrs parents,
or on other persons named in Item 22. (111embers of a religious order are normally
not financially dependent on the parents.)

2. Will be attending an accredited college, hospital program of professional
nursing, :2 year program in a registered private business school, or associate
degree program in a trade or technical school, either in or out of New York State.

3. Will be enrolled in a full- time .program.
The procedure for making the appropriate djustnient in Item .23 is given

'below.. Note especially that separate adjustments must be made to the income
of the parents and to the income of the applicant.

1. Adjustment to income of parents. Count the total number of full -time
!students in the Immediate family of your parents. Include yourself, your parents,
and other dependent children of your parents (but not your spouse). Enter the
total number, of such full-time students on tine "j," in the columns for income
of parents. Divide the amount for parents in line IV by the number in line 1."

2, Adjustment to income of applicant and spouse, if you are the head of a
household, count the number of full-time students in your own household. Include
yourself, your spouse, and your children (but not your parents or your brothers
or :sisters) Enter the total number of such full-time students on line "j," in the

'columns for applicant and spouse. 'Divide the amounts on line "I" for applicant
-and spouse by the number in line "j."

d. Residence. You 'must attach a c'mpleted "Certificate of Residence in New
York State" ( SFA 141)) is you:

(1) Have listed an address for yourself in Item 1 that is outside New York
State.

(2) Have answered "No" to Rem 11.
(3) Are unmarried and have listed an address for your parents that is out-

side New York State. (However, if you previously submitted a residence affidavit
in this connection with an application for an earlier year, it will not be necessary
to submit a new affidavit. Attach an explanatory statement and state in what year
the previous application was made.)

To qualify for a scholar incentive award, you must have been a legal resident
of New York State for at ler st 12 months immediately preceding the beginning
of the term for which you are applying for assistance and you must continue
to maintain such residence during the period of the award. An applicant for an
undergraduate award who is now a resident, but has not been a resident for
the past year, may qualify if he was a resident during his last two terms of
high school. Similarly, an applicant for a graduate level award who is now a
resident, but has not been a resident for the past year, may qualify If he was
a resident during his last two terms of undergraduate level study and continued
such residence until matriculation in a graduate program.

It should be noted that permanent, bona fide residence in New York State
is required. Residence at a school or college for purpose of study does not in itself
change the student's legal residence. The legal residence of an unmarried college
student is presumed to be the residence of the parents. If the parents are not
legal residents of New York State, the student will be considered a resident of
New York State only if such claim is supported by specific confirmatory action,
such as registering to vote in New York State. However, married students who
have established a separate residence can generally claim such residence as their
legal residence, unless there has been specific action indicating intent to establish
or maintain residence elsewhere.

You are not a legal resident of New York State unless you are either a citizen
of the United States or an immigrant to the United States. Foreign visitors
holding student or other nonpermanent visas are not legal residents.

Regents scholarship recipients who establish their legal residence at the time
of their award must continue to maintain such residence during the period of
their award.

The residence of a person is often a difficult question of law, depending on
individual circumstances. If you have any question about your eligibility with
regards to the residence requirement, complete the residence certificate and your
case will be referred to our legal advisors for an opinion.

e. Summer Study. You may apply for payment for summer study if you attend
a regularly organized summer term for which a separate tuition barge is made.
Schools which have a separate, approved summer term are indicated by a black
dot in the "Simmer" column on pages 13-18. If the tuition charge for summer
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study Is included in the yearly tuition charge, as is the-case _for -example In many
nursing schools, no payment can be made for summer study.

Also, to be eligible to receive assistance for summer atudy you must, during
the regular academic year, be a 'full -time student matriculated in an approved
program leading to .a degree, diploma, or certificate in a school in New York.
State. If you are regularly in part-time attendance during the academic year,
or if you attend school in New York State during summer only, You are not
eligible for payment for summer study.

Therefore, if you request payment for the summer term but do not request
payment for the following 'fall term, you must attach a supplementary statement
to your application explaining why .you 'believe you qualify as a regular full-time
student. Vor example, you may have 'been in full-time attendance during the pre-
ceding academic year, or you may plan to be in full-time attendance the follow-
ing semester at a New York State college but may not request payment for that
semester for some reason,

In 'particular. if you request payment for summer study at the graduate
you must demonstrate regular full-time study at the graduate level during either
the preceding or 'the following academic year

Applieation can be made at this time for payment for the 1974 .summer term
only, No retroactive payment can be made for summer study before 1974.

The law permits payment for 1974 summer -study 1bs.s is equivalent to either
fall-time or half-time study during the _regular acadeutic year. If you complete 12
credits or more, you may apply for payment for the ,ecalvalent of a regular semes-
ter. If you complete at least 6 credits, but less than 12, you may apply for pay-
ment at a rate of one-balf the payment for a regular semester. (Appropriate con-
sideration will be given to equivalent programs at -sthools organized on the quar-
ter plan.)

All credits comp', tted during any one summer 'i'eriod must be treated as a
single summer of study, even it intersessions or separate summer sessions are
involved. -Also, all summer study must be creditable towards the same degree
or diploma ; it is not possible to combine undergraduate with graduate level
study.

If you check summer study in Item 15, your w ird certificate will indicate the
summer term in addition to other terms. The max .mum entitlement on the award
certificate will apply to the summer term also. However, you should keep in
mind that the maximum entitlement will apply for the summer term only if you
are enrolled for at least 12 credits or the equivalent. If you are enrolled for 6-11
credits, your maximum entitlement will be one-half of that for 'full -time study,
In addition, your award is subject to adjustment for tuition, as explained in
section 1. par. a.

Because summer study often involves irregular programs and nonuniform
tuition fees, payment for summer study will not be processed in the same man-
ner as payment for other semesters. Your name will be forwarded to your school
at the end of the summer term for certification of eredi I taken and tuition
charged. On the basis of such certification, a check will be issued in your name
and forwered to the college for delivery to you. Since a reasonable period of time
must be allowed for administrative and auditing procedures in the college and in
the various State agencies involved in disbursement of public funds, issuance
of checks for summer study will begin about the middle of the following tall
semester.

The maximum award for summer study during 1974 will be based on your
combined family net taxable balance of income daring the 1973 calendar year. All
students applying for summer study payment must therefore file a 1974-75 Stu-
dent Payment Application, even if they will not be in attendance for fall or
!wring of the 1974-75 academie year.

Payment for any period of summer study will count toward your total allow-
able period of study, in the same manner as payment for an equivalent period
during the, regular year. You ate not obligated to apply for payment for summer
study if you would prefer to preserve eligibility for a later tern) of regular study,
but once payment has been made for summer study such payment shall 1* Mud.

if you ore nmiitied about summer study, you are advised to tile your Student
Payment Applieation promptly for the regular academic year, without indicating
summer study, so as not to delay your award certificate for the fall term. You can,
if you wish. amend your application at a later date to include summer study.
However, please keep in mind that no Application can be accepted or amended
after May 15,1975 for any term of the 1974 -75 academic year.
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APPENDIX

Las? or Scilool, Cowls
instructions. The sehnoi codes listed in this seetium are toile used in completing

he lo 3 in your rltudealt Puyalent save to use all four digits or
the .rrect l ode Win iner. :114e t hat separate Ytiele = lintnliers are always des, iglia t ed
t .1. Mae undergraduate and gradaute levels of a eidiev:e. In addition, in -so,Ae
alleges separate code numbers are listed for vertata Mitts 40, brabeae$, 1.414'11 as

basiffe.s.s administration or engineering. At 4-year undergraduate SUM' colleges,
separate code numbers art' liNted far the Pmer anti ut..per divisions, At Cl'NY.
tit parate ode alanlierS are th..ted for tuitiofree students and for tall imppaying
st admits,

units of The City University of New York tCUNY), tnehaling eononahltY
eolleg.. are listed under "eity University." page 14. All 'watts of the State
versity of New York SUM!), including community colleges, are listed nailer
"Suite University." Page

of the name or the itt'to you plan to attend is not listed, or you are not sure of
the etale number, contact the U1)11'01140 e college Odieer.

The terror' of attendance approved for payment for each school are indicated
by a dot in the appropriate column. Payment can he molested only for approved
terms of attendance.
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Any graduate student who was allowed to exclude parental income prior to the
197445 school year may continue to exclude such Thew)* so long as such student
continues to meet the criteria in effect before 197445. This provision does not
apply to undergraduate students.)

)'.ou believe that you are eligible for exclusion of parental income, you should
complete Item 20 on the Student Payment Application. Please be sure to answer
part d,, even if you are a graduate student, since the answer to that question is
now necessary in order to determine the eligibility of all students, graduate as
well as undergraduate.

If you answer " "yeti " to question b or c, or if you answer "no" to question "d",
you must alt to your application a completed copy of "Request for Exclusion
of Parental Income" OVA 14C). To expedite the processing 'of your award, it is
:recommended that you also report parental income in item 23. should it be
determined, after review of your application, that you do in fact meet the legal
requirements, parental income will then be excluded in determining the amount
of your award.

If eau bitVe already submitted your 107445 Student Payment Application, and
,eom of ,SPA 14C ,should have been attached, the application will be returned

to you with appropriate instructions,

C. CIIANOES RELATIVE TO THE 'TVITIoN At3SISTANCE PROGRAM (TAP)

The general program for :financial assistance to students will tioW be known as
the Tuition Assistance Program (TAP), rather than as the scholar incentive
program. Eligibility requirements for TAP will remain exactly the same as those
listed on page 2 of the 1974-75 Student Payment Application booklet ( with the
exception that all students in hospital-based programeare now eligible), however,
there will be changes in payment Nebedukts for certain categories of students, as
described below under "Schedules of Payments."
Schedule of Payments

There will be three different kr-1104141es of TAP payments in effect during the
1974-75 school year. The particular schedule under which you will ho paid will
depend on your level of study.
Schedule A.Uraduate and Professional Students

Schedule A applies to students in graduate level programs who have already
ree6ved a college degree, and also to students enrolled in professional schools

medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, podiatrvl.
The scale of paytnents is exactly the same as that presented on page 2 of the

Student Payment Application. The income adjustment for other persons iu the
family in full-time study also remains the same, as described ou page 11.

BOREDULB B. Alt Undergraduate btudents, Accept Recent RIO School
Graduates

Schedule B applies to those undergraduate students who either (a) graduated
from high school before January 1, 1974, or (b) enrolled before July 1, 1974,
whether as full.time or part-time students, in any college program, hospital school
program, degree program in a trade or technical school, or '2-year program In
a private business school..

Under Schedule B, the maximum annual award will be $000 if the net taxable
balance (NTB) for 1973 was $2,000 or less. If the NTB exceeded $2,000, the MAXI-
mum award will he reduced by $1 for every $15 of NTB over $2,000. However, if
the NTB was $20,000 or less, the minimum annual award will be $100. The
following table indicates the range of TAP awards for corresponding ranges of
income. For specific incomes between the !faults of each range, the exact award can
be found by interpolating according to the formula above.

Raw of
Barge of net taxable balance: Ys tercet Avon'

$2,000 or less
2,001 to 5,000 599-400
5,001 to 8,000 399-200
8,001 to 9,500 109.-100
9,501 to 20,000

20,001 or more
100

0
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The actual award may not exceed the cost of tution (excluding fees).. For
example, if your maximum entitlement based on Income is $575 a seer, 'but eon
attend a .college with a tuition charge of $500 a year, your payment will be ad-
justed to$5001 year,

If more than one person in the family will be attendiag college, the NTB will
he divided by the number of such persons, as explained on page 11 of the Student
Pity-Mot Application booklet.
SCHRDULE aRecent Riga School Graduates

'Schedule C applies to students who neither graduated from high school before
January 1,, 19'. : nor began poet-secondary study before July 1, 1974.

Under Schedule C, if the net 'taxable balance (NTB) hi $2,000 or lea.% the
maximum annual award will be either $1500 or the cost of tuition, whichever
figure is lower, If the NTB exceeds $2,000, the maximum award above will be
reduced by the following schedule:

New York state net taxable balance : Reduction from :Maximum Award
$2,000 or less_ $000

2,001 ----- 6% of the excess over $2,000
5,001 8,000 $180 plus 7% of the excess over $5,000
8,001 11,000 $390 plus 8% of the excess over 48,00

11,001 14,000 $930 plus 12% of the excess over $14,000
14,001 17,000 $630 plus 10% of the excess over $11,000
17,001 20,000 $1,290 .plus 14% of the excess over $17,000
20,009 or more No award given

For example, if your family NTB is $8,000 and you attend a college with an
annual tuition charge of $1500 or more, your adjusted award will be $1,110 that
lu $1,500 less $390), whereas if you attend a college with an annual tuition charge
of $050, your adjusted award will be $260 (that is, $050 less $390).

Under Silicdtde C, if more than one person in the family will be attending a
college or otner approved school. the net taxable balance is reduced by $3,000 for
the second person in attendance, and by $2,000 for each additional person. (If
you are eligible and apply for payment under Schedule C, follow the instructions
for Item 21 on the Student Payment Applbmtion and list the names of other per-
sons in approved attendance. However, in Item 23, make the appropriate income
adjustment by subtracting the amounts indicated above. Do not divide the NTB
by the number of persons in attendance, as such division is permitted by law
only under Schedules A and B.)

Schedule Request Form

Attached to this circular is a form entitled "Schedule Request form." All under-
graduate students who are applying for assistance for the first dune during the
1974-75 college year are required to complete and to submit a Schedule Request
Form, in order to establish the particular schedule under which they will re-
ceive payment. (Undergraduate students who previously received scholar in-
centive assistance during any year prior to 1974-75 will automatically receive
payment under Schedule B, and all graduate students will automatically receive
payment under Schedule A.)

If you have not previously received scholar incentive assistance, and you
have not yet submitted your 1974-75 Student Payment Application, you should
complete the Schedule Request Form and attach it to your application. If you
neglect to attach the Schedule Request Form, it will be necessary to return your
application to you.

In the event that you have already submitted the 1974-75 Student Payment
Application to this office without the Schedule Request Form attached to the
application, you may expect that your application will be returned to You withinthe next few weeks. When you receive the application, attach the Schedule Re-
quest Form and resubmit the application. Please do not forward the Schedule
Bequest Form separately, as it must be reviewed together with your application.

If you are eligible for TAP payment under Schedule C and you elect payment
under Schedule C, your award certificate will indicate "Schad. C."

9a



ave-Haruiless Option Under Schedule C

It you are a recent high 'school ;graduate and you 'qualify for payment under
Schedule c, It Mill ,generally be to your advantage to 1.equest payment under
this seliedule since it lirovides for a higher maximum paymeut 'of up to lf,t,too
n year. however, Fitt 'certain special cases it student May be eligible to 'receive
higher adjusted under Sehedule..11 than under Schedule C. The law there-
fore provides that recent high school graduates, if they 'wish, may exercise an
optical to receive benefits under Sehedule B instead of ,Schedule (A.

The 'fallowing :examples Will illustrate special eiremnstances whore it 'will be
to your :advantage to 'exercise `this :option.:

1, If more than one person in the :family will he in attendance in an approved
program, the Schedule U procedure of 'dividing the V'I'II by the number of such
persons may result. in at lower adjusted NT-13 than will result from the Seliedide
C pros editre of subtraetiug the :specified minim from The NT11. For example,
suppose that your family NTH before adjustment is $s.000, and :that there are l
children in -college, Dividing :$8.000 by 2 will give an adjusiNt411N.:)1;II4;54,Lo$4;.rIf.
whereas deducting $3,000 from ,f$S,Ota) will give an dj ed
course, to determine whether the actual award would he greater under Schedule
13 or Schedule C. it will be neeessitry to (*Malan° eath award separately.)

2. IT .you are attending to relatively low-tuition school ('$000 or less), and your
family NTII is between $S.750 and ,t000, it may be ta your advantage to choose
Seliedule B. For example, suppose that your adjusted NTB it $9,000 and
that yeu are attending community college with a tuition charge of $570. Under
Stiminte II, your adjusted award would be :$133 t or $000 less $467). Under
schedule C your adjusted award would be $100 (or $570 less $470).

It is strongly reeommended. therefore. that you compute your relative awards
tinder both Schedule B and Schedule C. and that you exercise the option for
'Schedule B if that would be to ycur advantage.

It should be noted that. for some students, the family net taxable balance
appropriate for the fall semester may differ from that for the spring semester,
as when the number of children in college changes during the year. or as a result
of marriage, divorce, or death of parent. Similarly, your transfer to another cud-
lege in the spring semester may result In a change in the tuition charge. Under
such circumstances. it *may be to your advantage to exercise the option fur Sched-
ule 13 for one semester but 110 ;or the other semester. In that case, you should
attach an explanatory statement to the Schedule Request Form.

rnder the law, the fact that you exercise the save-barmiess option during
1974-75. or that you choose not to exercise that option during 1974-75, will
not necessarily limit your freedom subsequently to exercise such options as the
law may establish for later years.

I), INFORMATION FOR SCHOLARSHIP HOLDERS

The law provider; that II the holder of a Regents college scholarship or s
Regents nursing seholarship receives TAP assistance during 1974-75 under Sched-
ule C. then the scholarship payment for that year shall be limited to a flat award
of $250, Except for this one limitation, any holder of any Regents scholarship
will he eligible to receive scholarship payment during 1974-70 in accordance with
the same schedules that were in effect before 1974-75. as described in the informa-
tionnl materials that were sent to scholarship recipients at the time the scholar-
ship award wad made.

For example, if you are a Regents college scholarship holder and you are en-
titled to a TAP award of $000 for 1974-75 under Schedule B. you may also receive
a scholarship award of up to $1.000 a year. for a total of $1.600 a year. provided
that your college tuition Is at least that amount. On the other hand, if you receive
n 1974-75 TM' award of $1.500 under Schedule C. your scholarship will be limited
to MO, for a total of $1.750. if your tuition charge is at least that amount.

Students who hold Regents scholarships effective with the 1978-74 or an earlier
year will automatically be assigned TAP Schedule B. if they meet the Income and
tuition requirements for TAP. Students who hold Regents scholarships effective
with the 1974-75 college year must submit the Schedule Request Form, as
explained above.

In general. it will be to the advantage of new scholarship holders eligible for
TAP payment under Schedule C to request such payment. Although the scholar-
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,ship payment will thereby be limited to pm a year, the combined total of TAP
and schalarship payments will in most eases be larger than would otherwise be
received.

however, in certain special cases, the studeut may receive -a larger combined
lwilaarship and TAP payment if the option lb exercised not to receive payment
under Schedule C. one +exmple would be where there is more than one person
in your family attilldlljr, college, and Schedule B would result in a lower nd
income than Schedule C would give. Similarly, Schedule II might be to your ad.
vault age if you attend a low-tuition college (e.g. tuition of..ThtX) or less a year)
and your adjusted family net taxable balance is between STA/Wand ;$9,500. For
example, Nupuose that as the holder of a 'Regents college 'scholarship, your tuition
elm:rite is $650 a year and the net taxable balance is $8,000. By reference to the
payment schedules above, .yon will find that if you elect -Schedule B then your
"C 1.1' award will be 4z:200 and you -Wolittl receiVe a scholarship award of 040,
for -a total of $5s0, if you elect Schedule C, your T-AP award would be $200,
but your scholarship award would be limited to $210, for a total of MO.

it you are a new tettolurship holder eligible for a TAP award under Schedule C,
therefure, you Nitulltd take into consideration the award you will receive under
Tile scholarship program n well us the TAI' award. When you complete the Sched-
ule newton Form. you should request Schedule C only if that option will result
in a higher combined award to you.

ec
to V;
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The University of the State of Now York
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Regents Examination and Scholarship Center
99 Washington Avenue

Albany, New York L2210

SCHEDULE REQUEST FORM

Instructions: This form is to be completed by all undergraduate students
submitting a 1974-75 Student Payment Application who have not received pay.
mot for any previous year. (Other persons will be assigned to an appropriate
payment schedule based on prior payment record.) The Schedule Request Form
must be attached to the 1974-75 Student Payment Application.

1. Under which schedul: do you request a TAP award for 1974-75?

Schedule B

0 Schedule C

1:3 Not eligible for TAP
(Scholarship holder with NTB over $20,000 or tuition below $200
a year)

2. a. Did you graduate from high school before January 1, 1974?

rl Yes D No

b. Did you before July 1, 1974 begin study, either full-time or part-time, in
any college program, hospital school program, degree program in a trade
or technical school, or 2-year program in a private business school?

0 Yes No

If you answer " yes " to either part a or part b of Question 2, you would
not generally be eligible for Schedule C. If you believe that there are
special circumstances, attach an explanatory statement.

Print Name:

Signature:

Scholarship or " SI " Identification No:
(if known)

Date



STATEMENT OP ROBERT M. 'PICKETT, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL STUDENT LOBBY

Mrx, PICKETT. Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank you for this
opportunity to testify on the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
expected family contribution schedule for the 19754976 academic
year

I am Robert Pickett, legislative director of the National Student
Lobby.

During the 'period 19714972, the National Student Lobby focused
on the authorization of the 13E0G Program as the cornerstone of the
Federal Government's role in the eventual development of full and
legally enforceable "entitlement" rights to access to post-secondary
education for each person in this country. If funding for this program
continues to increase, it -will become that cornerstone.

While.there are many aspects of the BEOG Expected Family Con-
tubution Schedule whieli 11...v worthy of comment and have been the.
object of much discussion m the last two approval cycles, we shall
restrict our comments to three main issues; the definition of inde-
pendent students; treatment of assets and provisions for the use of
curl emit year data for computing eligibility.

Before proceeti;)mg, a general comment about the BEOG Family
Contribution .Schedule is in order.

As has been pointed out on numerous occasions during the Short
life of the BEOG program, the overall effect of the family contribution
schedules adopted by the U.S. Office of Education has been to severe-
lyperhaps unreasonablyrestrict access to the program for many
lower middle-income families.

Data for the first year indicated that the overwhelming bulk of
BEOG recipients came from families with yearly incomes below
$11,500. The existing regulations eliminate access for students from
families with $11,000 to $15,000 annual incomes and severely restrict
it for students from families in the $9,000 to $11,000yagge.

Students from these groups can in many cases, show demonstrable
need in large amounts; however the expected family contributions are
set at a level which excludes them from eligibility.

These expected family contributions are excessively high and often
quite unreasonable to expect from families hit hard by double-digit
inflation. The net effect is to turn the family contribution schedule
into a rationing device for limited funds, rather than to serve as a
true measure of the resources available to a student to meet his first
$1,400 of postsecondary educational expenses.

I. DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENT STUDENT SECTION 190.42 (A )

While the National Student Lobby, along with the rest of the post-
secondary community, is still wrestling with the appropriate way to
deal with the question of how independent students should be treated
with respect to financial aid, we would like to suggest several possible
modifications in time definition of the independent student.

We recognize the potential problems that could be caused in a
financial aid system characterized by extremely limited resources

42-7:2 -11-- 1;
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versus the 1potentatal tteinand for such funds. These suggestions, how-
ever, attempt to move the current system in the dimetion of a more
rational em that rec'ognizes the reality of the world facing, students.

We belle7e that the restriction to an applicant's tax relationship
with hisiher parents in the calendar year piior to academic year
in which aid is reqiiested should allow an applicant, Ivlo has ex-
perienced a substantial change in circumstance, the option to use his
current year situation.

The eurrent ii-grdation is of dnbious constitutionality, and several
analagons cases dealing with eligibility for food stamps have con-
cluded that "tax dependency is one calendar year as a basis for deter-
mining an individual's need iti the following year has no rational
conneetton."

Standards of Limos. and dle process require that an individual
he allowed an opportunity to present current evidence that his situa-
tion has changed and that present need exists.

The National Student Lobby believes that consideration should be
given to raising the maximum financial assistance that a parent can
give an independent student to $1,200 (including both cash and in kind
contributions). The $1,200 figure is selected because it is approximate.
ly one-half of the total expenses of a resident student at a 4-year
public institution. This figure should also contain an adjustment for
inflation. This maximum financial assistance level should also contain
an inflation adjustor.

The muimum cash contribution could be two-thirds of that figure
($kno).

The 2-week limitation on residing in the parent's home should be
dropped altogetherthis restriction is completely unenforceable.

One possible approach would be to consider each month spent in the
parents' home as the equivalent of a $50 in kind contribution. This ap-
proach would encourage students to save the room and board they
would have to pay if they were forced out of their parents' home to
retain independent status.

We believe that this treatment of the independent student might
bring regulaitons more in line with reality, encourage parents to assist
independent students up to some maximum figure, and provide the
self-supporting studer.t with greater access to the program.

It. TREATIIENT As:Arms

We would like to register our objection to the unreasonable re-
quirements for contributions from assets. The proposed $8,500 asset
reserve of the Office of Education is totally inadequate since the pro-
posed increase of $1.000 does not even keep pace with inflation since
the first schedule. The asset reserve should be raised to $15,000 with
annual increases tied to the cost-of-living increases.

The asset reserve is one of the most restrictive aspects of the family
contribution schedule, particularly with regard to lower middel -in-
come families with almost any amount of home equity. It is generally
a nonliquid asset and is particularly so during times characterized
by 10- to 12- percent interest rates. the supply of mortgage money
is so short that it makes liquidity of home equity into a distant dream.

10 0
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to be spread over more individuals mid therefore the average size of
the gram would have to be redlleetl.

Ill a ease like that, if the reduction is relatively small, perhaps $50
to $75, it might be an equitable move.

However, if it comes out that the reduction of the grant would be
$:.100 to $300, I think that the move should be weighed against the im-
pact it would have on access for those individuals whose grant size
would be reduced by that amount.

Mr. 13Ltool. The opposite course would be to provide inore funds?
Mr. Plow% Yes; the optimum would be to attain the full funding

level so that we don't have the shortage of funds.
Mr. limoet. In connection with the independent student, it is reeog-

nized there are Seale inequities development.
Dr. Hollander suggested an appeals process for the independent

student.
The comments you make in your statement lend credence to his

don, suggests an individual approach, a review of each case to a...
for sonic adjustment for the current year income.

Mr. Picii :Tr. Yes.
Mr. 13mant. What is your reaction to the appeals process?
I have read your other suggestions.
Mr. Piexcrr. I think some forms of appeals process, whether it is

in the form of some type of hearings or perhaps the possibility to sub-
mit a Supplemental application, is imperative at some point down the
road.

Mr. BiAoot. Let us go back a little bit on the consequences of a net
taxable income with the possibility of reduction of the amount of
grant.

iIs it your position that we ought not reduce the grant but limit it to
the numbers now eligible, or would you reduce the grant and broaden
the number of people eligible for it

Mr. PICKETT. Here again I would have to fall back on what I ear-
lier said.

The optimum position would be to have full funding for the basic
grant program, so, what was being talked about back in 1972, a maxi-
mum grant of $1,400 and an average grant size of, say. $800 to $900%,
becomes a reality. We don't want to experience a whittling down of
the program and the expectations of it.

Mr. limeoi. Thank you very naneh, Mr. Pickett, for your contribu-
tion.

Mr. Fisher.

STATEMENT OF MARK MILES FISHER IV, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman and members of the Special Subcom-
mittee on Education:

I am Miles Mark Fisher 1Y, executive secretary of the National
Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education. The asso-
ciation expresses its gratitude for the opportunity to present testimony
before this subcommittee.
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The National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Educa-
tion represents the historically black colleges and universities of our
Nation.

There are 107 institutions located in 15 Southern States, four North-
ern States, and the District of Columbia, enrolling more than 180,000
stndents. These institutions graduate more than 30,000 students an-
mutily with baccalaureate. graduate Viand profeasional degrees. These
institutions have made and =ate making u significant contribution to
higher education and the Am actin Nation.

In keeping With the need of most institutions of higher education to
have available the necessary financial resources for their students, stu-
dent financial assistance is the No. 1 pn iority.

lIpprotteh to st agent financial twist once that includes time supple-
mental educational opportunity grant program, the college work study
program, the direct student loan program, the basic educational oppor-
tunity grants program, and the guaranteed student loans will be neces-
sary for the foreseeable future to bring to fruition the education hopes
of 'thousands of students of this Nation.

Therefore, it is important that the basic educational opportunity
program family contribution schedule be given consideration

for the impact that it has and will have on what happens in the lives of
thousands of college eligible students.

The family contribution schedule for the basic educational °pixy-
tunity grants program should be further amended for academic. year
1.107:',76 if this program is to be equitable for those who qualify for
part ici pat ion.

In keeping with the modified proposals that Commissioner Bell has
submitted to this committee on the BEOG family contribution sched-
ule. 1 will direct the major portion of my remarks.

Proposal 1 seeks to increase the asset reserve from $7,500 to $8,500.
This does several things. namely

1. Enlarges the pool of eligibles and broadens the base of participa-
t ion in the program.

2. Raises the definitional problem of equity and debts against the
assets. Are these real debts/immediate debts or are they deferred
debts

Proposal 2 pertains to the consideration given to the effective income
of students.

The fact that the previous modifications did alleviate problems for
social security recipients from the lowest income families, this treat-
ment still results in problems with regard to inequities for other
recipients of social security benefits.

The proposal that the "effective income of the student" be made
equivalent dollar for dollar with other family income and assessed at
the same marginal rate bears some thought. The treatment of veterans
benefits should be given special study.

Proposal 8 on adjustIng the basis of the family size offsets currently
in use by the Consumer Price Index for 1974 is not clear as stated.

Proposal 4 addresses the issue of the independent student who was
employed in the base year but who lost his employment in order to
pursue postsecondary education. In order to deal with this problem,
it is proposed that all independent applicants, who were not students
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lie liF.Ori Play. ill raft, therense tlw teudeney of lower income
students to enroll at low Lg. cost institutions neeause the amount of ati-
niet iwril for additional aid required is lover at these Institut torts and
3 1 \timid, he re.thieed itt a luster .rate than at higher cost institutions,

11'w 'ilt'tliiZe 11'1414. ,110 tqll'ollea 111 disproportionute twin.
10tV VO",t. institutions may that that to cost institutions be-

1.4i1lie their only educational alternatives under 131;OG, Their areess
ttt lowvr 4'04 itMittilioln4 Duty illeeenSe(i by the ItEOG but their
choice of education uniontr all institutions may remain as restricted
as now.

1 otil1 like to co:a-hale by -reading from the last .pago which is an
exeerpt from it proz-ess ropm-t on the national debate &sun tit ancing
11-t-c,....11,1ary education. Ten Basle whieh was priliared for
pi, unto ion at A141,1.74,101 s,-;ence .kss(wiation meeting
21":( Iti.e0 ou Auzir4 30. 1971. liv Dr. Carol Van ytto,
nil t Mid litiL;L'y analyst for the American Connell on Falueati,m. In
tlits siatenient. soe toxin* some remarks flint I made, and 1 think that

ret.oirl,:, say somet hing which .,ignitleant to the delilierahus
that we are about :

Yea, y re,osny have read editorials in the newspapers or seen N10\1.1011
programs iiesribtag the plight oft he middiclarome student :

tt 1,t pinutint widIe lowinvome students reeelve linanelid assistance
awl while uppor-Incoute Pt tidelits 4111.1 rtiy on their parents for thauteitti

tablilivIreome students are ala getting aid front either maim. and tint lire
Iwo": out of hit:her edneatioo,

however, as Niles Fisher, Executive liirector or the National Assortnibitt for
V:glint tipp..rt unity In 1..dua remarked recently. we ebarfteterisnically use
the trat rows* in two different ways. depending on whether we apply it to low.
income or to middle-income students, Middie-tnrome students do have Civet- A 1

insatritions but uenerally not to litalocost institutions: we interpret this
to Mein) 0:11 OW), acre trolitg neeess".

In contrast, though lo-ineome atudents who receive financial nil are in the
same situation (that is. they have access to low-cost institutions but not to high-
eost gtnex 1 . we do not regard t hu t SS denial of nece,s.

We hove made a hidden value judgment that arrests. to inw.00st Institutions is
tsullielent 'arrests' for low-income students hut not for middle-ineoto students. who
have a -right" (so we judge 1 to the "best"that is, most expeasiveeamutioo.

11r. itt win, Who said that ?
11". Fisorn. This is a quote I made that was recorded in a paper by

1)r. Van Alstyne. 1 thought the phraseology wtn quite apt for presett-
tat loll tlt tlils t 'ma .

Mr. limnot. That is all right hut I and a little confused.
There is somet hing radically wrong with the statement. or maybe

don*t understand it,
kr. you offering it in sarcastic fashionnot to usbut are you try-

ing to say we are den ling: with double standards!
Mr. Fisimit, Basically, that is what it is. It is not sarcasm.
Mr. Yon lost me there for a while. To me, it sent up a flare.

double standards. and I don't agree with double standards. I just could
not underst and t he statement that was being said.

Fuotiat. I was really trying to assess what appears to me to he
the situation that we are In today wherein you have quite a bit made
over t his whole notion the community college and the low-cost institu-
tions are in many instances available to most people; many middle.
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iiiroine people can afford to send their kids there. Much of the com-
plaining is that they would rather send them to Harvard, Yale, or
Mike.

Consequently, they don't have that kind of money, you talk about
$,540 a year, whereas you can go to a nearby community or junior
,college or low-cost 4-year college for maybe $1,000. An average middle-
invome person can put that on a Master Charge account. They give you
a cash advance an l, you can send your kid there if you really want to
do it and put it out on time.

Mr. Blitool. The same condition confronts the veterans today, too.
They are locked in economically.

FINIIER. Yes.
1 would like to thank you for the opportunity <to speak to you at this

time.
311', Iii cox. Thank you for your contribution.
I am aware of exactly what this does.
I don't approve of double standards. As a matter of fact, I reject it,

reject it most vigorously. That is one of the reasons why we are trying
to obtain more money in the Congress.

The question of assets, of course, is the critical one here.
I observed you sitting there when DrHollander was talking, sug-

gesting again a net taxable income as a basis rather than assets.
What is your reaction to that V
Mr. FlallEtt. I think 1 would have to do a little more thinking about

that.
One of the notions that has struck me is that the more assets you

protect, the less there will be in the pool for those who probably. have
nothing to protect. That also raises the question about what is going to
ultimately happen to the future direction of the program if at every
seemingly step along the way it broadens its base and includes more
students and these students are not funded adequately, what will you
really have and will this program really make the impact that it was
originally hoped that it would male upon the postsecondary
community /

Mr. BUM. What you are talking about is more money, then ?
Mr. FISHER, Right.
It is that, plus some other kinds of things, too.
When you look at the family contribution schedule, the question

comes to my mind in the family offset this is given in equitable fash-
ion to both the low income with assets and the low income without as-
sets. But then you come back on the other hand and in that family
offset you include some allowances for shelter and clothing and rill that
and then you come back around and you take and protect the "home
equity" of the student and, in a sense, give a double protection of the
cost of shelter for these particular people. You don't make allowances
for the people who rent.

I wonder: Is that an inequity, whether some rentership has some
concessionals in terms of a cost if you are going to be concerned about
the cost of how someone lives, is the fact that someone pays rent of
significance to be considered as a cost in this whole equation /

Mr. BI. GGI. The purpose is to recognize that there are many, people
who don't come within the low income but are just outside of it and
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they just can't afford he kind of education as those who would other-
wise qualify under BEOG.

The ,purpose of the kgislation is to bring more people in. If that
is so, obviously the more money .we provide by the Government/

Mr. Fisiucu. The other factor 1$ that when you broaden this base you
have broadened it but you don't come up to the '$1,400 or half cost.
You have to make up in other kinds of programs the deficit to bring it
up to the level in addition to complete the distribution of resources
so that the people can really have an opportunity to get through.

I think that we may find ourselves caught up with inflation, 'uirm-
ployment and inability of families to pay, and we arc going 'to give
the people just enough to get them in trouble. They get in there and
they will go a year and a half and drop out. There will be no way that
some of the schools in trying to spread the resources around to get
as many bodies on campus that they will be able to really adequately
support students so that they can move through and have a reasonable
assurance that if they can cut it in terms of the academics that they
can at least come out on the other end.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Fisher.
I think at this point we will, in light of those bells which are all-

demanding, ,,iose the, hearings for the 1975-1976 BEOG family con-
tribution schedu!e.

I hope the members of the staff and the subcommittee and Commis-
sioner Bell and his staff will very quickly work out what seems to be
a very no rrow area of disagreement and we can shortly move to a third
year of this program.

The subcommittee will now stand adjourned subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.]

[Subsequently the following correspondence was exchanged be-
tween the Commissioner and the Chairman :]

DEP.ARTIIENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C., October 8, 1974.
Hon. Ji.eatze G. O'HARA,
Chairman., Special Subcommittee on Education, Cammittec on Education and

Labor, House of RcarcsentativeciVaallington,
Dear Mr. O'HARA: We appreciated the opportunity to appear before your sub.

committee on September 80 to present our proposed changes on the Family Con-
tribution Schedules for the Basic Grant Program.

As a result of further discussions, we are proposing an additional modifica-
tion in the treatment of assets. As you know, our original proposal contained an
increase In the amount to be subtracted from net assets of $1,000, raising the
asset reserve to $8,500. We are now recommending that this asset reserve be
further increased to a level of $10,000.

We hope that this proposed change will meet the concerns which have been
expressed concerning the treatment of assets in the Basic Grant Family Con-
tribution Schedules and will permit an early resolution of these Schedules for the
1975-76 academic year. We would be pleased to discuss this with you at your
convenience.

Sincerely,
T. IL B13.1,.

U.S. Commissioner of Education.
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NI7V.111' ALTIC\ U i i: N1"r 10:!0-1111: t WI'sV,l'A ON SIDLNTS AND A \YARD

t A sltrile.s Appropriat ion of .4:30

1. $.6...1.00 As,,et Reserve
'Maximum - $7s0
Average s:its3
Students 1, 270, out)

2. S10,000 Asset ite--erve
Maxistana $7311
Averaze $187
Students 1, 317, ssit)

3. $1.2.000 Asset Reserve
Maxinstun S733
Average $ t72
Students 1, 358, 000

4. $15,0iss Asset Reserve
Maximum - $714
Average $457
Studets 1, 308, 000

0, No Asset Contribution
:Maximu .

8575
Average $3tio
students 1, 730, 000

Estimated Costs Assuming Asset Reserve of $5,500 plus $12,000
for Farmers, Business, and House Owners

It is diflieult to make preeise cost estimates assuming different asset offsets
for various types of asset equities. However, the proposed offset of $20,500 for
business and home owners substantially exceeds the average reported asset equity
for such applicants. For example, the house equity for all qualifying and non-
qualifSing applicants is $12.424. Farther, of all applicants who reported any
kind of asset equity, home owners constitute nearly N5 percent. With the excess-
don of farm owners. the majority of applicants with other types of assets would,
in most cases, be exempted from contribution of aSSils by the proposed asset
reserves. As such, the general effect of the proposed changes would substan-
tinily reduce expectation from assets over current treatment. Previous cost esti-
mates indicate that, at full funding, the program costs would increase by $000
million if expectations from assets were eliminated. Given the fact that the
majority of applicants would not be expected to contribute from assets under the
proposed asset offsets, It is estimated that the total program cost at full funding
would be increased by about $5tX) million under the $8,500-$12,000 asset reserve.

It should be further noted that the $650 million funding level. the average
award would be reduced to $309 if expectations from assets were eliminated. This
compares to a $780 average award assuming an asset offset of $8,500. If a reason-
able allowance is made for souse contribution from assets under the $8,500-
$12.000 offset proposal, it is estimated that the average award would be about
$430.

Ocrroora 8, 1974.
lion. T. a BELT.,
Commissioner of Education, Department of flealth, Education, and Welfare,

Washington, Dm.
DEAR VollstssroNsta BELL: This is in response to your letter of October 8, in

which you indicate your willingness to modify the proposed BEOG family con-
tribution schedule for 1975-70, as srbmitted to the Congress on September 25th,
by increasing the assets reserve to 80,000, in lieu of the $8,500 figure originally
proposed.

We have polled the members of the Subcommittee, and consulted with Chair-
man Perkins and 111r. Quie, the ranking minority member, and And that a sub-
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stantial majority of the members of the Subcommittee are willing to support a
Illation to table ll.ltes. 131W. Such a motion It111 be brought before the 4uhcutu-
wit tee at Its next mark-up session. 4klthungli it is unlikely that such a session can
be held before the recess begins this month, We feel that you may proceed With
the implenantation of the schedule, as proposed in your September 25th letter to
the Speaker, as modified In your letter of October Lt addressed to the Chairman
of the Subcommittee. and as explained by you in the public hearings on Sep
tember 30, without fear of further disapproval by the House, Naturally, this
assumes that the language of the schedule, as ninths developed is consistent with
those letters, and with that testimony.

Once again, we want to thank you and your staff for the cooperation and t=ensi-
tivity to Congressional and public concerns which you have shown in the develop-
ment of the 1975-76 schedule.

Very truly yours,
JAMES G. CYITAnn,

Chairman,
3 OR N DELLEti BACK.

Ranking ,31 malty Monbcr.
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BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS-
FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE, 1975-76

TVESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1974

MUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
S1'KC1A -airrrEE ()N EnucATioN

or THE C031.511T1'EE ON EDUCATION AND LABOIt
a8hington. D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:0 a.m.. pursuant to notice, in room
2,257. Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. James

O'llara ehairman of the .subcommittee ) presiding.
Present ; Representatives O'Hara, Perkins, Deflenback, Quie, Phillip

Burton, Lehman, Benitez, and Erienboxn.
Staff present Jim Harrison, staff director; Elnora Teets, clerk;

'Webster Buell, counsel ; Robert Andringa, minority staff director for
the full committee.

[At H:45 a.m., under a unanimous consent agreement earlier entered
into, the subcommittee set aside other legislation under consideration,
and called up IL Res. 1396.]

Mr. O'HAILL The Chair will now put before the subcommittee H.
Res. 1396, submitted by myself, providing for disapproval of the pro-
posed family cont. :bution schedule. Without objection the resolution
is considerea as read, open to amendment at any point.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from OregHon.
Mr. DELLENBACK. I would move that we table ouse Resolution 1396.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Seconded.
:NIX. O'HARA. The gentleman from California wishes to be heard on

the subject.
Mr. BURTON. Could the Chair give us the highlights of the modifi-

eation0
Mr. O'HARA. Yes. The modifications are as follows ; first, the assets

-reserve before the amount you can exclude from taxation of assets is
increased from $7,500 to $10,000. Second, the social security benefits
received on account of the student and veterans' benefits are con-
sidexed as family income rather than as income of the student, there-
fore are t axed at a lower rate than they have been. Then the inde-
pendent student who was applying for assistance under BOG had
to be judged on the basis of what his income was last year. Now let
us take the independent student who is working full-time and wants
to go back to school. He had to be considered for a BOG grant on the
basis of what he made when was working full-time rather than what
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he is gonit..v to be making when he goes baok to sehool, Tho
'will have them consider the e;":011.1ated prospective income rather than
last year's income.

Finally, the family set.aside. the f:unily °J1 et would be increased by
the increase in the Consumer Price Index during the calendar year
1974. So we have in effect a cost of living adjustment.

Mr. Butrrox. 1 intend to follow the leadership of the Chair on this.
I would hope that next year we will review the ellicacy, which 1 highly
doubt, of the assets test. 1 don't IleeeSSarily like the income test, but
1 think that has at least some relevance. 1 think the asset test may
well on objective .scrutiny prove to be burdensome and not be a very
good measurement of a student's or family's ability to help a student
provide financial assistance.

31r. OTIARa. MN friend from California who was the first one \vim
brought tins problem forcefully to my attention, and I later discussed
it with the gentleman front Oregon, and the gentleman from Minne-
sota and others. We have had testimony to the subcommittee particu-
larly front the New York State people who have run a needs base
grant. program without a needs test successfully. That will be one of
the subjects that we will seriously consider when we go to write the
program 'LI the next session.

Mr. 131-aToN. I thank the Chairman.
Sly. Dral.ExitActc. I renew my motion.
Mr. O'HARA. The gentleman from Oregon has moved that we table

House Resolution 131)6. Those in favor say aye. Those opposed no.
The ayes have it and }louse Resolution 1396 is tabled with a quorum

present.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I move we adjourn subject to the call of the Chair.
Mr. OlIanA. Without objection, the motion to adjourn to the call of

the Chair is agreed to.
[Whereupon. at 12 noon, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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